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LARRY A. DEWESE

BOB SPI LLER

GRACE LANE

HFILLED WITH FUN

WILBORN STRODE

A FAVORITE FARCE"
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Nothing But The Truth
fall ().-()ducti()n ()f the Weste.-n ()Iarers
BOB SPILLER
LARRY A. DEWESE
KENNETH SHORE
JUNE WEST
STEVE-ANNA STEPHENS

WILBORN STRODE
GRACE LANE
CAROLYN CARR
WILLIAM R. MONTANA
MARY ALICE SUMMERS
LAURA STUART

i)ireefed l3y

~ussell

t ie Mille.-

BOB ROGERS, Stage Manager
JOE KIMBROUGH, OMER GOSNELL, Scenic Artists

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

'Thu.-sdoy, N()vembe.- 11- - - S:15

J).

M.

~ese.-ved

Seats . . . . . Sl.()()
Advance Sale at Bursar's Office, W. K. S. C., November 15-17---General Admission 50c

JUNE WEST

WM. R. MONTANA

CAROLYN CARR

KENNETH SHORE

A Smash Hit in 1916

An Outstanding Revival in 1949

James Montgomery's Beloved Farce

"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH"
Fall Production of the Western Players
First in a Cycle of Four Decades of American Play Writing

Directed by Russell H. Miller
with cast of
Bob Spiller, Wilborn Strode, Grace Lane, Larry A. Dewese, Carolyn Carr,
William R. Montana, June West, Mary Alice Summers, Kenneth Shore,
Steve-Anna Stephens, and Laura Stuart
Stage Manager - - - Bob Rogers

Thursday

Scenic Artists· •• Orner Gosnell, Joe Kimbrough

November 17
8:15 p.m.
Van Meter Auditorium

Reserved Seats.

.

.

.

• $1:00

( On sale at Bursar's Office, WKSC, Nov. 15 - 17 )

General Admission
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TEACHERS

COLLEGE

COL UMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK

27,

N. Y.

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TEACHING OF
SPEECH AND DRAMATICS

November 14, 1949

I • Russell • Miller
Western Kentucky State COlle ge
Bowline Green, Kentucky

Dear Mr .

.~il ler

:

I was delighted to receive the
announcement of your pr oduction of "Nothing
But the Truth . 11 NO doubt at the pr esent
time you are putti ng the fi nal touches to
the producti on .
I would Ii e to send my best
wishes for an 0 standing success . I know
that the play will be well received .

Yours sincerely,

Mag ale e Kramer
Chairman of the Department

DAB

THE COLLEGE HEIGHTS

Friday. October 7. It&t

INothing But .The T ruth ' Slated As
Fall Production By Weste1~11 Playel'·~
NOTHING BUT THE T RUTH
will be the season's first production
for the Western Players, R ussell H .
Miller. faculty director, h as ann ounced. The play. tentatively set
for November 17, is number one in
a series of four plays picturing the
progress of playwriting in the 1900's.
A record number were present for
the regular monthly m eeting of the
W estern Players on September 27.
Bob Spiller, newly elected presiden t,
welcomed returnin g m embers, new
m embers, and guests. Nina Koen en,
fir st presiden t of t he Western Players when it was revived in 1947,
p layed h ostess as social ch ail'man.
Mr . Miller discussed t h e proposed
p rogram for the year. As this schoo}
year will mark the completion of
half the Twentieth c entury and as
this period h as been marked by the
greatest progress in American playwriting, the group will present as
its four programs throughout the
year plays typical or repersenta tive
of the four decades just completed.
Tentative choices as typicat of the
playwrite's commentary on the
American scene of the periods are
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH,
James Montgomery (1916); MARY
THE THIRD, R achel Crothers
(1923); THE PETRIFIED FOREST,
Robert E. Sherwood (1934); and ALL
S , Arthur Miller (1947).
Tryouts for casting were held on

Western Players
Production Set
For Nov. 17

Wilborn Strode

Larry D ewese

Bob Spiller

SteveAnna Stephens, Lou i s viII e;
Laura J. Stuart, Horse Cave; Bob
Spiller, Broomal, P a .. Larry A. Dewese, Sturgis; W-ilborn Strode, Glasgow, Orne!' Gosnell, P ekin, Ill. ; William R . Montana, LouiiV'ille; and
Kenneth Shore, Philpot.
Tentatively chosen for the cast
of Rachel Crother's story of the
flapper era. MARY THE THIRD,
were Nina Koenen. Hanson; Judith
Griffin, Bowling Green; S ara Lee
Cummings, Orlinda, Tenn.; Joan R .
Black, -Danville; M artpa H. Long,
Hopkinsville ; Thomas White, Springfield; Eugene Tanner, Rockfield;
Joe Kimbrough, Bowling Green;
Henry P . Smith, Franklin; and Gregory Colson, Middlesboro.
Bob Rogers was chosen as director's assistant on the basis of his
rI-:sU(~ce,ssj[ul experience as stage manager for last spring's LIFE WITH
FATHER. Joe Kimbrough and Orner
Gosnell have been enlisted on the
crew for scenic desi
on t e . irst
setting:

the evenings of September 28-29 for
selections of tentative casts for the
fall and winter productions. NOTHING BUT THE THUTH, a farce
comedy typical of styles in' acting,
staging, and costuming of the 19+0's
was chosen for the November offering. Rehearsals for NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH have begun.
The cast includes Grace Lane,
Bowling Green ; June West. Covington; Carolyn Carr, Herndon ; Mary
Alice Swnmers, Springfield, Tenn.;

1-

he Park City Dai ly News, Bowling Green, Ken tuck,

Have Leading Parts In Play

"Noth ing But The Truth," f all
production of the Western P layers,
has been scheduled Nov. 17 at Van
Meter auditorium, Russell H. Miller ,
direct or, announced Saturday.
Making t h eir first appearance in
the production will be Wilborn
Sfrode, William R. Montana, K enneth Shore and Miss June West.
Written by J ames Mon tgoTnery,
"Not hing But 'Th e T ruth" was first
produced in 1916 and h as been revived frequen t ly for both the stage
and screep. I t t wice h as been
adapted to t h e m usical comedy form.
The play was presented 'recently .
as a I' dio a dapt ion of NBC's Comedy Theater.
ASSisting MI'. Miller as stage man ager will be Bob Rogers. Joe K imbrough and Orner Gosnell are t o
serve as scenic artists.
Other members of t h e Western
Players, who will complete t he cast
for "Nothing But The Truth," are
Miss Grace Lane, Miss Carolyn Carr,
Miss Mar y Alice Summers, Miss
S teve-Anna Stephens, Miss Laura
S tewart, Bob !;)pUler and Larry A.
Deweese.
•

1
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Miss June West and Willia m .
1\'[onta
th e production "Nothing But The Tr~:"ar~ .to ~arry leading rolcs in
'pr
en ta tion Nov. 17 at Van Meter aud ' t '. w Ich IS sch eduled for presvReser ve seats for t he play ar e t
I orlUm by t h e Western Players
~~ offi ce at Western. Gencral admi:si!O ~~ k~Ie N?v. 15 at the bursar'~
be secured either in advance or at t~ I; e s, Jr~ced at 50 cents, may
f,0mer~, the comedy is described by ~us:~~i rItt~n by ~am es Monted
.f avorlte. Amer ican far ce filled with fun " T H. MIller, dIrector, as a
.
he play poses t h e question : "Can a man tell the t rut h
the truth and lIve h appily In t h' ~he. " wh ole truth and nothing butday?" Settings for the production eha::I~ess and social world of this
Joe Kimbrou;:-h and Omer Gosn ell "th een designed by Bob Rogen,
tion class at Western.
WI members of the Play Produc_
inl
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New Westeyn Players Cast In Fall
Production, 'Nothing But The Truth'

/ 2 From Here ' In Western Play
PBC?MINENT in the cast of
"Nothmg But The Truth " the
fall production of the Wester n
Players of Western Kentucky
State Colleg~; are Steve-Anna
Stephens and Wi~lia!ll R. , Montana, both of LOUIsvIlle.
Miss Stephens is a graduate of
Atherton Girls High School in
1949. She resides at 1609 Chichest~r. Montana, who resides at
1512 Anderson ~tr~et, was gr';lduated f:om LOUIsvIlle Male HIgh
School m 1945.
" Nothing But The T th" th
.
"
ru ,
e
fIrst productIOn m the Players'
,~,~t "Yde, "Fo~ . De"d., of
Amer.ic~.Plll;,~ Writing," is under
the dIrection of Russetl H . Miller
of the Western English faculty.
It was chosen as typical of the
farces of the era from 1910 to

1920. Other members of the cast
G
.
are r ace Lane, Bowlmg Green;
June West, Covington; Carolyn
Carr, Herndon; Mary Alice Summers, Springfield, Tenn. ; Laura J.
St
t H
.
uar, orse Cav~; Bob SpIller,
Broomal, Pa.; Wilborn Strode,
Glasgow; Larry A. Dewese, Sturgis, and Kenneth Shore, Philpot.
The production is scheduled
for presentation in Van M t
A d.t .
e er
u Ionum on W:estern c:ampus
on Thursday evenmg
,
•

i

l

I

November 17 has been set for the
presentation of NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH, scheduled fall production of the Western Player s. according to Russell H: Miller. of the
English faculty, who will direct the ,
play. It will be presented in Van '
Meter Auditorium.
The situation in which someone is

'

I tain U. S. forces in Europe, Africa.
and the Middle East. Benny Baker
; was the featured player in the unit.
1 R ecently, it wa~ preserited as a
radio adaptation of NBC's Comedy 1
Theater. a series of representative
America,n comedies tha t have stood ,
the test of time . Because it is
typical of the best comic commen- I
tary on the first decades of the [
twenties century in Arne ric a n
theater, it was chosen as the first
play in the Western , Player's current cycle of F our Decades of
American Play Writing.
asSisting Mr. Miller as stage manager is Bob Rogers and as scenic
artists, Joe Kimbrough and Orner
Gosnell. The cast for NOTHING
BUT THE TRUTH includes G race
Lane, June West, Carolyn Carr,
I Mary Alice Summers, Steve-Anna
I St~phens, Laura S tewart, }Vilborn
S trode. Bob Spiller, Larry A. Dewese, William R. Montana. and
Kenueth S hore.
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forced to tell the truth. absolutely
and literally for twenty-four hours,
is an intriguing one. The inherent
possibilities in it are challenging to
y. the most determined would-be
George Washington. Can a man successfully cki business and tell the
.s absolute and literal truth? Can anyone retain his circle of fliends a

We.tem Kentucky "State ~
BOWLING GREEN. KENTUCKY
1

The four Western players pictured
_ above a r e making their first appear, anees with the group in the forth- :::
t, coming production of NOTHING 1:
- BUT THE TRUTH.
t:
1,
t place in society and not temper his
_ truthfulness with "judgment?"
tl.
James M 0 n t g 0 mer y , s frace \. comedy, NOTIDNG BUT THE
B TRUTH, takes this situation and
'- develops it into one of the most
!, sprightly.
amusing, and popular
comedies of which the American
L theater of any period can boast.
I, First produced in 1916, it has been
frequently revived in its original
form for both the stage and the
-"'SCI'eel:!. It has twice been adapted to
the musical com
fOl'ID _ On itls
reputation of success it was selec~
for usa o"el'seas touring t.n ""u>'r-

'Nothing But The Truth' Presented

1
]

I
l'
t
1
'.1'Ht: '.1'

!d
(y

()f
al

presented by the Western Players last night at 8:15. Included in the
east group pictured are: top row-Kenneth Shore, Steve-Anna Stephens, Mary Alice SUIllDlers, Larry A. Dewese; second row-Carolyn
Carr, June West, Wilborn Strode, Grace Lane, Bob SplUer; lower
row-Laura Stuart, William R. Montana. In the play the picture of
George Washington provides the inspiration for the hero's acceptance
of tile daft to ftIr"lIle abSolute truth. The next play, MARY Till!:
THIRD, ril be preaeated January 19.
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The Park City Daily News

estern Players To Open
Season Thursdav Night
':~;~:i{
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~
The western Players will open
the 1949-50 season Thursday night
with the presentation of "Nothing
But The Truth " tn Van Me ter auditorium.
Members of the cast, which is di~ected by Russell H. Miller, are Bob
Spiller, Carolyn Carr. Grace Lane,
Wilborn Strode, Larry A. Deweese,
June West, William R. Montana,
Mary Alice Summers, Kenneth

I
I
I

,Peg 0' My Heart
""/EMBER 18
- ~"lum

Shore, Steve-Anna Stephens and
Laura Stuart.
The technical staff Is made up of
Joe Kimbrough, Sara
Kelmeth Shore, Wilborn
Robert Rogers, Hal Gomer,
Binkley, Charles
Dolan, J esse G. Keown,
singer, Orner Gosnell,
Smith, Nina Koenen,
Mary F. Taylor, Gregory
Thomas W. White.
Tickets for the play are
sale Tuesday under
Martha Crady, vice
Western Players.
general admi,
purchased in
Hall or the bursar's
door Thursday night.

•
The Park City Daily News, Bowling Green, Kentuc

olning But The Truth' Slated As
Fall Produ~tion By Western Players

.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
will be the season's first production
for the Western Players, Russell H
Miller, faculty director. has announced. The play. tentatively I set
for November 17, is number one in
a ,series of four plays picturing the
progress of playwrighting in th e
1900's.
A record number was present for
a recent meeting of the Western
Players. Bob Spiller, newly elected
pl'esident, welcomed returning members, new members, and guests. Nina
Koenen, first president of the Western Players when it was rev! ved in
1947, played hostess as social chairman.
Mr. Miller dIscussed the proposed
program for the year. As th is school
year will mark the completion of
half the Twentieth Century and as
this period has been marked by the
greatest progress in American playwrighting the group will present as
its four programs throughout the
year plays typical or representative
of the four decades j ust completed.
Tentative choices as typical of the
playwright's commentary 011 the
American scene of the periods are
NOTHI NG BUT THE TRUTH,
J ames Montgomery (1916) ; MAR Y
THE THIRD, Rachel Orothers
(1923); THE PETRIFIED FOREST,
Robert E. Sherwood (1934) ; and ALL
I I MY SONS, Arthur Miller (1947).
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH, a
farce comedy typical of styles in
acting, staging, and cQstuming of
the 1910's was chosen for the Novem-

Bob Spiller

Larry Dewese

ber offering. Rehearsals for NOTHING BUT TfIE TRUTH have begun.
The cast includes Grace Lane,
BoWling Green: June West, Covington; Carolyn Carr, Herndon ; Mary
Alice Summers, Springfield, Tenn.;
Steve Anna Stephens, Louisville;
Laura J . ' Studrt, Horse Cave ; Bob
Spiller, Broomal, Pa., Larry A. Dewese, SturgIs; Wilborn Strode, Glasgow, Williams R . Montana, Louisville; and Kenneth Shore, Philpot.
Tentatively chosen for the cast
of Rachel Crother's story of the
flapper era, MARY THE THIRD,
were Nina Koenen, Hanson; Judith

Griffin, Bowling Green; Sara Lee
Cummings, Orlinda, Tenn. ; Joan R .
Black, Danvllle; Martha fI: Lorn;,
fIopkinsville ; Thomas White, Springfield ; Eugene Tanner, Rockfield ;
Joe Kimbrough, Bowling Green;
Henry P. Smith, Franklin; and Gregory Colson, Middlesboro.
Bob Rogers was chosen a.s director's assistant on Ule basis of his
successful experience as stage manager for last spring's LIFE WITH
FATHER. Joe Kimbrough and Omer
Gosnell have been enlisted on the I
qrew for scenio desipl 011 the tint ;
setting.

NuthinlS lJut The T.-uth
By JAMES MONTGOMERY

Directed by

RUSSELL

H. MILLER

0.
8 :1 5 P. M.

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

W(:ST(:RN K(:NTUCKY STAT(: COLL(:G(:
Bowling Green, Ky.
Paul Garrett, President

"

...

WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are an activity of

THE CAST-

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Presenting, this

"
season, a

DR. GORDON WILSON, Head
cycle of Foar D ecad es of Ame ri can Play Writing -

Nothing But The Truth, 1915
Mary The Third, 1923
The Petrified Forest, 1935
All My Sons, 1946
- - -000-

---

Because they believe in the future of Western Kentucky State College and the part
played by the Western Playe rs in the cultural life of the community, the firms listed
below h a ve contributed to this program:
ADAMS SHOE STORE
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK

KELLEY OFFICE EQUIPMENT
COMPANY

BETTERSWORTH MOTOR COMPANY

Mc FARLAND' S CLEANERS AND
LAUNDRY

BOWLING GREEN
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY

MARTIN' S

BOWLING GREEN
COCA-COLA BOTTLING

THE ORANGE BAR CAFE

WORKS

MORRIS JEWELRY STORE

BROADWAY WASHETERIA

PEARSON DRUG COMPANY

BUTT AND SON'S BARBER SHOP

J . C. PENNEY AND COMPANY

THE COFFEE HOUSE

ROY AL BARN ANTIQUES AND
FLOWERS

DIXIE CAFE

Robert Bennett ............................................................................ Wilborn Strode '
E. M. Ralston ...................................................................................... B~b Spiller
Dick Donnelly .......................................................................... Larry A. Dewese
Clarence Van Dusen .......................................................... William R. Montana
Bishop Doran ................................................................................ Kenneth Shore
Gwendolyn Ralston ............................................................................ Grace Lane
Mrs. E. M. Ralston .............................................................................. J une West
Ethel Clark ...................................................................................... Carolyn Carr
Mabel J ackson .................................................................. Mary Alice Summers
Sabel Jackson .................................................................... Steve-Anna Stephens
Martha ............................................. ............................................... Laura Stuart

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

THE STANDARD STORE

J . L . DURBIN AND COMPANY

...

THE UNIVERSITY INN

THE GOAL POST
- - -000-

Act 1.

Interior of a broker's office in an uptown New York hotel.

---

Intermission of 12 minutes

WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION TOJOHNSON-MALONE, for photography and display.

Act 2.

Parlor in the summer home of E . M. Ralston, Long Island.

HANCOCK FURNITURE COMPANY, for furnishings.
PENNYROYAL GIFT SHOP, WARREN COUNTY HARDWARE COMPANY, for
decorations.

Intermission of 5 minutes
Act 3.

Same as Act 2.

MILLER, Incorporated, for oil p a intings.
MORRIS JEWELRY COMPANY, for clock.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY, for telephone.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for coop e ration in pUblicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT AND WLBJ, for cooperati on in publidty.

In this revival an effort has been made to catch the style and spirit of
the author's commentary on the American way of life in 1915.

Th

-

",.- --

Opening .Production Of
Western Players Lauded

....
--'- ~

co-wagerer, was amusingly unBy Muriel Hawkes
Thusrday evening proved an aus- scrupulous ill his efforts to avoid
picious opening night for that hard- losillg his share. He will be re1V0rking and talented group on the membered as "Jonathan" in last
Hill, known as the _"Western Play- season's presentation, "TI1e Coners." This group is an activity of trast," and to resort t o a play on
the Department of English, of which words, the contrast ill roles showed
Dr. Gordon Wilson is the head. The no contrast in his ability. Clarence
players are under the direction of Van Dusen, el)acted by William R.
Russell H. Miller, who needs no Montana, was the most unprincipled
introduction to Bowling 'Green the- of the three, but this didn't keep the
aUdience from understanding his
atre patrons.
"Nothing But the Truth" is a underhanded methods, and his line,
comedy, originally produced in 1915, "He should lie like a gentleman,"
bu t the humor is timeless. In brle!, brought appreciative chuckles.
four business men, after a generRI
Bishop Doran, in convincing cleric
discussion of ways and means, come garb, balding wig and round collar,
to the conclusion that a few white was outstandingly offered by Ken; -....__......___':'O"".....;;;-:".....;;;_--.-'"-...;;..;;........-;:=~.,-_---''-''-=_____________________"''''Ilies are necessary to society. As a neth Shore. A decided character
result, a wager is made whereby portrayal. I should like to talk to
Robert Belmett, sympathetically and him in real life to ascertRiu how
convincingly played by WilSOll much of that pious manner and
Strode, guarantees he will tel! no- unctuous diction is assumed.
thing but the truth for 24 hours.
"
(He thillks it will be easy, but doesn't
GWENDOLYN
RALSTON, with
take into consideration the everyday
amenities such as, "Do you like this lovely Grace Lane in terpreting, was
hat?"-to say nothing of the ob- the love-interest of young Bennett
stacles deliberately placed in his and the motivating impulse for his
path by the three gents Who have wager. All she naively wanted was
added a considerable sum of money to double her money overnight, for
a worthy cause.
to substantiate their ' opinlonB.)
* ~ •
Mrs. E. M. Ralston was a stalUlch
OF THE THREE, E. M. Ralston. a dowager, class conscious and regal.
middle-aged broker, is realistically June Wes t deserves honorable menpresented by Bob Splller, who, hav- tion for her impersonation.
ing appeared in several Western
Ethel Clark, church secretary,
productions. again proved his , 'er- daughter of the richest man in
satility and ability to sustain a tile exclusive colony, and therefore to
characterization. In real life, Bob be propitiated by any young man
is a normal college-aged student, who wants to get ahead, was interyet for two and a haH hours. he preted by Carolyn Carr. It was she
successfully stifled all youthful who wore the controversial hat,
bounce and Vigor, and was a pom- anI! was told the t ruth, heaven
pous, opinionated man Qf _lfJ·f}jJ.IJ&1~aorbid, by the dogged Bennett. (He
Dick ~. othen018e
Wtm. the bet, by the way.)
A. Dewese. a junior partner and
Mabel and Sabel Jackson were
~ghtful and uninhibited despite
skirts (!6I'fg, tight, with prove splits of adequate 'length,
gically placed)-or maybe beuti
Q.Ass O F SERVICB
of them. My hat is off to
DL-o.y Lener
Alice Summers and SteveThis Is • full ......te
Telegram or Cable.Stephens for their unabashed
gram unless ilS do.
through roles which have beferred character is ,'"
sterotyped since j he original
meated by • suitable
play, when the dUthor wan ts
symbol above or proIvey, without offending the deceding the addrea.
JOSEPH L. EGAN
of the audience, that these
PRESIDENT
Lre perhaps no better than they
The filing time shown in the date IiDe on telearama aad day letters is STANDARD TIME at poIAt of oricin.. Time of receipt is BTANDARD TIME at point of deetinatioD
i be. They even, in this enned day. managed to make me
1"/,) f'
h ./
\
16 p,',. 4
pleasantly debauched as I
iled a cigarette between acts.
rtha, the French maid, was
./
as a button , and while her
ms not long, Laura Stuart supIt to perfection, completing a
Jalanced cast.
lUlstinted praise to the techstaff must be blanket style due
nited time and space, but tei
; again to a play on words,
li~g but the Truth" was so
actory in every way. that my
t)ing words of corrur.endatory
lent are nothing but the truth.
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Wothing But The Truth' 9ateQ'A~
Fall Production By Westem Playe(n
' elill
\Y ,
PJ

t

American Institute o~ ~iling
Remington Rand Building
315 Fourth Avenue

New York 10, New York

f~A GIFT WORTH T~IVING
~~~ "

ALL New Remington

PE SOHAL
TYPEWRITER

11 H Mi ller
Mr
. Russe
•
State College
W
e stern
Kentucky
Bowling Green, Kentucky
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fall college,
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will
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American Institute of Filing
,

Owned and managed by Library Bureau
Div ision of R emi ll gton R and

R emin gton R and Building
3 15 Fourth Avenue

New Yo rk 10, New York
N. M ae Sawyer

Nov emb er 1 8, 1949

Director

Mr . Rus s ell H. Mi ller
Wes t ern Kentucky State College
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Mr . Mill er :
Thank you so much for sending me
announcing ybur l atest adventure
The Tru th ll • I know it will be a
I wish I mi ght be p resent and soSise.
In the meantime , our best wishes.
Cordiall y yours ,

'l2~ .~
N. Mae Sawyer

NMS : v s

8 1- 30

the post card
"Nothi n g But
great s uc ce ss .
'does Mi s s Van

' BOB SPILLER

LARRY A . DEWESE

HFILLED WITH FUN
f~(),"

jamtU

GRACE LANE

WILBORN STRODE

A FAVORITE FARCE"
1()15 T() 1()5()

A1o~elUfl

eleu-elt

e(J.me~

Nothing But The Truth
fall ().e()ductivn vf the Weste.en ()Iare.es
WILBORN STRODE
GRACE LANE
CAROLYN CARR
WILLIAM R. MONTANA
MARY ALICE SUMMERS

BOB SPILLER
LARRY A. DEWESE
KENNETH SHORE
JUNE WEST
STEVE-ANNA STEPHENS

c

LAURA STUART

()h-ected l3y

~ussell

t i. Miller

BOB ROGERS, Stage Manager
JOE KIMBRO UGH, OMER GOSNELL, Scenic Artists

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

ThUI·Sday,

~()vembel·

11- - - S:15 (). M.

~ese.eved

Seats . . . . . Sl.()()
Advance Sale at Bursar's Office, W. K_ S. C., November 15-17---General Admission 50c

JUNE WEST

WM. R. MONTANA

CAROLYN CARR

KENNETH SHORE

-'-------- ---------..:-

- -

.,,(Jrlgress Debating Clutl
•
eorganrzes
For 1949- 0
The Congress debating club, completely reorganized under the sponsorship of Russell H. Miller, of the
English department, m.,.de plans
for an extensive program for the
year at its first three meetings.
Officers were ejected at the November 7 meting as follows: presi'd 1nt, Hugh Noffsinger; vice-president, George Simpson; secretarytreasurer, Charles Ball; and sergeant-at-arms, Senator Stone.
The club plans to organize debl'ting clubs and eventually take
part in intramural and intercollegiate debates. P ractice in different forms of debate-such as formal debate, round table discussion,
open forum, cross questioning, inpromptu,
and
extemporaneous
speaking-will be exer.cised at the
different meetings.
A series of guest speakers on
current problems will be engaged
for later me tings. The club invites
anyone to attend and become a
member. RebUilding its strength to
enable it to give chapel programs,
as in previous years, is t ho chie
aim of the club.

1949

HOMECOMING

1949

Western Kentucky State College
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Friday, November 4
7:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.1:00 A.M.

Western Stadium, Pep Rally,
Program, Fireworks Display.
Physical Education Building,
Annual Homecoming Dance.

Saturday, November 5
Helm Hotel, Western Players'
Breakfast.
Van Meter Auditorium, Home10:30 A.M.
coming Get-together Chapel.
Western Stadium,
2:00 P.M.
WESTERN vs DELTA STATE
Cedar house, Potter Hall, West
4:00 P.M.
Hall, Kentucky Building, Open
House, Refreshments.
Helm Hotel, Annual W - Club
7:00 P.M.
Dinner
9:00 P.M.- - Physical Education, HomecomMidnight
ing Shadow Hop.
9:00 A.M.

All Homecomers are especially invited to visit the
Kentucky Building, housing the Kentucky Museum
and the Kentucky Library. Receptionists will conduct
tours of the building throughout the day except during the hours of chapel and the football game. Coffee
ser ved th r o u gh o ut t h e l~ay.

Western Players
'Host At Breakfast
The Western Players enter ined
with a breakfast Saturday mdi'tltnr
at the Helm hotel for 40 me hers,
guests and alumni. Carolyn Carr
and Grace Lane were on the food
committee, Nina Koinan and lI'ommy White had charge ' of the program and the decorations were ·und er t he direction of Cora Jane
MOl11ingstar and J oe Kimbrough.
Mary T aylor and Judith Griffin
were on the , finan ce committee.
'
Guests included Eben Hen n of i
Danville, Va., Weil Redfus of Paducah Jane Martin of Cal oun,
Mary ' Garrett of Evansville, Will
Stephens of Louisville, Mary E lyn
Hargrove of Campbel~ville, PI oebe
Welch 0 Cllica 0 , Kirtley' ._ .
Mt. Pleasant,
. Gordon Wilson
and Sarah Jackson, Bowling Green.

The Pork City Daily Ne\A

Debating Club
At Western To
Meet Monday

The re-organized Congr ess Debating club of Western State college
will hold its first progr am meeting a t 4 o'clock torr'.orrow afternoon at the Little theatre.
The club recently was re-Ol'gan ized under t he sl'onsorsh ip of Russell H, IvIiller, member of the college
English faculty. Newly-elected officers are Hugh Noffsin ger, president; George Simpson, viec president; and Charl~s Ball, secr etarytreasurer.
The chief aim of the club i.s
to re-build its strength t o give
chapel pr ograms, as it has done
in past years. The college club,
oven to all students, plans to organize debating clubs and to eventually participate in intramural and
intercollegiate debates.
~
Guest speakers will appear before
the cl'ub to difCUSS current problems
at
eetin s
e bel
e .
Initial meet ings will be confined
to practice of the various forms
of debating.

Students To Discuss
Debating Team Plans
Those students interested in the
formation of a debating team will
meet in Room 102, Monday at 5 p.m.,
according to an announcement by
Russell H . Miller of the English de- .
par tmen t .
I
No formal deba ting tea m has been
organized a t Western for severa l
years, and this meeting is to determine whether enough people are
interested in such an organi zation
an
v
b e time to give to its
activities.
Those interested are
I urged to be pre~el1t.

I
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HAVE YOU MAILED YOUH CH.ECK

f'cn YOUH lI1Elv1I3LHSlIIP IT}/} ?????

life still need to Increaso OUi" t&ttemd41nC6 at our 1n00'l thly meetings
MlJ.ybe
you feel that the meetlnes haven t t b'3611 intereatin3 enough to merit your'
ttendance o Okey, we pIe d guil ty! But~ aoegone itp we will follow any
sue;eesti on ilnQ QO anything th~t 1s sugge :3te if you membors ~111 only
corne up and s ee us on meeting night' 11
0

At out' next rleeting August 31st lit 8 otcloclc, there will be a proe;ram
which h~s been worked up by Ed (Pap) Greene, Jean Mtnor» ~~d CI~de MQnklAo
.,713 don.tt know w11at it is g01.n0 to b e but wlh"th such a committee it's bouna
to be good ~
The membe rship comml tte<3 has Iaet, n o t one bu t thl~lcell &ind if a.l l the
ideful and plans that have been advan ced Vlo!'k out just half as well til.S
they should we ~re ~oing to have ~ore members th~n voted for mayor0 But
don't for~et "H .The drive crannot he successf'ul unless you and YOU AND YOU
get every friond you h Vt';'l to join the Gulla sma do it RIGHT NOW~

The Bonrd of Directors is very ~r~ious to ~ t their n~mes in print, 80
here is the distinguished list <I KAr:f'HhRINE BAnTELT, EDWATm GREENE, WILLIE
DENT, PAUl, CLARK, HUSSELL MILLER, &ll'1d MtTlUEL HA\JKf.S.. Ain't it $A dg.nay
l is t? At leRs"i:; you will knoYI who to carry your troubles too

ABOUT USo " •

.

Joe Klllbl"Ough has 6nc~ o.g in resumed hi local pu!'siltta ft<,r It wonderful
trip t o t h e seat of the thef.l.t1."® In ~ aw ~ York .. lie saw HUBse ll Miller "''''lQ .
repol' ts t h Qt he is fine o Also th~t the situation S0emeQ to be under co12.- '
t rol and he thought SOUrrH PACIPIC wn s wondep.ful even when viewed on f ootQ
PeS .. We understand ha got to sit fftftEJr' all:! and htOl.s '~' aln left town for
JriIontgomerYll Ale.o H oo'.Je sure miss ed JElne FuquQ last msetingo Well it's
bound to be cooler soon ..
,,!'lans are, well along on th('} HQdio workshop
and Paul ClQrk hits certaInly plannned an elabort.1~e proGl"amo"" .. Our n('Jve~ '
~ 1ng (Ko Bo) repo r t s that Ruth Hi nes Tf!Jmple if; somepl a ce attending a - _,
mee"Cing .. Ye He];IOl"ter never has bothe red too l".tluch with Gletal1 .. " "Marge
& Dl ck Spencer. we'Jre
skec1 by the Hs. 11'1Y Comrnu 11 ty to bring nei ty S11 cker"
to the ir Icecres.m & Cnke .:)oel 1" The Jmlio:i.' 6 did l'A gr~f.l(l job" They were
Georee Gl1lesple J/ I.>on 13lfA ckwell t,; Bobby Morr:lsol1.J) ~}ilbel"t calhoun» Alma
Joe ColemfiU'lj> Patty Thompson» Mli4.r'c:i. Spem ,ex'> Kay ':)chwarzlwph "-li d Mary Uay
. Drewo
VJe aesdn wliin t to th ·nk C ovel1~ Bl8eers for ~1 her work Idl han. =
ling the ~'Ne~~etter~ e~ch Ronth nrld the S 'H9 ci a l letters for the Memb ership
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C,)l.1'-: TO TIlE ·.1EETT.J(} ANT)
'l.'A:mLY r)E~;:D HO:AL i Y \vAS

)lTrr .nJSrr .JHAT D.:.S:,lOND':3 DA$ -.!>
THE PLflY ':IILL BE ,' lIVEN AT 8 O'eL ·) ~K
Pi)I.L C", t:D HY m~4':G;:SI!:~:;O:Wa S )~1 ·: 4'OHE 'r!ill BlT'H N~SS J1"::':T I :m •
OTllD

0

.3ince 0111" l~s t t";leetln3 tho ?IJ/\"Y81I 'JP has been a bot.l - hi e o f
iii ct1 vi ty 0
.~i th not too m'.lch con!li ctiun g Hussell 1s ¥loll
at~rted on our first major prod 11ctlon J.) "The Late Chris l3e a ft 8
Jean Is workin~ h.r~ with her ~roup of ~lnlors who will have
pros~ntel their 1st production 8 "Who 'S Afrel 1" 9 OR Satur~ay,
Nove bor 12th at 2 o'Jl)ck; ~n& Lola h~8 her ~. n3 Just abolt
reo dy to pr,s~nt "Do per:ateJ D~aulOndls Dastardly Doo_" at 0 111'

next

moetln~ 9

Nov ) 15th ?
Goon

~ppolntod

to fill the
alreQ.lAy

Sidney Howard's Amusing Comedy

PAUL J. CLARK

MILDRED HOFFMAN

fall J).-vductivn vf

BGUCluu; q/i,een p.~' qudJ
Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
Scenic Design by ED GREENE
MURIEL HAWKES

O. V . CLARK, JR.

-WITH-

Muriel Hawkes

Paul J. Clark

Mildred Hoffman

Clarese Miller

O. V. Clark, Jr.

Betty Anne Russell

Joseph C. Covington

Weil Rodfus

William R. Miller

AT THE PLAYSHOP
827V2 STATE STREET
CLARESE MILLER

WILLIAM R. MILLER

- - - - - - - 8:15 1=>. M. - - - - - : - - - -

Thu.esda), and f.eida)',
[)ecembel· Sth and gth .
BE1;TY ANNE RUSSELL

C;eneral Admissivn - - -

--

WElL RODFUS

·
<

....

~.~
~'

:~;:~~

1st

!.~AJ On

DECv :.mF.n

.

P P ODUCTI ,:;t,!,;;,o.:-DECE~mBH

7th, 8:15 p.mo

~,lOH TI1LY ~,~E' TnIG°:<-~mECE;n. mr{

20th, 8:00 p.o .

The BowlinoGrecn Pluyers ' Guild opens its fourteenth sea.son ith the
presentatlori of Sldney Howard's amusinc; comedYD "The Late Chr1stopher
Bean, It at the Playshop , on \\ednesday evanlng, December7th. The Wed.,.
nesday 'evening performanco is a. prnWUE for ME~.HmHS and PATnONS O~'LY.
Curta1n t1me . is 8:15 p.mo Performances for the general public are
scheduled for Thursday and Friday eVGninc , December 8th & 9th, at
8 : 15 p omo For the flrs t time 1n 1 ts his tory the Guild opens its
senson 1n its own quarters ~~it is a far cry from the Gulld's 1932
version of tlJjulcr." 1n the 11,ethodist Church basement to the "upstairs"
location of the 'The Late Chriso Be n." The C st for- "Chri 0 R v.n lt
Under the directi on of Russell Mlller includes ali even balancing of
experienced Gulld favortt es and new plnylnB membersc Ita personel
,
1s mnde up of Paul Clark, Uildred Hoffman , Mur1el Hawkes 00 Vo Clark 9
jr 06) Joe covington&> Clare se 1~111e:r Well Rodfus, notty Anne Russell a nd
Dill M1l1erQ Ed Greene 1s azain responslblG for c'('eat1on of the set~
tlng and Charles Loudermi lk has helped as assistant 'to the director o
The play 1s a wholesome character COClQdyo Attest1ng its popularity
1s the fact that 1t is one of the ten ~mer1can lays most frequently
producbd by college and l ittle the n.t
s 1n the ls t decadeo So
make your p l~ns now
Decemuer

Brady Diles , ' ut
G 0'
the parts Show oes n

1\ TTENTI O~! JUNIOR m':',j E
December 8th & 9th per
your plana to come and
about ac tine
l'otice
0

really "act"

NEW YORK Jan. 7-(JP)-William

December_20th at 8 0 t c: A. Brady, 86.' a top showman for
Ou1ld. 'I..I ola Prlutihoef ' hlf a century, died yesterday butXmas play by the Junjat his own request-his death didn·t
,
o

keep the show from going on.
Brady. one of the theater's out standing producers, manager of
many leading stars and sport fig ures, had been ill for som~ time with
a heart ailment.
He died about noon yesterday ~L
his Park avenue home,
But 24 hours later reports were
being released th at he was "seriously 111."
Last night his grief-stricken wife
70-year-old film and stage veteran
Grace George, went on as usual in
her starring role in "The Velvet
Glove," a new play at the Booth
theater.
Again tonight Miss George played
her part as usual.
"Miss George thought an immediate announcement of her husband's
death might prevent her from playing" said s tanley Gilkie, general
manager of the play.
"And she did not wish to stop any
performance, in conformance with
his (Brady's) wishes."
GUIde said that a week ago Brady,
then seriously ill, had told him:
"Whatever h appens, I don't want
anything to interfere with her
I playing."
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"Late Christopher Bean"
Ope11 Guilds Season

"<the .£ate
elvud,~

Bean"

By SIDNEY HOWARD
Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
Setting by ED GREENE
---000-

THE CAST (as they speak)
Dr. Haggett __________________________________________________________ Paul J. Clark
Mrs. Haggett ____ . ___________________________________________ ______Muriel Hawkes
Susan Haggett ____________________________________ ________ Betty Anne Russell
Abby _______________ .____ ____________ ______________________________ Mildred Hoffman
Ada Haggett _________ _______ ______________________________ _____ _____ Clarese Miller
Warren Creamer ____________ ___________________ _____________________Weil Rodfus

~~~l:::~_~~~~~_-_-~_-_-~~~_-~~~~~~_-_-~~_-_-~~~_-~~~~~~_-_-~~_-~~~~_-~~~~_-~~~~~~~_-~~j~~ J' 3~~i:gfo~

Maxwell Davenport ___. ________ __________________________ William R. Miller
The action of the play takes place in the dining room of
Dr. Haggetts' house, not far from Boston, in the month
of October.
ACT I.
Morning.
TEN MINUTES INTERMISSION

ACT II.

Noon.

FIVE MINUTES INTERMISSION
Paul J . Clark

Muriel Hawkes

The Bowling Green Players' Gulld
will open its curr ent season with
the presentation of Sidney Howard's
"The Late Christopher Bean" at
the Playshop on S tate st reet. Thb
popular three-act comedy under the
direction of Russell H . Miller will
be offered in prevue to t he active
m embership of t h e Guild prior to
th e performances open to the general public scheduled for Dec. 8 and
9.
The original production of "Christopher Bean" was greeted by Boston
critics and audiences with praise.
Guild f ans will recall another Sidney Howard contribution to Ameri-

can playwriting, "The Silver Cord,"
which was presented in 1939 by the
group with a cast including Muriel
Hawkes, .Virginia
Dent, Hallie
Baumberger, Dr. W. O. Carson,
Russell H. Miller and Sarah Thompson. Mrs. Philip Binzel was the director.
Built around the posthumous a cclaim and r ecognition of t he great
value of the paintings of the late
Christopher Bean, the comedy presents in amusing form the character
developments and r evelations of the
family in whose home he h ad lived
and been accepted as a shiftless re sponsibility. P aul J. Clark of the
Kentucky Tire Exchange, member
of St ate S treet Methodist church and
Bowling Green Shrine Club as well
as t he board of directors of the
Guild, plays the role of Dr. Haggett,
"a simple country doctor," head of
the household involved in the 11.11out search for the artist's missing
masterpieces.
Muriel Hawkes plays the shrewd
and practical Yankee wife of Dr .
Haggett whose life is set in t urmoil
by the discovery that Chris Bean 's
paintin gs are worth money. Mrs.
Hawkes, in addition to beijlg one of
the charter members still active in
the Guild, is also one of Its prod\l.cing directors and chairman of t he
board of directors.
Also prominent in the cast of "The
Late Christopher Bean" are Mildred
Hoffman, O. V. Clark J r., Clarese
Miller, William R. Miller, Betty
Anne Russell, J oseph C. Oovington
and Wei! Rodfus. Setting for the
production 1& being designed by Ed
Greene.

ACT III.

Afternoon.
---000-

CREDITS:
Assistant to Director _____ ________ ____ __________ ____ ____ _____ . __________ _Charies Loudermill{
Properties _________ . ____ ___ _. __ . ____ . __. ___ _. ___ . __ ._____________ _.. __ Mabel Thomas, Polly Gott
Make-up and hair styling __._._______ ____ ______ . __ ........ ____ . ___ . _____ __ . __Ethel Downing
PubliCity and Programs ___ ._.. _... _. ___ .. _.... _._. _... _..... .... ... Members of the cast
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
CHES JOHNSON of JOHNSON-MALONE, Photographic Display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, Publicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT and WLBJ, Publicity.
THOMAS a nd COVINGTON FLORISTS, Flowers for Stage.
MILLER, INC. , Cupboard and Chairs.
KIRTLEY'S, Sideboard and Chairs.
G. N. CLARK & CO., Dining Table and Chairs.
HANCOCK' S, Cabinet.
P ENNYROYAL GIFT SHOP, WARREN COUNTY HARDWARE
CO., Ornaments.
---000-

THIRTY-FOURTH PRODUCTION
---000-

The Playshop
Thursday and Friday, December 8 and 9, 8 :15 P. M.
---000-

PATRONS
of
Bowling Green Players' Guild
American National Bank
Mr. and Mrs. J . H. Barnard
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bartelt
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel
Bettersworth
Bowling Green Bank & Trust Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Browning
C. D . S. No.4
Dr. and Mrs. W. O. Carson
Mr. O. V. Clark, Jr., and
Mrs. O. V. Clark
Citizens National Bank
Miss Camilla Gerard
Dr. and Mrs. G. Y. Graves
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Mr. and Mrs. Morris ·Hill
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hall
Mrs. Tom Morris Hunt
J . K . Jones Insurance Agency
Mr. a nd Mrs. Joe McFarland
Norman's
Sam Pushin & Company
Southern States Cooperative
Mr. and Mrs. John Rodes
Selby E . Smith Printing Co.
Yellow Cab Company
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin C. Potter
Royal Music Store
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Korb
M r . and Mrs. Ben Leichhardt
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker

The Bo I1nG Green I'luyara' .Iulld .opens its fourte enth season with the
prosentat1on of !)ldney Howard's a mus in~ comedy., "The Late Christopher
nean~ It II t the l-layshop on V.ednesday evening, Decamber7tho
'l'he ..,·t d ...
nesday even1n 0 performanco 1s a PREVUE for ME:.WEHS and PATfWNS O ~'LY
Curtain timo 1s 8:15 porno Performances for the general public are
scheduled for Thursday and Fri~ ay ave ni ne, December 8th & 9th, at
8 :15 porno For the nrst. time in its history the Guild opans its
senson in its own quarterso-it is a far cry from the Qul l dts 1932
v01"slon of "au ey" in tho Methodi st Church basement to t he "upstairs"
location of the "The Late Chrl a Ceano n The cast for "Chrlso · Rean ft
under the dlrectl r m of Husse ll Miller includes an even lJalanclng of
experienced Guild fnvor1tes and new playlne memberso Ita per sonel
is made up of Paul Clnrk. !aldred Hoff'man, Muriel Hawkes II 00 V 0 Clark.,
jro" Joe cov ington v erese fUller Well Rodfus i1 nett.y Anne Russell and
Rl11 M1llero Ed Greane is a~a1n responsible for creation at the set ~
tIng and Charles I.oude milk has helped as assistant to the dlrector o
The play 1s a v/hole a ome chara cter comedya Attesting its popularity
1s the fact that it 1s one of the ten ~merlcan plays most frequently
productld by college nnd little theater eroups 1n t he l ast de eade/'l $0
mt
0 come ww ed
the 7th of Deeemuer
0

ll

0

~!):
You are cordially invited to ut : end t he
'formanc es at the reduced ru te of 35¢' 0 So make
I enjoy the play and perhaps learn a little more
,how the actors cross the ntuge , sit , stand and
they nre play1ng"

Set For Tuesday

I

'I)'youts for the Bowling Green
f,layers' Guild's first major produc- ~ lock 1s the next regular monthly
,g of the
,lon of the 1949-0>0 season has been
.
s~heduled fer 7 :30 o'clock Tuesday
is 1 n c ha r 06 of the r t- ~
ch will be
lllgh t a ~ the .Playshop, Russell H. I
."} ul1 d "
MIller, productlon. director; alIDounced Saturday.
Three major plays are to be pre.... n .o~r'~hO
30 pomo
sented during the season, the first
III December, the second in February
and . the third in May Mr MllI
")
stated. .
••
er
Sidney Howard's "The Late ChristOPhe~ Bean" is to be the first prePractice sessions for the Bowling
Sel1 t~tlOn . .The si!cond major proml S 8 ed
Green Player~ Gulld's first producductlon . WIll be presented by the
tion of the 1949-50 sea.son, "The en 10yed
ll~WlY-Ol gal11zed Junior Guild under
Late Christopher Bean," are sched•
~Ire?tlon of Mrs. W. R. Spencer
uled to get under way this week at Up and
QUIet Weekend," a comedy by Es~ I
the Playshop.
ther McCracken, is scheduled for the
The play Is to be presented early
May production with Mrs. Malin Decen:ber.
cohn Hawkes serving as director.
Roles are to be portrayed by Paul
Mrs. Hawkes and Mr. Miller have
Clark, Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes, O. V.
served .as production directors for .'
Clark Jr., Joe Covington, Mary Emthe GUIld slllce 1938.
Uy Buchapan, Wiel Rodfua mer.tAssisting Mr. Miller with "The
, t)t Ann 'Russen.
Late Obt1a~ ae.n," 1rhJ~' ·h as
~~~~==~---been tentattveq ~ l or -Dec
6, will be Bd Greene.
. -
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Players Guild To
Hold etactice Sessions
For Fall Production
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Miss Mildred Hoffman and O. V. ~ Delight," ~'Fresh Fields" and other
Clark J r ., will carrY principal roles local productions.
in the Players Guild production . O~her members of the ca~t, whicl'l
"The Late Christopher Bean " which IS directed , by Russell H. Miller, are
,
Clarese Miller, Betty Ann Russell,
will be ortered TI1Ursaay and Fri- Paul Clark, W. R. Miller, Weil Rodday nig'ht at the Playshop, 827 ';6 fus, Joe Covington and ,Mrs. Malstate street.
colm Hawkes. Charles Loudermilk
< Miss , ~offman. who is cast as is scriptholder and Ed , Greene is set
Abby. gives much sympathy -and designer. Mrs. Will Themas and Mrs.
understanding to her part. Abby is R. D . Gott are in charge of Pl'Othe "hired girl," who has faithfl1lly per ties.
served the Haggett family more ,t han
Ticke ts for the production. priced
15 years.
at 50 cents, are to be sold at the
With little happiness in her life, door.
-she lives in a bleak little back room,
A special dress rehearsal for gu~d
takes orders and, in general, is "kept members and patrons will be given
in her place" by her stingy and Wedne~ay 'night.
sharp employer.
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AUTHOR SIDNEY Howard h as
given each player a definite import':
'a nce in the plI1Y. It can be safely
said, however, that Abby 'is the 'feature role and that she emerges 'as
the herpine of the plot,
':
Miss Hoffman, 'an employee':"of
Hock and Hill,. has 'a ppeared in stich
local productions, il,'S "The Old M:;!id,"
"Craig's Wife" and "Fresh Fiel~. "
<ltaTk. Reretary-t.reasuter ' of
the
BowUng
Green Ooca-Cola
Bottling Works, also is secreLary'i of
the Players Guild. He is well k11O'\VIl
to followers_of the western Players
as well as the gUild. '
Cast as an unscrupulous city slicker with a peculiar talent for , imitating the "great masters," he ·very
nearly succeeds in swindli.ri.g the
forth-right Abby. He manages t o win
her confidence and, with ingratiatiqg
smoothness, deftly insinuates himself into the good graces of the unsuspecting village people.
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MR. CLARK has been seen 1n
"There's 'Gold in Them Hills,"
'----_----------~------~~_~~------_~--~-~) "Dear Ruth," "Joan of Are," '!Idiot's
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BOWLING GREEN COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS
INCORPORATED
OFFICE AND PLANT CORNER SIXTH & KENTU<;KY STREETS

BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 98
C. C . CLARK. PRESIDENT
O . V CLARK, JR SEC'v-TREAS .
THEO. WITHERS. MANAGER
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Prominent in the cast of "The
• Late Christoph er Bean," the Sidney
, Howard comedy with which the
I Bowling Green players Guild Is
i openin g its current season at the
Playshop on State Street this week,
I is Weil Rodfus, student at the Bowl' ing Green College of Commerce
l since S eptember 1948.
In addition to being student representative for the school, Mr. Rod, fus is treasurer and ,a member of
the board of directors of the Independent Club, Inc. His previous dram atic training was r eceived In junior college in his home town, Padu, cah.
Another important characterization
is contributed to building the Inc!den ts of the "Chris Bean" plot by
J oseph C. Covin gton. Except for the
that he put in at University of
_________________;;1 time
Kentucky earning his B. A. and
L. L. B. degrees, he has spent his
life here In Bowling Green where he
J has been active in the Jaycees and
"" too First Christian church In addIt
L
tion to the players guild. He is just '
completing a term as city clerk of
Bowling Green.
"The LatA! Chrii.topher Bean" under the direCtion dl Ru!lB!ll B. MUler
will be presented at th., pi&yshop GIl
Wednesday. Thursday. and Prtday.
The' Wed~*, ·..-rormance S,a •
prevue for members only. Perfotlftances on Thursday and Friday evenings are for the general public. The
general admission charge on Thursday and Friday evenings will be 50
cents. Curtain time for all perfonnances is 8 : 15 p.m.
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Brother And Sister Team
To Make Debut With Guild

W. R . Miller
By O. V. Clark 1r.

"The Late Christopher Bean"
marks the Players Guild debut of
Clarese and William R. Miller. Already popular with local music circles, this brother -sister combination
now prove their acting versatility
in the guild's fall production Dec.
8 and 9.
Clarese portrays Ada Haggett ,
eldest daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Haggett, whose sole ambition is to visit
Miami. where the "beaches are alive
with boys who don't give a thought
to nothing but romance and getting 1tlarried." Ada shares her family's sentiments by regarding t he
paintings of Christopher Bean as
worthless.
Maxwell Davenport, elderly and
t'1I"t,inlmished art critic of the New

dren of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Miller,
Richardsv!1le road. Both are Western music majors and members of
the Broadway Methodist church and
Bowling Green Music club.
Under the di.rection of Russell H. I
Miller, the cast for Sidney Howard's
comedy also includes Mildred Hoffman, Muriel Hawkes, Betty Ann
Russell, P aul Clark, Joe Covington,
Weil Rodfus and O. V. Clark J r .
Prior to production dates, "dress
r ehearsals" for "The Late Christopher Bean" will be staged for guild
members and pa trons Dec. 6 and 7.

Pay Of Commonwealth
Attorney Can Be
.

. y dea r, the j ob is almo st done, and I s hall be exultant t o see t he
laurels heaped about your head.

I n a way it will be my vict ory, t oo,

because I believe in yeu and the t hings which you a re doi ng with all
t he passiCln .f Qne whe must weave t og ether each day t he bnken
strands . f t he day before--even t ern pestals.
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BOWLING GREEN COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS
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! i ldr e d , sinc e I understand 0U h['ve the fetture 'Jr " ster" D/3I·t
in ~ &he L te Christopher Be en " , supnose ou give us E brief outline of the ~lo o~ the ula y.
Si dne Hmverd drew the theme fo r his lJlc: .y ) fro'TI. the fect tlJ.rt
fre uen t l~ the world does n~t reEll E~~recie[te [' men oj' ~J.·...IJ-'cs..-_~~
or greE t t len , unti Efter his deE th . D fcing t h
')f his "'.)lE -:'n hi s motive e'V n gl and ,
. HmvErd
cudie ce in t o t he _o~e ')f r. End ~~s. Reg et t, e
middle-clEs s f · ly . The Hegge ts hed ~reviousl
to [ ptcrv i ng 0un crtist , Christo her Been, end
deEth) T'e rrded his ofinti ngs ; fs merely worthless
- - - - - : --3
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Arsenic & Old Lace
Bli the Spir i t
The Women
You Can ' t Take It
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BETTY ANNE RUSSELL
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li ght of Janua r y 1 6th
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Rounding out the rostre of fear tured players in the amusing comet. dy, "The Late Christopher Bean,"
d which opens the Bowling Green
r ,Players Guild's 'current sell-son tonight, i Betty Anne RusselL Cast as
a the ingenue, the younger daughter
_ in the H aggett family, she makes a
e promising debut in her first r ole
_ in a major production for the guild .
other members of the cast asg sembled by director Russell H. Milh ler for Interpreting roles in Sidney
d Howard's comedy bring together
g some of the most talented players in
e the guild group- Muriel Hawkes,
Paul Clark, Mildred Hoffman , O .
11 V. Clark, J r., Clarese Miller, Weil
It Rod!us, Joseph C. Covington and
n WilHam R. Miller.
n
Settings for "Christopher Bean"
are the work of Ed Greene. Special
; art cont ributions have been made by
Hal Gomer and Joe Kimbrough,
Western art students. Mrs. Will
Thomas and Mrs. Roy Gott have assembled properties to give an air of
authenticity tD the locale.
Ollarl. Leudermilk is aasi!ltant 14
the director.
General admission tickets for the
Thursday aM Friday evening per[ormances may still be secured for
50 cents or may be purchased at the
door on these evenings. Wednesday's
performance is It prevue for members only. Curtain time for all performances Is 8: 15 p.m.
START WHITE HOUSE WORK
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By SIDNEY HOWARD
Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
Setting by ED GREENE
--oO~

THE CAST (as they speak)
Dr. Haggett __________________________________________________________Paul J. Clark
Mrs. Haggett ______________________________________________________ Muriel Hawkes
Susan Haggett ___________________ :________________________ Betty Anne Russell
Abby ______________________________________________________________ Mildred Hoffman
Ada Haggett ___________________________________________ _____________ Clarese Miller
Warren Creamer __________ ___________ _______________________________ Weil Rodfus
Tallant ________________________________________ ________________________ 0. V. Clark, Jr.
Rosen ________________________________________________________________ J oe C. Covington
Maxwell Davenport ___ . __________________________________ William R. Miller
The action of the play takes place in the dining room of
Dr. Haggetts' house, not far from Boston, in the month
of October.
ACT I.
Morning.
TEN MINUTES INTERMISSION

ACT II.

Noon.

FIVE MINUTES INTERMISSION

ACT III.

Afternoon.
---oO~

CREDITS:
Assistant to Director .. .. _........ _.. _... ___..... __ . __ .. __... _... _... _.. _CharIes Loudermilk
Properties .... _.......... __ ............ _....... _..... ......... _....... Mabel Thomas, Polly Gott
Make-up and hair styling .............. .._......... ___.. _.... _.. __ .. _...... _.Ethel Downing
Publicity and Programs ...... _.................. __ ... _._._ ........ _Members o{ the cast
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
CHES JOHNSON of JOHNSON-MALONE, Photographic Display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, Publicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT and WLBJ, Publicity. .
THOMAS and COVINGTON FLORISTS, Flowers for Stage.
MILLER, INC., Cupboard and Chairs.
KIRTLEY'S, Sideboard and Chairs.
G. N. CLARK & CO., Dining Table and Chairs.
HANCOCK'S, Cabinet.
PENNYROYAL GIFT SHOP, WARREN COUNTY HARDWARE
CO., Ornaments.
--o~

THIRTY-FOURTH PRODUCTION
--oO~

The Playshop
Thursday and Friday, December 8 and 9, 8 :15 P. M.
--oO~

PATRONS
of
Bowling Green Players' Guild
American National Bank
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Barnard
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bartelt
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel
Bettersworth
Bowling Green Bank & Trust Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Browning
C. D. S. No.4
Dr. and Mrs. W. O. Carson
Mr. O. V. Clark, Jr., and
Mrs. 0 u V. Cla~k
Citizens National Bank
Miss Camilla Gerard
Dr. and Mrs. G. Y. Graves
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hill
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hall
Mrs. Tom Morris Hunt
J. K. Jones Insurance Agency
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McFarland
Norman's
Sam Pushin & Company
Southern States Cooperative
Mr. and Mrs. John Rodes
Selby E . Smith Printing Co.
Yellow Cab Company
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin C. Potter
Royal MUSic Store
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Korb
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Leichhardt
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker
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iP~h!~~~~i~OY Gu ~e ~?tu. ab~ ,"pply

A full house of patrons and members enjoyed the opening of the
Players Guild's 1949-50 season at
ng the Playshop last night as Sidney
ry, Howard's "The Late Christopher
on Bean" was previewed for "members
m- only." A talented and, largely, an
experienced cast lent a hilarious inLth terpretation to lines and situations
Ill- developed from the rise of first curIce tain.
.
,he
"The Late Christopher Bean," the
34th major production of the gulld,
on, is directed by Russell H. Miller of
148, the Department of English at Westof ern State college. His guiding hand
Jr- was seen in the planning and execu.nd tion of the production as the enob. tire cast and staff tUl'ned in highly
lio, acceptable performances. This was
I'm evident from the first glimpse of the
ult set largely executed by Ed Greene,
art and the applause it evoked from the
audience, to the final curtain which
for Mildred Hoffman, in the role of
.1 at Abby, l;>rings down.
'TIle comedy, funny as it is, was
ion
led enhanced by excellent casting. This
)n- was true particularly In the case
ion of Paul J. Clark, in the role of Dr.
24, Haggett, and Muriel Hawkes, in the
role of Dr. Haggett's wife, Hannah
ent Mildred Hoffman, turned in a brilnot liant portrayal of Abby, the departion ing housemaid, Who manages to
dge linger for three hilariously complieas cated acts.
I
Clarese Miller, Wei] Rodfus and

tho '
romantic angle, in their l'espect1ve
roles of Ada Haggett, Warren
Creamer and Susan Haggett. O. V.
Clark Jr., Joe Covington and Wll·
lianl R. Miller round out the cast of
characters with genuine portrayals
of the art circle, in their roles of
Tallant, a forger; Rosen, a small art
dealer, and Maxwell Davenport, a
respected art critic.
Backstage credits should go to
Mabel Thomas and Polly Gott, whose
ability to select and to secure pro~
perties, was much in evidence. Ethel
Downing's job of make-up and hairstyling was convincingly done.
"The Late Christopher Bean" will
run tonight and Friday night at the
Playshop on State street, over Thomas-Covington Florists. Tickets are
available for 50 cents from members or may be secured at the door I
this evening. Curtain time is 8:15 /
p. m. for all performances.
------

library Slates Story
Hour For Children
A story hour for children '1'.111 be
held Saturday at the Bowling I
Green-Warren County Library, 1014
Chestnut street, from 11 o'clock
until noon.
1
Christmas stories wer<l told last I
Saturday by Mrs. Gle"" D--lov,
Mrs. Glendon Dodds and Mrs. Norris C. Hayes.

,The Park City Dai ly News, 80'
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Patrons Enjoy Guild Play
By Charles Loudermilk
A full house of patrons and members enjoyed the opening of the
Players Guild's 1949-50 season at
the Playshop last night as Sidney
Howard's "The Late Christopher
Bean" was previewed for "members
only," A talented and, largely, an
cxperienced cast lent a hilarious Interpretation to lines and situations
developed from the rise of first curtain .
"The Late Christopher Bean," the
34th major production of the guild,
Is directed by Russell H. Miller of
the Department of English at Western State college. His guiding hand
was seen in the planning and execution of the production as the entire cast and staff turned in highly
acceptable performances. This was
evident from the first glimpse of the
set largely executed by Ed GI'eene,
and the applause it evoked from the
audience, to the final curtain which
Mildred Hoffman, in the role of
Abby, brings down.
The comedy, funny as H is, was
enhanced by excellent casting. This
was true particularly in the case
of Paul J. Clark, in the role of Dr.
H g
, and Muriel Hawkes, In the
'tole of r. Haggett·s wife, Hannah
Mildred offman, turned in a bril~iant POl' 'aya! of Abby, the depart-

I~

Betty Anne Russell, ably supply the
romantic angle, in their respective
roles of Ada Haggett, Warren
Creamer and Susan Haggett. O. V.
Clark Jr., Joe Covington and William R. Miller round out the cast of
characters with genuine portrayals
of the art circle, In their roles of
Tallant, a forger; Rosen, a small art
dealer, and Maxwell Davenport, a
respected art critic.
Backstage credits should go "to
Mabel Thomas and Polly Gott, whose
ab!lity to select and to secure pro
perties, was much in evidence. Ethel
Downing's job of make-up and hairstyl!ng was convincingly done.
"The Late Christopher Bean" will
run tonight and Friday night at the
Playshop on State street, over Thomas-Covington Florists. Tickets are
available for 50 cents from members or may be secured at the door I
this evening. Curtain time is 8: 15 I
p. m. for a11 perfomlances.
I

Library Slates Story
Hour For Children
A story hour for children will be
held Saturday at the Bowling
Green-Warren County Library, 1014
Chestnut street, from 11 ~clock
until noon.

Presents

"<7he .tale

elvtutoplun Ber;,n"
By SIDNEY HOWARD
Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
Setting by ED GREENE
--{)Oo--

THE CAST (as they speak)

ISS

arru

r

Dr. and Mrs. G. Y. Graves
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Korb
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Leichhardt
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker

i'Late Christopher Bean"
To Ope11 Guild's Season

Paul J. Clark

Mur~el

Hawkes

The Bowling Green Players' Guild can playwriting, "The SlIver
will open its current season with which was presented in 1939
the presentation of Sidney Howard's group with a cast including
"
.
"Hawkes, Virginia Dent,

Cord,"
by the

Muriel
Hallie

•

T H E C O LLEGE HEIGHTS

Friday , D e<:ember 9, 1949

Players Schedule

The Third'

Martha Crady

T homas White

Judith Griffin
An intimate study of the "flapper" of the 1920's and her troublesome complexes is depicted in
MARY THE THIRD, the winter
production of the Western P layers,
scheduled for presentation in Van
Meter Auditorium Thursday, Jan uary 19, according to Russell H.
Miller, of the English faculty, the
director.
This is the second in a cycle of

four · plays being presented by the
western Players, rep res e n tin g
trends through four decades in
American playwriting: 1910-1950.
The play, a character comedy
with serious overtones, opened in
New York in 1923 starring Louise
Huff and Ben Lyon, popular exponents of the collegiate types in
silent movie days. Since that time
it has continued to be well receiv ed as a story of the revolt of youth
during the era popularized by the
"Charleston" dance and the "Joe
College" type of collegian. It was
one of

the best plays presented in New
in 1923. The movie version
was called "Wine of Youth," and
was typical of the flaming youth
idea so prevalent in films of the
day and typified in the popularity ,
of Clara Bow, the "IT" girl and
Colleen Moore, "The perfect flapper;"
Kenneth Shore will be behind the
scenes assisting Mr. Miller as stage
manager, with Wilborn Strode being
assistant to the director.
\
The cast for MARY THE THIRD
includes Orner Gosnell and Joe
Kimbrough, who were scenic artists
for the fall presentation of NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH. In addition to ~imbrough and Gosnell, new
Western players, Judith Griffin,
Sarah Cummings, Martha Helen
Long, Mary Frances Taylor, and
e Eugene Tanner, are backed up by
e I veteran players Martha Crady, Nina
t Koenen and Thomas W. White.

IYork

WESTERN PLAYERS

]~ingY.~1~r:s

ff

HE

Turkey and all that can go with
it was on the menu at the Western
Players annual Christmas
dinner
held at Ferrell's R estaurant as their
December meeting.
After the dinner, Steve-Anna Stephens gave her interpretation of the
reading. THE .LITTLEST ANGEL.
s. Rachel Loudermilk led the 36
people present in the ·singing of
Christmas carols.
A dance followed the program. Refreshments were served and a good
time was had by all.

January

5, 1950

~------------------.--------------------------------------~

vVestern Players Prepare
2tld Production Of Season

17

112.

.3

7/

f

Judith Griffin

Eu,~ne

Tanner

"Love is here to stay" is th e theme story, brings her characters through
of R achel Crothers' r omantic come- three generations of romancing.
dy, "Mary The Third," which is being "Mary The Third." the granddaughreadied by the Western Players un- ter in the comedy, represen ts modern
der the direction of Russell H. Miller youth trying to find its way. Unof th e Western English department willing to-· accept conventions at
for presen tation in Van Meter au- their face value, youth had become
ditorium on J an. 19.
infected with the n ew scien tific
"Mary The Third" is th e second urge to test and experim ent even
in the current cycle of four decades with age-old institutions like love
of American play writing which the and marriage. I n their attitudes toWestern Players Group is off ering ward life and home these youngin celebration of this school year's sters were fra.nk and unyielding in ,
I[
m arkin g the passage of half of the seeking the truth .
20th cent ury.
• *
u: th: cast for the
*
"MARY THE Thu'd" brin gs the new production is Judith Griffin
pr ogress ill this cycle up to the who appears as Mary the First, 50 I
1920's. Most mothers and fathers years after, or in the role of Granny
can easily look back on these years to Mar y the Third. This is her first
of plenty following World War I as appearance with the Western Play the "good old days" when Colleen ers though many will remember the
Moore represented "flaming youth " fine performance she t urned in last
to the movie millions, Clara Bow spring in the Players' Guild's proas the personification of "It". F. duction of "Fresh Fields." The jump
Scott Fitzgerald, Fannie Hurst. to Granny's seven ty-odd years from
Michael Arlen , and Edna Fer ber the ingenue of "Fresh Fields" is a
were setting the literary trends for tribute to her versatility.
millions of readers. The period is
Another new member of the group
currently bein g revived in Broadway'S who is appearin g in a prulcipal role
new smash musical h it, "Gentlemen for the first time is Eugene Tanner
Prefer Blondes," taken from Anita He plays the typical Anlerican juveLaos' best selling novel of this era nile of the periods of 1900 and later
of cocktails, coonskin coats, Charles- 1923.
ton-dancing daugh ters and college
o ther Western Players ill the cast
· l:h ythm.
Miss Crothers. in building her of "Mary The Third" are Mar tha
Crady, Thomas W, White, Nina
Kqenen, Orner Gosnell, Sarah Cummings, Joe Kimbrough , Marth a Hel• en Long, Grace Lane, Mary F . Taylor and A. J . McCar ty, J r. Settings
for the comedy are being designed
by Hal Gomer. Wilborn Strode is
assistant to the director and K enneth
Shore stage manager.

PROMINE~T

I'
II

I

MOE LOWE P ORTRAYS JUDGE
. Pictured on -the fron e page of a rath er r ecen t issue of the Vanderbilt HUSTLER is Morris "Moe" Lowe, who played a judge il1 the V U
th eater 's production of ROOM SERVI CE. T his is an appropriate role
for Morris, who is a studen t at t.h e Vanderbilt sch ool of law. Just now
he is th e attorney for the defend ant ill a pr actice criminal case. Last
year Morris was a r eporter for th e HERALD and drew "Hilltopper
T opiCS. H e and Mrs. (G eorge Ann e) Lowe were both active members
of the 'Nestern Players. She is now a senior English ma jor at Pea body
, college.
-HILLTOPICS-

The Pork Citv Dailv ~4ews. Bowlinq Green, Ker,
,

I Gosnell .f-lnd i"fiss Koe11e~
Hacve Major Roles ~Tn .Play
I

Orner Gosnell

Nina Koenen

I

LJterary and dramatic studies of methods, with the resulting reacthe 1920's often revolved around tions in each successive generation,
situations growing out of youth's I is entertaingly set forth. Miss
reactions to the conventions of the Crothers is inclined to scold a little
day. "Mary The Third," Rachel and to view with alarm as an imCrothers' romantic comedy, chosen I patient outsider. But it will do
I by the Western Players for presen- neither the flappers nor the flaptation in Van Meter auditorium on pers' mothers a bit of harm to lisJan. 19 as a typical drama of the ten to her."
period, is just such an observant
The problem it poses Is timeless in
criticism of the then modern fam- that it is truly current today as it
ily life.
was in 1923. The same situations
In his selection of "Mary The are re-enacted with all the comic
Third" as one of the best as well , and sometimes tragic phases in
as one of the most popular plays homes all about one today. A helpof the year of its original presenta- ful approach to the story of the
tion, 1923, Burns Mantle, eminent play is made through a series of
literary and dramatic critic, says, prologues presenting each of the
''Rachel C rot hers' 'Mary The I Marys in the proc'!ss of selecting
Third' is another o.! this auth?r's her life mate in all the trappings of
. sincere and interestmgly analytIcal I the period.
studies of American family life.
• • •
IN THIS ROMANTIC comedy of
' AGAIN THE free and rebellious child rearing and home environpresent-day flapper is her heroine, ment, the mother and father are
but before Mary The Third there naturally two of the most important
were the two Marys who were her figures. Robert Hollister and h is
mother and her mothers' mothe~ , wife, Mary, represent the average
and the contrast offered of theIr . American mother and father of the
gradually changing viewpoints and '20's.
Returning to Western Players after
an absence of several years is Omer
Gosnell who plays the role of Judge
Robert Hollister. His wife, Mary,
Mary the Second in the genealogy
of the story, brings Nina K oenen
back to Western Players' casts. Mr.
Gosnell was responsible for the secI ond act settings of "Nothing But
The Truth," first play in the current cycle of foul' decades of Ameri'can play writing. Miss Koenen has
assisted in various technical capacities this season and will be reI
membered for parts in "Joan of
Lorraine" and "Dear Ruth" two
seasons ago.
The production, under the direction of Russell H. Miller, is a combined project of the play production
class of the English department and
the Western Players,

I

OLLEGE HEIGHTS H

Looking Backward
25 Years Ago
COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
makes debut, with Mi'lS Frances
Richards
first
editor ... Western
basketball coeds down Ea tern's
feminine Maroons 15-10.•.Coach Ed
Diddle's Toppers 34-Centre 32.
20 Years Ago
Dr. L. Y. Lancaster of the. biol~y
department highlights huntmg tnp
by bringing rare ducks back to laboratory .. . Dr. Robert M .. Hutchl~,
president of the UniversIty of ChIcago, engaged as commencement
oratory.
15 Years Ag>o
George V. Page elected president
f the Kentucky chapter of t~e
~merican Association of PhysICS
Teachers ... Men's Glee Club opens
concert series with Smith G~ove
performance ... Dr. D. west RI~h
ards, music department head, Writes
song, "My Voice."
.\
10 Years Ago
t
I
Silas Bent, journalist who. gradu- \
ated from Ogden college m 1902,
speaks at chapel. . .60 piece college
I' orchestra directed by Dr. Weld~n
Hart gives chapel concert ... Westeln
\ 40-Xavier 39.
I
5 Years Ago
Dr. James P. Cornette, member of
English department since 1~30, ~c
cepts deanship of Baylor Ul1lVe~slt~,
Waco, Texas: . . Western 44-Ul1lVeI- \
sity of LoUISVIlle 41.
3 Years Ago
Joy Davis(now Mrs Buddy c~t~)
elected military queen . . p.at~I~la
Travers, sixteen-year-old vlOllmst
presents concert. . 68 per cent of
Wcstern students l\re men, say s~
listics ... Western 61-St. Johns 54 m
\ Madison Square Garden.
1 Year Ago
Teddy Lou Johnson, ~litary queen
. .. western Players gIve the ~ON .
TRAST . Classical club reactivated
. . . Alabama String Quartet plays in
chapel concert.

1
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( "Love is here to slay!" says

J

"Mary The Third"
Rachel Crothers' romantic comedy of the 1920's

Western Players' Production - - Van Meter Auditoriul1
Second in the current cycle of Four Decades fA
PI
W "
0
mt:
ay
fltmg .... Directed by Russell H. Mill
A
b W'lb
S d
er, 51
y,
lorn tro e, Kenneth Shore, and Hal Gc
Wlt~ a cast of Martha Crady, Nina Koenen, Thoma
Whlt~, Orner Gos nell , Judith Griffin, Eugene Tal
Joe Kimbrough, Sara Lee Cummings, Grace Lane, I
T aylor, and Daniel Lockard
Reserved Seats on Sale at Bursar's
( ffice, WKSC, Janu ary 17· 19. , $ 1. 00
"'~ neral Admission ... SOc

January 19, 1950
Curtain Time 8 ; 15 p.m
..:;

HEL LO /
Grace Lane

The year 1923 will be remembered
by many as the year of the Charleston dance, This early version of
Twe~ieth Century American folk
dancing to such hit tunes as "Barney Google," "Just a Girl That Men
Forget " "It Ain't Gonna Rain No
More,''' "Yes, We Have No Bananas,"
"You Gotta See Mama Every
N:ght," "Last Night on the Back
Porch " "Who'll Take Care of the
Caret~ker's Daughter," "Louisville
Lou" "Beside a Babbling Brook,"
"That Old Gang Of Mine," represents a definite period of this first
half of the Twentieth Century.
This same year saw the original
production by Rachel Crothers, then
a popular Broadway producer, of
her "Mary The Third," an observant
criticism of modern family life in
the form of a romantic comedy
with music. "Mary The Third" was
an outstanding success because it
caught the spirit of youth of its
day in terms of life-like characterizations set to the tempo df the hit
tunes of the times, Yet, along with
its casual manner and superficial
callousness, it captured the deep
and 'sincre yearning for truth and
reality.
"Mary The Third" presents the
average man's family of . the '20'5.
Joe Kimbrough, Bowling Green,
plays Bobby, the juvenile son of the
family. He has been seen in other
Western Players' produrvtions, "Joan
of Lorraine" and "Life with Father."
In the role of Bobby, he has one of
the best opportunities for sympathetic character portrayal in the
play.
Another member of the group remembered for excellent performances is Grace Lane, also of Bowling Green. Proving that she is a real
trouper, only last week, she entered
the cast as a replacement to play
Mary the First at the romantic age
of 20.
"Mary The Third" represents the
second of the Four Decades of
American play writing being presented as the ,Western Players' program this .!:chool year. The cast unrdel' the • ectlO!! of Russell H. Mill" includes. Ul.. ·~tion to Mr. ' ':11. )ugh and Miss ane,
0
Ii W
.ite, EupDe Tanner, Sara Cum-

Joe Kimbrough

mings, Martha Crady, Nina Koenen,
Judith Griffin, Omer G 0 S nell,
Martha Helen Long, Mary Taylor
and Daniel Lockard.
"Mary The Third" Is scheduled
for presentation in Van Meter auditorium on Jan. 19.

I

,
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"Love is here to stay!" say.
- J he Park City Daily

"Mary The Third"
R achel Cr others' ro man t ic co med y of t he 1920's

Western Players' Production - - Van Meter Auditorium
Second in the current cycle of Fou r D ecades of American
Play W r itin g . . . . D irected by R u ssell H. M iller, Assisted
by Wilborn Stro de, K en neth Shore, and H a l G o merWith a cast of Marth a Crady, Nina Koen en , Thomas W .
W h ite, O mer Gosnell, Judith Griffi n, Eu gene T an ner,
Joe Kimbro ugh , Sara Lee Cu mmings, Grace Lan e, M ary
Ta ylor, and D aniel Lockard

N~ws,

E

JlrlarthdGrady Plays Title I]
'.I Role In"Mary The Thin! "

Janua ry 19, 1950

R eserved Seats o n Sal e at Bursar '!
Office, W KS C, Janu ary 17- 19 .. $1.00
G eneral A dm issio n ... SOc

p:
ff

C u rtain Time 8:1 5 p .m .
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Martha Crady of Louisville w ill
a ppear in the title role of "M,a ry
The Third," to be presented
T h ursday by the Western Playe r s of Western Kentucky State
College. Mary was graduated
from Shawnee High School and
now j s a senior at Western.

I

F eatnre roles a re to be portrayed in the Western Flayers production
"M:ary Th e :Third" by, left to right.. J udith Griffin, Nina K oenen,
,Martha Cra dy, Sara Cummings and Grace Lane. The r oman tic
comedy, written by Rachel Crothers is to be presented at 8:15 o'clock
t onight a t Van Meter a uditorium. General admission tickets wID be"
l old at t he box office, which Is to open at 7 p. m.

r

Even before the arrival of New
Year's Day 1950 publishers and historians were busily looking back
over th e accomplishments, catastrophes, personalities, and pranks
of the first half of the Twentieth
century.
Similarly, the production cycle of
western Players for this season re"
t views trends of this first 50 years
r as recorded by dramatists of note
in their commentary on American
life of their periods, the four decades of American play writing. As
the second presentation of the series, Rachel Crothers' romantic comedy, "Mary The Third," first produced in 1923, will be the offering
in Van Meter auditorium on Thursday night at 8:15.
"Mary The Third" is typical in
that it presents youth of the '20's
in 'fevolt against conventions. And,
as always with youth's volubility
born of impatience and protest, it
has much to say about institutions
like love, marriage and home-all
this is typical of the literary:
trends of the period as seen in the
works of F. Scott Fitzgerald, Michael Arlen and others.
• • •
MUCH HAS been said of these
'20's in retrospect, often they are
designated as the "Jazz age", and
sometimes the roaring '20's. Remembered from the period particularly was the Charleston dance
of these flapper days-this too, is
a part of "Mary The Third."
Mar tha Helen Long, H opkinsville,
and Thomas W. White, Springfield,
as members of the "flaming youth"
set dance the Charleston as a
part of musical sequence of the
play. Th is is Miss Long's first appearallce with the Western Players.'
The other members of the "collegiate" group are Eugene Tanner,
Rockfield, and Daniel Lockard, Cecelia..
Basically "Mary The Third" is
It
romantic comedy offering a
problem, the sOlution for wh ich

1s

I left

largely to the good judgment
of the audience.
Mary The Third is the embodi- (
ment of all the seriousness with t
which youth sought to find solu - f
tlon to its romantic problemsproblems for which there is no solution except love.

* • •

MARTHA Crady, Louisville is seen
in the ' titk role of "Mary The
Third." Previously she has been
seen as Mother in last season's
"Lire With Father" and the flirtatious Letitia in "The Contrast."
Mary's casual frankness adds a
taxing variety to the new role.
P rominent among the .J:omantic
boy friends is Thomas W. White.
An ontstanding player for two seasons, he will be recalled for his
performances in "Idiot's Delight,"
"Missouri Legend," "Life With Father," and others.
General admission tickets may be
secured from members of the cast
or other members of Western Players. Reserved seats go on sale at
the bursar 's office on Tuesday morning'. Reservations may be made
there until Thursday evening, when
they may be secured at the box office at Van Meter auditorium.
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To 'Revive

1920 Flapper Days
Thursday Evening In "Mary The ·Third"

rrl-Pla.vers

re

re
X.
B 1 Kenneth Shore
year, but it was selected by Burns- offering of the Play Production th'
S
r;e
MARY THE THIRD, t:e second Mantle as one of his "Ten B est" and classes apd t he w estern Players.
ap

1- produ<;tion to be offered by,thr WestJ em P layers in t h eir currel\t cycle of
r Four ~ecades of American Play~ writing, is scheduled for presentation
,r in Van Meter Auditorium on Thursd day evening, J anuary 19.
. The play is another of Rachel
Crother's sincere and interestingly
analytical studies of American family
life. Herein the free and rebellious
flapper of the 1920's is her heroine,
but t .. ore Mary the Third there
were the two Marys wha were her
~l mother and grandmother, and the
0, . con trast offered of their. gradually
V, ch:.nging viewpoints and methods,
h wilJij the resul ting reac tiohs in each
1- successive generation.
Crother's Best
T his romamlC conleuy was first
produced in New York iIi'1923. The
:e author, as was her custonr; personallY
r directed its staging. Not ~mly was it
,one ~f the most popular plays of the

critics generally accep ted it as
Rachel Crother's best to date. In it
Miss Crother continued to view
with some alarm , but with ou t conscious predudice, present- day tendencies in th e m atter of child rearing
and home environment.
As a helpful approach to the play
proper Miss Crother goes ba ck,
ill a p rologue, to the evenin'g t he
first of her three Marys who figure
in the story became engaged t o her
William. It was in 1875, and this
Mary was twenty and very pretty.
A second scene, similarlY brief, introduces the second Mary, the daughter of Mary and William, in HIOO.
She, too, is givmg a dance, _and the
same sofa is still in commission.
Here her tate is seale a in the choice
she makes between her two romantic swains.
MARY THE THIRD is under the
direction of Russell H . Miller as an

"

Cast of S tudents
K enneth bnore is stage manager,
Wilborn S trode, assistant to the director in charge of lighting and
sp ecial effects, with the period setting for th e play being designed by
Hal Gomer . The cast for this second
comedy also includes a balanCing of
some favorite veteran players with
newcomers. Seen in r ecent productions were Martha Crady, Thomas
W. White, Joe Kimbrough, and Grace
Lane. Nina K oenen will be rem embered f rom DEAR R UTH and J OAN
OF LORRA1 N~ two seasons ago.
Omer L. Gosnell appearea with
the gl'vUP In '.In.c. l:'n.r.,-uc'l:' n.lLLJ:i.
J UdH,h un 'r in has been in BOWlll1g
Green Players' Uuild productions
but is appearmg for the fIrst time
With the western Players. Sara Cum
mings, Eugene Tanner, Martha Helen
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Continued on page 8, column 2
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Continued from

Lon g, Mary T~Ylor, and Dan iel Lockar d a re all m aking their initial appearance with tbe college group in
MARY THE Tm RD.
Can YOIlJh R eform?
. I t is the ,story of modern youth in
~ s atte~pt to r ef I'm life's greatest
!IlStltUtlOns, Love, Marriage, and
~ H ame. Its problem is a vital one
r t hat may be reen acted ' in any home
l! any day. It was not confined to the
1920·s. It is a roniantic comedy of
youth seekmg to find a solution to
the age -old problem for Which there
is no solution-except love.
I
MARY THE THI RD is the em ~ bodlment of all the seriousness and
~ ~ecklesslless of her day. She is seeklUg to select her hu;>band and plan
er futUre with the modern idea of
f'
xpenm~n t . As in m any cases when
ou th n des unrestrained, she not
only almost wr ecked her own f utJrt!
but also t h e happiness of those 'Nh~
by the~r t rust in h er have a llowed
her thIS freedom . And, in the en d
she learns-bu t, see MARY THE
THIRD.

f

Page Sevell

I-

ve
)e- Ni.na K eona n and EUgene Tanne.r will a ppear with t he Western
lD MARY THE THIRD Thursday evening, January 19.
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Omer . Gosn ell a nd Joe Kimbrough - .'j ap
.
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"LOVe is here to stay!" says
"Love in here to stay!" says

"Mary The Third"
"Love IS
. here to stayr' says

"Mary The Third"
"Love is here to stay!" says

"Mary The Third"
Rachel Crothers' romantic comedy of the 1920's

Western Players' Production - - Van Meter Auditorium
Second in the current cycle of Four Decades of American
Play W riting ... . Directed by Russell H. Miller, ASlisted
by Wilborn Strode, Kenneth Shore, and Hal GomerWith a cast of Martha Crady, Nina Koenen, Thomas W.
White, Orner Gosnell, Judith Griffin, Eugene Tanner,
Joe Kimbro ugh, Sara Lee Cummings, Grace Lane, Mary
Taylo r, and Daniel Lockard
Reserved Seats on Sale at Bursar's
Office, WKSC, January 17·[9 .. $ 1.00
General Admission ... SOc

January 19, 1950
Curtain Time 8:15 p.m.

.I

Hon.
Colle Russell
e H
H. Mille
Bowlin Geights,
r, Esq.,
green , Kentucky

INFORMATION CENTER
TIME

LIFE

FORTUNE

9 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, HEW YORK 20 , H. Y.

OUR FLORAL CONTRIBUTION FOR YOUR
LATES'r OPUS.

"

r

'. --20-

'I'

WES TERN KENTUCKY STATE 001L. ,Nothing. but the Trut1:!,
t~ov ~
Mary. the Third, Jan. The Petrified Forest, i'.!::>
,ill M! ' ~' 'Apr; RussellH. Miller.
'

•

•.

WESTERN STATE COLL.OF COLORADO .Arj!l~ and ~12~J'4.a.P, · 1<1.1. ., .
Jess Gern, director. Martin Hatcher, techn'i cal dir.
COLL . OF WILLI AM AND filARY The Little Foxes, Noy .2 > ~I .
lYJer-ry Wives of Windsor, Jan.ll, 12. ,No More Peac e : 1;1
'Toller, Ma r,8,9~ !he Father, Apr.26,27. Althea ~I:.;, . t ,
directo~~
.

"Love is here to stay!" says

"Mary The Third"
Rachel Crothers' romantic comedy of the 1920's

Western Piayers' Production - - Van Meter Auditorium
Second in the current cycle of Four Decades of American
Play Writing .... Directed by Russell H. Miller, Assisted
by Wilborn S trod e, Kenneth Shore, and Hal GomerWith a cast of Martha Crady, Nina Koenen, Thomas W .
White, Orner Gosnell, Judith Griffin, Eugene Tanner,
Joe Kimbrough, Sara Lee Cummings, Grace Lane, Mary
Taylor, and Daniel Lockard
Reserved Seats on Sale at Bursar's
Office, WKSC, January 17·19 . . $ 1.00
General Admission ... SOc

January 19, 1950
Curtain Time

/

D:-.' RACHEL CROTJIERR

Dil'ected by RUSSELL H.

~:15

P. M.

M1LLER

WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are an activity of

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, Head
Presenting, this season, a cycle of Four Decades of Ame rican Play Writing -

Nothing But The Truth, 1915
Mary The Third,

192~

The Petrified Forest, 1935
All My Sons, 1947

Believing in the future of Western K entucky State College and the part played by
Western Players in the cultural life of the community, the following firms have contributed to this program:
BOWLING GREEN
COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS
CARPENTER, DENT, SUBLETT
COMPANY
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

PEARSON DRUG COMPANY
DA VE RABOLD & SON (Men's Wear)

THE CAST_____________________________ Judith Griffin
Mary The First-1875 _____ _
William _______________________________ _
______________________ Thomas W. White

"

_____________________ Sara Cumm ings
Mary The Second-1900 _____ _
___________________ Thomas W. White
Robert _ ____ ___ ______ _
Richard _______________ _ ______________ _ ___________________________ _________ Eugene Tanner
Mary The Third- 102!3 ___ _ _ __ _ ________________________________________ Martha Crady
Mother ___ ________ _
_ __ _____ _ ___ _ ___ _ _____________________________ Nina Koenen
Granny _ _______
_____ ______
______________________ Judith Griffin
Father _ ___________ __ _ _________ __
_ __________________ Orner L. Gosnell
Bobby _____________ __
_ _________ ___
_____________________________________ Joe Kimbrough
_____________________ Thomas W. White
Lynn _____ _
____________ __ _______________________ Eugene Tanner
Hal _____ _
_____
_________ ______ __ ____________ Martha Helen Long
Lettie _____ __ __
____________________ Daniel Lockard
Max ___ _
____ Mary Taylor
Nora

SEVEN-UP BOTTLING COMPANY
ST ANDARD FARM STORE

SYNOPSIS BY SCENES

ST ANDARD IMPLEMENT COMPANY

DUCK INN

Prologue

ST ANDARD STORE

THE GOAL POST

STUDENT PRESSING SHOP

THE GRAPETTE BOTTLING
COMPANY

TWELFTH STREET GRILL

HILLTOPPERS

THE UNIVERSITY INN
CAFETERIA

HINTONS' BANDBOX CLEANING

VAN'S CAFE AND COFFEE SHOP

P ACE SERVICE COMPANY

WESTERN LUNCH ROOM

Time: 1875.
Time: 1900.
Time: 1923.

- - - 000- - - -

PUSHINS, for furnishings .
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for coope r a tion with pUblicity.
RADIO STATIONS WLB.T AND WKCT, for coope ration in publicity and musical
s ugges tions.
nOY AL MUSIC C'OMPANY, for Ukel ele.

MARY THE SECOND
The same alcove off the dance floor.

Act I
Summer, the hying room in the Robert Hollister house.
Twelve minutes intermission.

WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION TOJOHNSON-MALONE, for photography and display.

MARY THE FIRST
An alcove off the dance floor.

Scene 1.
Scene 2.

Act II
The camp by moonlight.
The living room again, 4 o'clock in the morning.
Ten minutes intermission.

Act III
The living room again, three hours lat(']'.

PENNYROYAL GIFT SHOP. CENTRAL ELECTRIC SHOP, HANCOCK'S, for stage
(jp('or a ti r.n s .

To recapture the style and spirit of the author's commentary on American
life in the '20's has been the purpose of this revival.

THE WESTERN PLAYERS
OFFICERS 1949-'50
____________________ __Presiden

Bob Spiller __________________ _

__Vice-Presiden

Martha Crady __ _

____________ Secretal'

Carolyn Carr
Robert Rogers ___________ _

___________________ ._. ______ .. ____________ Treasure

Cora Jane Morningstar

_ ______ _Historia

llussell H. Miller

Faculty Dil'ecto

Technical Staff for "MAllY TIlE TIllllD"
Stage Manager _

__ _____ _ _____ Kenneth ShOl

Scenic Design __________________ _________ .

__ ____ __________________ ____ Hal Gome

Lighting and Special Effects _ ___________ _

________ Wilbom Strod

Stage Crew ______________________ .---_______________ ------ -. --- ------- -------------------------------Charles Loudermilk, Kermit Binkley, Hal Gomer, Wilbom Strod
Daniel Lockhard, James m1l1.
Set Decoration and Properties
Make-up ___ _
Costumes

_Joe Kimbrough, Sara Cummin
____ Sara Cummings, Mary Alice Summel
Judith Griffin, Martha Helen Lon

Program __ ________________ _______________________________________________________ ___________________ _
Henry P. Smith, Mary Alice Summers, Eugene Tanner, Carolyn Cal
House Committee _ _______ _
Bob Spiller, Larry Dewese, Henry P. Smith, Cora Jane Momingsia
Sara Jackson, Carolyn Carr, Nick and Elsie Diachenko, Rach
Loudermilk, Jim Wright.

"Love is here to stay!" says

"Mary ThB Third'f
..1

Rachel Crothers' rOr'nantic comedy of the 1920's

Western Players' Production - - Van Meter Auditorium
Second in the current cycle of Four Decades of American
Play Writing ... . Directed by Russell H. Miller, Assisted
by Wilborn Strode, Kenneth Shore, and Hal GomerWith a cast of Martha Crady, Nina Koenen, Thomas W.
White, Orner Gosnell, Judith Griffin, Eugene Tanner,
Joe Kimbrough, Sara Lee Cummings, Grace Lane, Mary
Taylor, and Daniel Lockard
Reserved Seats on Sale at Bursar's
Office, WKSC, January 17-19 . . $ 1.00
General Admission . .. SOc

...

January 19, 1950
Curtain Time 8: 1..5

.m.
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\VESTERN PLAYERS' PRODLTCTIONS
are an activity of

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

DR. GORDON WILSON, Hea(l
Presenting, this season, a cycle of I.'our Decades of American Play Writing-

Nothing But The Truth, Ul15
Mary The Thir<i,

192~

The Petrified Forest, 19:15
All My Sons, 1917
000

Believing in the future of Western Kentucky State College and the part played b
Western Players in the cultural life of the community, the following firms have c ributed to this program:
WLING GREEN
COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS

PEARSON DRUG COMPANY

DA VE RABOLD & SON (Men's Wear)
.........--"------'C~AOo.l.JR.....P......E""N'_'_..I.T_"E<J.R~D""""E'_"N"__T"'_,'__"'S'_"U,-"B"-!L""E!2'T--"'--"T_ _ _---'''':!.lP'''-'U1:I:;P'-1Ib.LT-ITLlTDCL.Xp:UO::\Jm=mlLT-ITb"'TlCC'---L:C!.CO'""""([.Du'-"''--''J>>ICrv''"---_

SYNOPSIS BY SCENES
Prologue
MARY THE FIRST

Time: 1875.

An alcove off the dance floor.
MARY THE SECOND

Time: 1900.
Time: 1923.

The same alcove off the dance floor.

Act I
Summer, the living room in the Robert Hollister house.
Twelve minutes intermission.
Act IT

Scene 1.
Scene 2.

The camp by moonlight.
The living room again, i1 o'clock in the morning.
Ten minutes intermission.
Act III

The living room again, three hours latN.
To recapture the style and spirit of the author's commentary on American
life in the '20's has been the purpose of this revival.

Faculty Director

Technical Staff for "MARY TIlE TIImD"
Stage Manager
Scenic Design
Lighting and Special Effects

Kenneth Sho
__ Hal Gomer
Wilborn Strode

Stage Crew
-- ---------- --Charles Loudermilk, Kermit Binkley, Hal Gomer, Wilborn Strode,
Daniel Lockhal'cl, James Nunn_
Set DecoratIOn and Properties
Make-up
Costumes

Joe Kimbrough, Sara Cumming.;;
Sara Cummings, Mary Alice Summers
.Tudith Griffin, Martha Helen Long

Program
Henry P. Smith, Mary Alice Summel's, Eugene Tanner, Carolyn Carr
House Committee
Bob Spiller, LaITY Dewese, Henry P. Smith, Cora Jane Morningstar,
Sara Jackson, Carolyn Carr, Nick and Elsie Diachenko, Rachel
Loudermilk, .Tim Wright.

"Love Is Here To Stay!"-•

In

The Western Players' Production

Rachel Crothers' Romantic Comedy
of the '20's
Directed by Russell H. Miller

with
Martha Crady

Nina Koenen

Thomas W. White

Orner Gosnell

Judith Griffin

Eugene Tanner
Sara Cummings

Joe Kimbrough
Grace lane

Daniel Lockard

Martha Helen Long

Stage Manager

Mary Taylor

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Kenneth Shore

~ ~ ~

Wilborn Strode

Assistant D irector
Scenic Artist

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Hal Gomer
JUDITH GRIFFIN

Van Meter -A uditoriutn
Thursday, January 19, 8:15 p.tn.
Reserved Sea ts
I

.

.

.

.

.

. .

$1.00

. {On sale at Bursar's OfHce Jan. 17.. 19 }
JOE KIM BROUGH

General Admission.

. . . . .

IW . K . S . C. Indus trial Arts Print Shop)

•
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EUGENE TANNER .
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G, _Jtings from the.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
D ec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
F eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
F eb.
Feb.
F e b.

1949-'50 HILLTOPPER SCHEDULE
S-Morehead K y . Stat e ________________ _________ ...Moreh ead
5-Kentucky Wesleyan _______________________ . __ .. ___. ____ H ome
8-Bowling Green U. ____________________________ .. __ Louisville
100Xavier Univer sity _____________________ _._Cincinnati. O.
IS-Georgetown College _____________________________ _______ Home
17-Cincinnati U . __________________________ .. _. ___ .Cincinnati. O .
26-Canisius College _. ________________________ Buffalo, N. Y.
29-Long I sland U . _________________ ._. __ ._New York, N. Y.
2-LaSalle Oollege ________ .. __ ..... _._ ... _Phlladelphia. Pa.
7-Easte rn K y . State __ ._._. ___ ._.. _.. _. __ . ___ . ________.... Home
9-Xavie r U niversity _. ____ ______ ... _____ __ ____ _. __ . _________H ome
ll-U. of Louisville ____________ ____ ___ . ______ __________ Louisville
14-Murray Ky. State __ ___ ___ ___ ____________ ._. ___... _._.Murray
16-Cincinnati U. _______ __________________ . ___ _______ ________ . ___ Home
IS-Evansville College ____ ___ __. __________________ Owensboro
21-Eastern K y. StAte ________________________________ Richmond
27-U. of Miami _. ______________ ._.. _______ ... _. ______ Mla mi. Fla.
2S-U. of Miami ____ . _______ .... _. ___ _____ ___________ _Miami, Fla.
SO-U. of Tampa ________ ___ _________ ____ __ _______ . __ Tampa. Fla.
3-U. of Louisville -- ----------- .. -.-.------.--.-.-.--s... -.----Home
7-More head Ky. St ate ________________________________ . __.Home
9-Bowllng Green U. _______ _________________ Cleveland. O.
ll-Murray K y . State . __________________________________ . ____ H ome
15-U. .of Miami _______ .. __ __________________ __ ___ __ ___ . _____ . __ Home
16-U. of Miami ___________ ______________ _______ ___ ______ __ . __ __ Home
UI-Evansville College ____________________________ ._._. ___ ._Home

CO_PLI_INTI O'

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLE GE VARSITY BASKETBALL SQUAD 1949-1950
F irst Row, left to r ig ht: J acl{ Turner. Buddy Cate. Bob Lavoy, Rip Gish a nd Eddie Diddle, Jr.
Middle Row, left to right: Coach E d Diddle, John Givens. Joe Johnson, Frank Wallheiser, Gene Rhodes a nd Assistant Coach Ted Hornback.
Ba ck Row. left to right: Bobby McGuire. H e nry Cowan, D arnell Waters, t er ling Gibson and Jim Pic\{e ns.

Bowling Green, Kentucky

Western Players To Take
Part In UNES~~d :'~~!!~~of

Players present Imos
'
f man' I
When the West e~; "The P etrified expressing th e aspir atlOns 0
"
Robert ~, SherwM
OOte~ auditorium on because t he theater as a "th mg
Forest" In Van
' t'10n ', because \
't wille
represent l
the .0- l done" carries convlc
M~rc~r!f~i;atiOn in a nation-wIde through concerted action of all the
~~foit of the Americ~l tt~J~g to theaters in the country each t~eater
serve international un ers a
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group derives n ew strength an purinvitation for Westem P ay- ose both ANTA an d UNESCO are
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the country an~ IS spo~~eater and
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American ~~tl~~al belief that the phase of dramatic work are" mVltetd
Academy WIt t e an . contribute to to attend this "free-fo,r-all m~~
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world peace.
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INTERNATIONAL THEATRE MONTH
March 1950
Sponsored by the American National Theatre and Academy and the
Panel on Dramatic Arts of the National Commission for UNESCO

WHAT IS IT?

A nation-wide demonstration that the American
theatre can serve international understanding and
world peace.

WHEN?

During the month of March 1950.

HOW?

By the production in every professional, college,
school and community theatre throughout the
country of a play, pageant, dance or music program emphasizing the broad themes of world understanding, peace, tolerance and the long battle
of man for freedom and justice.

WHY?

Because the living theatre is the most vivid and
convincing way of expressing the aspirations of
man; because the theatre as a 'thing done' carries
conviction; because through concerted action of
all the theatres in the country each theatre derives
new strength and purpose.

WHO?

YOU are asked to participate in this nation-wide
project by producing a play or other dramatic program illustrating the fact that the theatre serves
international understanding.

.'

\

W ILL YOU

produce a play of this type in March 1950! Let
us know at once by writing to Rosamond Gilder,
the Panel on Dramatic Arts, c/ o ANTA, 139 West
44th Street, New York 18, N. Y. and we will add
you to the roll of honor and send you further information.

"THE THEATRE SERVES INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING"

It

IC NTUC KY

VlSSTERN

STATE

COLL:CGS

Depa rtmen t of English

Presents
The 1950 Robinson Declamation contest
Van Meter Auditorillili

February 27,

1950

Frank Bacon, Pre siding
Speakers
1.

Bill Mackey ••• .• .•.•••.•••••• "The Prince of Peace"

2.

John Q. Wesley •••••••••••••• "Idols of Ideals"

3.

Thomas Stone ••••••• 11 Fallacy of Capital Punishment"

4.

Don Allen •••••••••• "The Value of a Uood Character"

5.

James Chamberlain •• "Crime and the Criminal Court"

6.

Raymond Cr avens •••• II Our Pricele ss Heritage ll

Final

Session
Chapel

Uarch 1, 1950

10:00 h. M.
Van

Me ter

i.udi t orium

ChQrnberlain
WinsContest
James Chamberlain is the winner
of this year's annual Robinson decla- I
maUon contest, held at chapel W~d
nesday morning, March 1, With
Cooper R. Smith, Ogden regent, preaiding.
: Mr Chamberlain, a sophomore \
pre-l~w student from Lafayette,
Tenn., spoke on "Crime and the
Criminal Court." The script, according to contest rules, was a prepared '
speech of the contestant's own
choosing.
T aking part in the contest, as a
result of preliminary eliminat ions I
held February 27, other than Chamberlain were Don Allen, whose subject was "The Value of Good
Character," and Raymo..nd Craven;s,
who spoke on "Our Priceless Hentage."
..
Also entered in the prellmmary
contest were B ill Mackey and John
Q . Wesley. The contest, following
Ogden tradition, was limited to male
freshmen and sophomores .
. The Ogden oratorical conte&t, second and last in the annual Ogde?speech contests, will be held April
12 according to Russell H. Miller,
sp~ech instructor in the ~gl~sh dep artment. This contest, 11mlted .to
male students of junior- and semor
standing must be from the contestant 's original manuscript.
A special shelf of materials has
been set aside in the reserve room
of the library to assist aspirants in
locating materials. Students interested in entering this contest should
file their entries with Mr. Miller by
March 30.

•

LEG E

HE I G H T' S

l

James Chamberlain, left, Lafayette, T enn., soph omore, r eceives t he con - 10
gratulations of Dr. P a ul L. Garrett, Western Sta te College ' p residen t, e.
upon winning the 1951t Robinson Declama tion awar d. Cooper R. Sm ith , i f f
Ogden College regent and progra.m ch a ir m an, beams h is approval Of p
he committee's selection. Russell H. Miller, sp eech instructor in the
EngHsh depart ment, was in charge of arrangements for the ch ape'l I
pro~/l.m Wednesday.
.
g

l

HER A L D ',

Wins Robinson Contest

-- .

,- - - -

Jame Ch-.! mberlaL
Wins Robinson
Declamation Contest
James Chamberlain, \V e st ern
State College sophomore from Lafayette, Tenn., was judged winner of
the Robinson declamation contest
this morning.
Speaking on "Crime and the
Criminal Court," Mr. Chamberlain
won the contest for fre shmen and
sophomores over two other speakers,
Don Allen and R aymond Cravens.
He will be presented a medal during
the June cbmmencement program.
The program in Van Meter auditorium this morning was broadcast
over WKCT: Cooper R. Smit.h.
' ugcien Cc 11" .
- )
J
- -..
"- -

J a m es Cham lJerla in, left, Lafayette, T enn., sop homore r eceives the con ,rat ulations of ' President Paul L. G arr ett upon ' win.n ing the i951t
R4l"'nson declamation contest finals held at chapel Wednesd ay, March
_~ ~. Smith, Ogden COlle~e regen t and program ehau'm a D, looks

'j,

It

Y-lESTERN

KENTUCKY S'r.:\TE

Depa rtne nt

~

COLLEGE

EnSlish

pr esents
The 1950 Robinson

De cl~n tio n

Van Heter Auditorium

Barch 1, 1950
10 : 00 a.

~oope r

Contest

r.1 .
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The Western Players
Present

NICK DlACHENKO

Robert E. Sherwood's Melodrama of the Depression
Produced and Directed bv Russell H. Miller

with

FRANK BACON

Nina Koenen
Nick Diachenko
Omer Gosnell
Edith Love Hawkins
Leslie Thomas
Hugh Noffsinger
June Carroll Lewis
Lewis Baker
Lawrence Baldwin
James Nunn

Thomas W. White
Frank Bacon
William R. Montana
Eugene Tanner
Kenneth Shore
Jim Wright
Daniel Lockard
Bill Dolan
Charlie Blair
A. J. McCarty, Jr.

KENNETH SHORE

Setting by Hal Gomer
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8:15 p.m.
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Players To Cooperate With UNESCO
-In Producing "The Petrified Forest"

William R. Montana

When t he Western Players present R obert E. Sher wood's THE
P ETRIFIED FOREST in Van Meter
auditor ium on Mar ch 23, i t will represent the local par ticipation in a
n ation - wide effort of th e American
theater to serve intern ational understanding.
The invitation for Western P layers
to join in this in ternational theater
project came from Miss R osamond
G ilder, Chairman of t he P anel on
Dramatic Ar ts of th e Un ited States
National Commission for UNESCO.
UNESCO is the United Nations' Education, Social, and Cultural Organization.
International Interest

T his nation -wide demonstration
includes outst anding professional,
college, school, and comm unity
th ea bel' grou ps throughout t h e coun try and is sponsor ed by the American National Theater and Academ y
with the belief th at the Amer ican
theater can contribu te to internatoinal understanding and world
, peace.
S herwood's
THE
PETRIFIED
FOREST qualifies as a Sign ificant
p roduction emphasizing the broad
themes of world under standing,
peace, tolerance. and the long battle of man for freedom and justice.
T he in vitation came t o Western

Bowling Green, Kentucky

Western Pl4yers Slate
Production- 011 March 23

Frank Bacon

Players and' its director , Russell H .
Miller, of the English depar tm ent,
in r ecognition of th eir work as a r epl:esen tative m ember of th e ,n ational
American Education al Theater Association.

singer, Orner Gosnell, Nina ·K eonen,
J une Lewis, Thomas W. White,
Daniel Lockard, K enneth
Edith Love H awkins, Bill Dolan,
Eugene T anner, Lewis Baker, Leslie
Thomas, Charlie Blair, Lawrence
Because the living theater is the Baldwin, and A. J . McCarty, Jr.
m ost vivid and conviricing way of
expressing th e aspirations of man;
THE PETR IFIED F OREST is the
because the theater as a "thing th ir d production in the current cycle
done" carries conviction' because of F our Decades of Amencan P lay
through concer ted action 'Of all the I Writing. It was chosen to represent
theaters in the country each theater the '30's because of the interesting
group derives n ew stren gth and pur- com men tar y on Amencan lIfe lll .this
pose, both ANTA and UNESCO are era that Sh~rwo~ d m a kes t hrough
firmly behind this n ation-wid e de- the conflIctm g Ideologles of the
monstration .
characters with wh ich he peoples
Ca st Named
this fa scina ting m elodrama,
_ A large group of in ter ested studen ts r eported for the first r eading
an d tryouts for THE PETRIFIED
FOREST on J a nuar y 31 and F ebruary 1. The cast includes; F rank
Bacon , Nick Diach enko, William
Montapa, La rry Dewese! Hugh Noff-

Edith Love Hawkins, Bowling
Green, and Kenneth Shore, Philpot,
Ky., are two members of Western
Players who contribute interesting
characteriza tions to the large cast of
"The P etrified Forest."
The Western Players' presentat ion
of Robert E. Sherwood's "The Petrified Forest" represents the local participation in the United Nations'
International Theater Project sponsored by UNESCO aimed at spotlighting in this country the idea that.
the theater serves international understanding. The Sherwood Melodrama of the Southwest is scheduled
for March 23 in Van Meter auditor"
ium. It is the third production in the
I"Mid-Century Cycle of Four Decades
of American Play writing," the Western Players' program for 1949-'50.
Other members of the group in the
cast of "The Petrified Forest" are
Thomas W. White, Springfield ;
Orner Gosnell, Perkin, Ill., Nina Koenen, Hanson ; Frank Bacon; Madisonville ; Nick Diachenko, Gary, W. Va.;
William R . . Montana, Louisville ;
Eugene Tanner, Rockfield ; Leslie
Thomas, East View; Daniel Lockard,
Cecilia; June Carroll Lewis, J efferson town; Bill Dolan. Wallins; Lew~s

I
Players "Replacement

An append ectomy Monday took Larry Dewese right from / the cast of
"The Pe~rified Forest." He has been replaced by Ji~ Wright, Jeft. l\1r.
Dewese IS reported in excellent condition.

IBaker, Clay ;

Jim Wrigh t, Nashville,
Tenn .; Hugh Noffsinger, Bremen ;
Charlie Blair, Harlan ; Lawrence
Baldwin Jr., Bowling Green; James
Nunn, Bowling Green" and William
R. Miller, Bowling Green.
"The P etrified Forest" is under
th e direction of Russell H . Miller
of the Western English department .
Robert E Spiller, Western Players'
president f or 1949-'50, is serving as
stage m allagp.-rj for the production.
Settings are be, g executed by Hal
Gomer and Jm'\e Carroll Lewis with
the assistance of members of the
play' production classes.
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Friday. February 24. 1950

UNESCO Shows Interest In Coming
Production Of ','The Petrified Forest'"

.

,

Three m embers of the HERALD st a ff h ave major roles in the for thcoming West ern P la yers produc tion of
"The P etrified F orest." Left to right, K enneth Shore and Edith Love HaWkins, fea ture writers, and Omer
Gosn ell, a rt editor, combine dramatics with journalism as the ir extra-cu rricular a ctivities.

Th e Western Player s have r eceived a request for photograph s of
reh earsals and productiOns, lobby exhibits, publicity facts, etc., in connecMn with th eir forthcom ing production of R ober t E. Sh er wood's "The
P etrified Forest," to be presented in
Van Meter auditorium Marc!) 23.
The request ca me from Miss Rosa mond Gilder, secretary of the American National Theatre and Academy,
who recently , extended an invitation
to the P layers to participa te in the
United Nations' Educational, Scientific and Cult ural Organization 's
~ National Theatre Month, This material was r equested in order to present a complete picture of International Theatre Month to the nation and to other countries.
UNESCO Idea

The UNESCO idea is a simple one
- to focus the footligh t of America
on the problem of world understanding and the freedom- and rights of
Man. The Western Players join about
three hundred oth er dramatic organ. izations in 45 states, Hawaii, P anama Canal, Alas ka, and Canad a in
this endeavor.
"Th e P etrified Forest" is the third
production in the current cycle of
Four Decades of American playwrigh ting. I t was chosen as a play
representative of th e '30's and the
introspectlve, board them es th at were
popular at that time. "The Petrified
Forest" was first produced at the
Broadhurst theatre in New York

City in 1935 with Humphrey Bogar t
playing the par t of Duke Mantee. a
notorious gan gster. This is th e play
that sen t Bogar t on h is way to H ollywood and stardom.
Cast Lis ted

The cast for "The P ekified Forest"
includes the following studen ts:
Frank Bacon. Nick Diachenko, William Mon tana, James Wright, Hugh
Noffsinger, Omar Goswell, NiIia
Keonen, J une Lewis, Thomas W.
White, Daniel Lockard, K enneth
Shore, Edith Love Hawkins, Bill
Dolan, Eugene Tanner, Lewis Baker,
Leslie Thomas, Charlie Bla ir, Lawrence Baldwin, and A. J, McCarty,
Jr.
Director Russell H . Miller's P lay
Production classes are helping in th e
production by organizing into thl'ee

divisions: technical, directorial, and
promotional.
Lewis Baker h eads the tech nical
division, assisted by June Lewis,
Cornella Childress, Joleene Johnson ,
Lawr ence Baldwin, Mary Montan a.
and K enneth Shore.
~lary

Taylor Directs

Mary T aylor h eads the directional
staff with Mary Mon tana, La wrence
Baldwin, K enneth Shore, Edith Love
H awkins, and Lewis Baker .
The promotional division is headed by K en neth Shore and includes
Polly Warren, J une Lewis, Edith Love
Hawkins, Lewis Baker , Mary Taylor .
J oleene Joh nson, and Cor n ella Childress.
Bob Spiller is stage ma nager, assisted by H al Gomer as the scenic
design er a11d 'J ames Nunn - working
with the set construction .

Western Students Cast
In "L ight Up In The Sky"
Available for the fir st t ime t his
side of Broadway is Moss H ar t's
'Light Up the Sky," being presented
a t the Bowling Green High school
auditorium on March 10 by the
Bowling Green Players' Guild, under
the direction of Mrs. Clyde Mankin.
This is the first time "Ligh t Up the
Sky" has been r eleased for production
by an amateur group, and the first
time anyone excep t Mr. Har t himself h as directed the play. As a result of a letter from Mrs. Mankin to
Mr. Hart h e gran ted his permission.
Three Western students, P earl Rut ledge, Joe McFarland, Jr., and
Armand K ing, al'e members of the
cast. Others in the cast are Dr. W.
O. Carson, Mrs. Charlotte Vance,
Mary Emily Buchanan, J oe McFarland, Sr., Norman Lewis, Dick Spencer, Dr. Joseph P . Leone, and Martha
Derr.
"Light Up the Sky" is a satir e on
. a group of well-known professional
people, includin g Billy Rose, Talullab Bankh ead, Eleanor Holm, and
Moss Hart hirp.self. It is a satire on
the young playwrigh t a nd the stage
moth er. The play presents a group of
theatrical people trying out a play
in Boston before it goes to New York.
The three Western st udents in the
cast are well known here. Mrs. Rutledge, the former Pearl Black of New
York City, is director of the P ark
City school of dancing. She is wife of
Eu Rutledge, social director at Potter

For ward" and "Mrs. Astor's Pet
Horse."
Joe McFarland, Jr., will be rem embered for appearances in "You
Can't Take It With You," and
"Twixteen," "Ghost Wan ted," and
other Guild productions.
. Armand King, a senior on the Hill,
was recently. designated a distin guished military st udent in the
R OTC.
Mrs. Mankin, Director of the play.
is business m anager of the Players'
Guild for the 1949-1950 season. She
h ad roles in the Guild productions
of "The Women ," "P apa I s AU,"
"Fresh Fields," and h as assisted in
directing several plays.
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' Cast In "Forest
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E ugen e

Tan~er wil~

"a ppear with the

Western Players in "The Peklfled F orest" March 23.
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inie Park City Dail

UPetrified Forest" Was
Hit Of Depression Era

The Park City Daily News

ViQchenko, Tanner Have
Roles In Western Play

During the 1930'5, the decade us- station on the edge of the desert.
ually designated as the great DeWilliam R. Mon tana of Louisville
pression, it took a' really stimulating and Frank Bacon of Madisonville
play to keep the customers coming bring to Hfe these roles in the Westin through a whole season . "The ern Players' version of "The PetriPetrified Forest" (1935-36) was an fied Forest ." Barry Fitzgerald and
outstanding success of this era; and, Dick Foran contributed the same
Oddly enough, it was in the form of characters to Warner Brothers' origa melodrainatic commentary on life Li~
n~
al~m
~o~v_i~
e _v_e~r~
si~o_
n_
. ~_~~_~--'
of the times.
Chosen for this significance, "The
Petrified Forest" will be presented
by the Western Players in Van' Meter
aud itorium 8:15 p.m. next Thursday.
General admission tickets may be
secured from any member of Western Players or at the bursar's office
at the college.
ALWAYS IN times of depression
or recession dramatic producers turn
to the melodrama, because through
the years it has consistently proved
t.he most popular form of dramatic
entertainment. This axiom of the
theater worked in 1935. And, an instaIlce of its use is to be seen in the
flood of Westerns and "action" films
that movie moguls are attempting to
use to bolster their currently sagging
box-office.
Cycles of comedies, thrilling epics,
suspense and psychological dramas,
realistic stories of tragic import, all
come ard go -but the melodram a or
movie "horse opera", which draws
on all the other forms, is the formula
surest of success in a flooded or
sagging theater market.
Rpbert E. Sherwood h as proved
himself adept with this medium. I n
"The Petrified Forest," he has t he
locale of the great Southwest to
draw on for atmosphere. Typical of
the cosmopolitan crosssection of the
population he draws on for local
color are the sheriff and his cowboy
deputies. Daniel Lockard of Cecelia
is Herb, the happy-go-lucky cowboy;
William R. Miller, Bowling Green,
and J ames Nunn, Marion, complete.
the group. A dash of Mexico is supplied by P aula, cook at the Black
Mesa Bar-B-Q, who is played by
June Carroll Lewis of Jeffersontown.
Representing World War I veterans
' of the Ralph M. K esterling post of
the American Legion, MOl:enci, Ariz.,
are Charlie Blair, Harlan, and Lawrence Baldwin Jr., Bowling Green.

• • •

MORE ·CLOSELY rela ted to the
plot are Gramp Maple, who came
down from Virginia City and can
remember Billy the K id and Mark
Twain, and- Boze H ertzlinger, who
had been sensational as h alfback
for Nevada Tech but having found
no professional demand for his football services due to the depression

I
I

~

Robert E. Sherwood is probably
the most successful contemporary
American playwright. Represented
on Broadway at present by the current musical hit, "Miss Liberty," the
tuneful comedy developing the story
of the French girl who posed for
the Statue of Liberty, and on all
best-seller lists by his "Roosevelt and
Hopkins," he has enjoyed preeminence In American literary circles
through three decades. No theatrical
season is quite complete without a
contribution from his pen.
In choosing a melodrama typical
of the depression era of the '30's, the
Western Players selected Sherwood's
"The Petrified Forest" because it
represented a significant commentary on the American way of life
in that period. · Originally produced
in New York by Arthur Hopkins
with Leslie Howard, P eg€"y Conklin
and Humphrey Bogart, the play was
a h it of the 1935 season. Warner
Brothers bought the film rights and
brought Howard and Bogart to
Hollywood for the piJOture. To this
combination they added Bette Davis
and Barry Fitzgerald.
In "The Petrifiec' Forest" SherWood philosophically analyzes the
causes of the depression, deducing
a theory that civilization has reached a st'lge wherein nature is afflicting all mankind with neurosis
that accounts for the personal unhappiness prevalent in the world at
the time. To prove his point the
author draws his characters fro
l~ ar1

"It's Nature hitting back

economic backgrounds. The interplay of personalities developed In
the emotional tension of the situation depicts his idea.
Prominent among th ese -:haracters is Duke Mantee, notorious gangster, fleeing from the law with the
other members of his gang. Mantee
Is accepted as the prototype of
Dillinger, Capone, "Pretty Boy"
Floyd, "Baby Face" Nelson or any
number of public enemies who
achieved notoriety, some in being
chased through the Southwest as
Mantee is in "The Petrified Forest."
Mantee, the Bogart role In the
original, is played by Nick Diachenko in the Western production. Eu.gene Tanner plays J ackie, his "babyfaced" henchman. Other members
of the outlaw group are portrayed
by Lewis Baker and Leslie Tho~as.
The Western Players productlOn
of "The Petrified Forest" Is scheduled, for presen tation in Van Meter
auditorium on March 23. Creation
of the atmosphere for the locale of
this melodrama of the Southwest
is the work of Hal Gomer, June
Carroll Lewis and a crew from the
play production classes of RUSSep
H Miller.

T. J. Murphy Elect
President Of V
Of Foreign

"

Robert E. Sherwood's Melodrama of the Depression

"The Petrified Forest"
Western Players' Production - - - Van Meter Auditorium
Produced and directed by Russell H. Miller, with Thomas
W. White, Nina Koenen, Nick Diachenko, Frank Bacon,
William R. M ontana, Jim Wright, Omer L. Gosnell, Edith
Love H awkins, Kenneth Shore, Eugene Tanner, Leslie
Thomas, Hugh Noffsinger, Daniel Lockard, June Carroll
Lewis, Bill D olan, Lewis Baker, Lawrence Baldwin, Charlie
Blair, A. J. McCarty, Jr., and James Nunn.
Reserved Seats on Sale at the Bursar's
Office, WKSC, March 21·23 .• . $1.00
General Admission ••••..•..• SOc

MARCH 23, 1950
Curtain Time 8 :15 p.m.
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"It's Nature hitting back - - "
Robert E. Sherwood's Melodrama of the Depression

"The Petrified Forest"
Western Players' Production - - - Van Meter Auditorium
Produced and directed by Russell H. Miller, with Thomas
W. White, Nina Koenen, Nick Diachenko, Frank Bacon,
William R. Montana, Jim Wright, Orner L. Gosnell, Edith
Love Hawkins, Kenneth Shore, Eugene Tanner, Leslie
Thomas, Hugh Noffsinger, Daniel Lockard, June Carroll
Lewis, Bill Dolan, Lewis Baker, Lawrence Baldwin, Charlie
Blair, A. J. McCarty, Jr., and James Nunn.
Reserved Seats on Sale at the Bursar's
Office, WKSC, March 21-23 - - - $1.00
General Admission - - - - - - - - - - SOc

MARCH 23, 1950
Curtain Time 8:15 p.m.

5, Bowling Green, Kentucky

c

e

Tickets For Western
Players Production
Go On Sale Today

Thomas White, Nina Koenen Have
Parts In "The Petrified Forest"

}

By Dr. Gordon Wilson
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,
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an from - Pekin, Ill., will be seen
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'r- \ t E Sherwood's melodrama,
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"14, ~~~~ifi~d Forest," in Van Meter audi- 'I d
n- torium Thursday nigl1t at 8:15.
.
In addition to his appearance ill \ ~I
the role of the perennial. vete~'an, ~~- 'jD- ble to readjust to civilian life a er In
tal a, army experiences, Gosnell has E
at hIS
sible for design and creabt,een ~~s~~ posters publicizing the
lOS Ion
V,
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n - play., ts f "The p etrified F ores
Tlcke
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b
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L evenmg.
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~l~ ers or in Cherry h all lobby, to;ler dai th;ough Thursday. Both general
~ed dmission and reserved seats may be
;::~ ~ecured at. the box office on Thurs~ed day night.
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Robert Emmet Sherwood's "The
Petrified FOl:est" illustrates the disillusioned 1930's. The Depression had
come, with its financial collapse and
its consequen t hopelessness. The play
takes place in the desert of the West,
where a barbeque stand is the only
kind of building for many miles. Desolation is on all sides. The petrified
forest that is close to the only visible human habitation rept'esents in
its great trees that were once alive
the deadening effect of the place.
Only youth can see a way out.
The characters typify all sorts of
decadent human life. There is
Gramp, forever talking about the
glorious days of the Old West and
his brush with Billy the kid. But
Gramp is a weakling who must be
guarded carefully to keep him from
an excessive use of his bottle.

'" *

I

Ii<

JASON, THE ostensible owner of
the wayside joint, is a strutting veteran of World I , probably a brave Nina Keonen
soldier in 1917-1918, but a pathetic
misfit now. Alan, a wayfaring artist, some admirable qualities that should
with no ready money but with some have made him a better man.
* • •
valuable property he had originally
planned to leave to his ex-wife, is the
THE ONLY character that h as
one who best senses the similarity genuine life, though it has been
between the waste lands and the dwarfed by her mixed origin and
type of people who are now occupy- her bleak existence on this desert,
ing it.
is Gabrielle (Gabby) "the daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Chisholm, well-to-do of Jason by a French wife whom he
but unhappy tourists, looking at m arried in World War I . Long ago
prehistoric ruins, are mismated and the French wife has tired of the
have spent years of utter misery in deser t and has gone back to her
, pretended happiness.
beloved France, where Gabby longs
The flunky of the restaurant and to go, not especially to see her
gas station' is· 1k>ze, once a great mo ther but - to see cathedrals and
athlete in a small school and still Paris and the gay, pleasure-Iovll1g
longing for triumphs like the ones French people.
he used to know in dear old Nevada
Gramp's savings are tied up legally
Tech. A little more alive than any of so tightly that there is no -hope of
these is Duke Mantee, a robber, al r aising mon ey from that source as
sort of belated Jesse James, with I long as Gramp lives, an d he seems

Oeputy Warden Bargains
elease Of 2 "Guards
March 18-- / soners illSide the building with t he
at the state only key kept in tile guard tower.
, to a pun..
_.
{"''''r\.,..,.i".~
""'T " r.-~ ""~ -~'" -~. -sel'ving 35
Itom OklaintercomU the. war-

"It's Nature hitting back - - - "
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Robert E. Sherwood's Melodrama of the DepressIOn

"The Petrified Forest"
Western Players' Production - - - Van Meter Auditorium
Produced and directed by Russell H . Miller, with Thomas
W. \Vhite, Nina K oenen, Nick Diachenko, Frank Ba~n,
William R. M o ntana, Jim Wright, Omer L. Gosnell, Ed lt.h
Love H awkins, Kenneth Shore, Eugene T anner, Leslie
Thomas , Hugh Noffsinger, Daniel Lockard, Ju.ne Carro.n
Lewis, Bill Dolan, Lewis Baker, Lawrence Baldwin, Charhe
' A . J . M cCarty " Jr. and James Nunn.
BI air,
Reserved Seats on Sale, t the Bursar's
Office, WKSC, March 21·23 - •• $1.00
General Admission _ .. .. . . . . . SOc

MARCH 23, 1950
Curtain Time 8:15 p.m.

d was told

rOo
the "Little
:ered under
led guards.
more prifood and

tough enough to last forever .
JaSIOn is so improvident that only
Gabby's rigorous busll1ess manage'ment of the restaurant and gas station keeps the whole family from
want. But Alan, the ne'er-do-well
artist, plans to leave his property to
Gabby and map ages to ' get himself
killed by Duke when the officers
close in on the wayside place. p'uke,
using innocent people as shields,
escapes in a stolen automobile; Gabby, we hope, aft er propel' mourning
for Alan, will t ake his money and
see the world, especially Paris. The
others will, undoubtedly, stay in the
desert, coming, as time goes on, more
and more like the petrified tree
trunks that are visible always in,the
background.
~

* *

READERS familiar with T. S.
Eliot's verse of the same period as
"The Petrified Forest" will detect
many similarities of thinking. Both
authors regard most of humanity as
sorry spectacles worthy of only a
chance glance, never of any serious
consideration. Both would have
laugh ed at t he Psalmist's declaration that man is a lit tle lower than
the angels. Without Mark Twain's
caustic wit, each would have agreed
with his famous statement that if
Noah could have senSied the wretchedness in store for humanity, he
would have managed to m iss the
boat.
The roles of Alan Squire and
Gabby Maple are played by Thomas
W. White and Nina Koenen in the
Western Players' production to be
presented in Van Meter auditorium
Thursday night under the direction
of Russell H. Miller. Tickets to the
performance l!i9,y be secured from
members of the play production
class or Western Players.
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iT'ne Pari< City Daily News,

Production Of Western
Players Slated Tonight

tinil1crsal
39cclaration of
iRuman 1Rights
I

Bill Dolan

Leslie Thom..
Tonight at 8:15 the Western PlayI ers will present in Van Meter aUdl, torium Robert E. Sherwood's melo, drama, "The Petrified Forest." Both
general admission and reserved seat
tickets may be secured at the box
office in Van Meter hall which will
be open from 7 p. m. until curtain
time.
Sherwood has liberally Injected
comedy, philosophy, and romance into his melodrama of the Depression
era. Subtly analyzing the effects of
man's inhumanity to man in his appeal for tolerance, the author handIes the racial aspects of his theme
with tact and judgment. Using two
characters to bring to life this element of the' story, . Sherwood fits
them into his social picture deftly
but effectively. These roles are played by Leslie Thomas of East View,
Ky., and Bill Dolan of Wallins, Ky.
"The Petrified Forest" was produced under the direction of Russell
H. Miller. Bob Spiller, president of
Western Players, is acting in ·the
capacity of stage manager. P ersonel ;from .the play production classes
J ~ . . , '"If ~tnPIJ

, scenic artists Hal Gomer and June
Carroll Lewis recapture the atmosphere of this. lonely outpost in the
Arizona desert.
Bowling Green students in the cast
include Edith Love Hawkins, Laware Thmos W. White, Nina Koenen,
Nick Diachenko, Frank Bacon, William R. Montana, Jim Wright, Hugh
Noffsinger, Orner L. Gosnell, June
Carroll Lewis, Daniel Lockard, Kenneth Shore, Eugene Tanner, Lewis
Baker, Charlie Blair, J ames Nunn
and Jesse Keown.
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Russell Miller to
'I Appear On erogram
I

Russell Miller, director of th e
Western Players production, "T he
Petrified Forest," will appear on the ,
"Mainly for Women" radio program
. over WKCT a t 9:15 a.m. tomorrow.
Mr. Miller, .of tge English faculty of
Western, WIll dISCUSS the plalf which
will be presented at Van Meter au, ditorium Tl) ursday night.
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C . C . CLARK, PRESIDENT
O. V CLARK , JR SEC'Y · TREAS .
1H.£0. WITHERS, MANAGER

Fore;::II·g:::l~~~r::e:ec!:jat~~:. n~:

The roie of Duke Mantee in "The Petrified
leaseprevIously
on ~creen plilfe
had
ayeadftehr
t eherohiea~mb~~: ::Og~ gph:o~uctiO: Duke is a philosophical killer• .

To all "Foresters 2 ;
Ke ep the show going lest my t ail
becomes as petrified as you r
forest !

...

CHEERS !! !

gu ess who??
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Climax Of "Petrified Forest"
"It's Nature hitting back __ "
R o bert E. Sh erwood 's M elodrama of the D epression

"The Petrified Forest"
Western Players' Production - - - Van Meter Auditorium
P roduced and directed by Russell H . Miller, with Tho m as
W . White, Nina K oenen, Nick Diachenko, Frank Bacon ,
William R. M ontan a, Jim W right, Orner L. Gosn ell, Edith
Love H awkin s, Kenneth Shore, Eugene T anner, Leslie
Th o m as, H ugh N offs inger, D aniel Lockard , June Carro ll
Lewis, Bill D o lan , Lewis Baker, Lawrence Bald win, C harlie
Blair, A. J. McCarty, Jr., and James Nunn.
R t"served Seats on Sale at the Bursar's
O ffice, WKSC, M arch 21-23 - - - $1.00
G ene ra l Admiss io n - - - - - - - - _ _ SOc

MARCH 23, 1950
Curtain Time 8:15 p.m.

F

.
R b t E. Sh erwood's "Petrified
The elimax in the third act of 0 er Pia en last night at Va
which was presented by :he. W'7~~:my i'vhitel , seated, eentej
auditorium, shows. Alan. ~uIr~) standing, right, to flee all
Duke Montee (NIck ~Iac en 0 ,
rather than turn baC
border that he may hve a free m:;"WhO had betrayed hin
to rescue the blond gun mo
d from left, Nina
"~<ing are: left, William Montana; sewn t f
"All My S
from right, Frank Bacon. Tryou s or .
M4
"
....T·nd'llct:ion of the Western players, wlil be an Van
7:00 p. m., and Sunday at 2 p. m.

EJ-GE

HEIGHTS
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Cast In liThe Petrified Forest"

Q..Ass OF SERVIce

This Is " full-rare
Telegram o~ Cablogram unless Its de.
ferred character Is In.
dicated by " suitablo
symbol above or pre.ceding the address.

lL;!:,e!0

Three experiel1ced Western h",,,l'S are schcduled to appear' in "The Petr~fied For~t" M~rch 23.
right, Tommy White, Nina Keonen, and Leslie Thomas, have appeared With the payers 10 severa
productions.

__.~_~

The filing time shown in the claw lin. em te1ecrams and day letters is STANDARD TIME at point of oricin.

CT A071 SA695

.c S. UMA 153 NL
PD=U M STLOUIS MO 22

:RUSSELL H MILLER =1
)403 COLLE GE BOWL I NG GREEN KY=
STILL RE MEMBER ING WOND ERF UL VISIT .. WISH YO U ALL LUCK I N
WOR LD FOR TO NIGH TS SHOW'jj" REGARDS TO COST,., WON,D ERFUL BUN CH
OF KI DS THA NK YOU FOR EVE RYT HI NG :::
~B ILL=:::

World understanding, peace, tolerance, and the long l1attle of man
for freedom and justice, is emphasized in Robert E. Sherwood's "The
Petrified Forest," to be presented by
the Western Players March 23 at
8:15 p. m. in Van Meter auditorium.
Appropriately, the scenes take
place in a lonely outpost of the eastern Arizona desert, the "Black Mesa
Bar-B-Q" on the edge of the Petrified Forest. The setting and name of
the play emphasizes man's inevitable
end. Written in 1935, it symbolizes
the bleak era of the depreSSion when
it was thought that civilization. was
doomed to be petrified like the logs
in the Petrified Forest.
Civilization's Graveyard
In this fascinating melodrama, the
Petrified Forest is a graveyard of the

civilization apparently falling from
under the feet of American societya world of outmoded ideas - all so
many dead stumps in the desel't.
The Petrified Forest is a large collec . n of petrified wood in eastel'll
a. The trees died of natural

causes and were transported by a
stream into a flood plain. Here they
settled in the sand and became waterlogged, eventually being buried
beneath depOSits of sand and shale
which excluded oxygen, thus preventing rotting. In this way, there
was tfme to permit petrification-the
formation of carnelain agate, jasper,
onyx and opal.
Represents '30's
_
"Thf;l Petrified Forest" is the third
production in the current cycle of
Four Decades of American Play writing. It was chosen to represent the
'30's because of the interesting commentary on American life in that
era, emphjj,sizing the broad aspects
of freedorif and equality that were
popular themes for plays at that
time. It also shows the stark mental
depression of the economic depression era, and the interesting commentary on these circumstances that
Sherwood makes through the cvnflicting ideologies of the (;haracters
with which he peoples his play.
The cast for "The Petrified For-

rest," according to Russell H. MUler,
director and speech instructor in the
English department, includes Frank
Bacon, Nick Diachenko, William
Montana, James Wright, Hugh Nofsinger, Omer Gosnell, Nina Koenen, June Lewis, Thomas W. White,
Daniel Lockhard. Kenneth Shore,
Edith Love Hawkins, Bill Dolan,
Eugene Talmer, Lewis Baker, Leslie
Thomas, Charlie Blair, Lawrence
Baldwin, and A. J. McCarty, Jr.
Gosnell Makes Posters
Omer Gosnell is heading the. work
on about 50 handmade art posters
with Hal Gomer and J
Kimbrough
as scene designers. Bob Spiller is
stage manager, and Mary Taylor is
director.
The Western Players production
March 23, of "The Petrified Forest"
rvpresents the local participation ill
the United Nations' Economic So..:ial, and Cultural Organization's attempt to focus attention through
March, National Theater Month, on
the problems of international understanding and peace.
.

I
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SEAL POSTER BOY-A proud little fellO\ . is Russell MiiJ c" ti
of Columbus, 0., wbo bas been selected as poster boy for tbe Nati~;1 •
Easter Seal c~mpai~ begi.nning Marcb 9, Russell, wbo bas been a vi
tim of pal~y SInce blrtb, will also make radio and personal appearancft
in connection witb the fund drive.
'

b
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Thursday Final Day
For Ogden Entrants
Final date for entry in the annual
, Ogden Oratorical Contest will be
Thursday March 30, Mr. Russell H.
Miller has announced.
.The contest is open to all male
students of junior or senior standing.
The finals will be held in Chapel,
Wednesday, April 12. No date has
been set for the preliminary round . ,
I Ben Sanders, a senior from
I Marion, was last year's winner.

:onduct Story Hou'r
Children's stories were told at the
owling Green city library' last Sat:day morning by Nancy H anks,
ranees Taylor, and Alois Rone; studIts a t Weste]"n. The weekly story
our of the public library begins
t 11 a .m. on Saturday.
LaVerne VanCleave will particiate in the story hout tomorrow•
"Silences m ake the real converltions between friends. Not the say19 but the never needing to say is
'hat counts."-Margaret Lee Runeck.

\ March 30 Last Day
To Enter Ogden
Oratorical Contest
The deadline~ntering the all:1 o gden oratorical contest . .1S
u a . h 30 Russell H. Miller, who IS m
r,1a r c ,
'd tod y
a . .
charge of the event, sal
open to all male junior or ~11l0r
ts the contest finals wlll be
den,
st u
. · t Van
h ld during chapel exerclses a
~eter
auditorium April 12. A da~e
\ 1.o r the preliminary eliminations 1S
\ to ije set within 'a few days.
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By ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

Produced and Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
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WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are an activity of

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, Head
Presenting, this seas on, A Mid-Century Cycle, Four Decades of American Play
Writing-

Nothing But The Truth, 1915
Mary The Third, 1923
The Petrified Forest, 1935
All My Sons, 1947
- ---

00 0- --

Believing in the future of Western Kentucky State College and th e part played by
Western Players in the cultural life of the community, the following firms have contributed to this program:
ADAMS SHOE STORE
BOWLING GREEN
COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS
CARPENTER-DENT-SUBLETT
COMPANY
CHARLES STORES COMPANY, Inc.
T . B. COOK FOOD MARKET
DUCK INN CAFE
FELDMANS
J. L. DURBIN & COMPANY

Leo ___ _________ ____ _____ __________ ____ __ _____________ __________________ ___ __ _______ __ _______ ___ Hugh Noffsinger
Jason Maple ________ ___ ______________ __________ _________ ___ _____________ __________ ________ Orner L. Gosnell
Gabby Maple ____ _____ _________ ______ ____________________ __ _________ ________________ _____________ Nina Koenen
Paula _____ ___ __ _____________________________________________________________________ ___ ____ June Carroll Lewis
Alan Squier __________ ____ __ _____ ._______________________ ___________ ___ ___ _____ _________ Thomas W. White
Herb ____________ ________ ___ _____ ____________ ___ .___ .____ _____ ___ _________ ________ _____ _______ ____ Daniel Lockard
Mr. Chisholm _______________________ ____ _________ ___ ._____ __________ ______ __ ____ ____________ Kenneth Shore
Mrs. Chisholm __________________ ___ ._________________ ___ ___________________ _______ Edith Love Hawkins
Joseph ____________ _______ ____ _______ ____________ __ ____________ .___ .__ ________ __ ___________________________ Bill Dolan

KIRBY BROS. RECORD & RADIO SHOP

Duke Mantee ____________ ___ _____ ____________ __ _______ ____ _______ __________ _______ __ ______ _Nick Diachenk>

J. C. PENNEY & COMPANY
PUSHIN'S DEPARTMENT STORE
DAVE RABOLD & SON (Men's Wear)

Ruby ____ __ _____ __ __ ________________________ _______ .___________ _____________ __________ _________________ Le''1is Baker

THE STANDARD STORE
THE STUDENT PRESSING SHOP

Legion Commander ______ ____ __ ________ __ _______________________ ___ ___________________ __ ___ Charlie Blair

WESTERN LUNCH ROOM
UNITED FURNITURE COMPANY
VAN'S CAFE & COFFEE SHOP

- -- ·cOo- - - WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION TOJOHNSON-MALONE, f or photog r a phy and display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation with pUblicity.
RADIO STATIONS W L B J AND W K C T , fo r cooperation with publicity and sound
effect s.
KIRBY BROS. RECORD SHOP, ~ ound effect s, playback and juke box.
TERAH FLAHERTY a n d WESTERN ROT C DEPARTMENT, for firearms .
NATIONAL STORES, for cash register.
BOWLING GREEN NATIONAL GUARD a nd WESTERN BOOKSTORE, for display
cases.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO ., f or t elephone.
DIXIE CAFE, f or rest a ura nt furniture.

Nick __ ~ --- _________ ____ __________ ___ ______ _____ ________ ____ ___ .. ________________ __ _____________________ J im Wright

Jackie ____ __ ___ _________ ________________ ______ .______ __ ________________ __ __ _____ __ ______________ Eugene Tanner

WARREN COUNTY HARDWARE

HILLTORPERS LUNCH
HINTON' S BAND-BOX CLEANERS

Boze Hertzlinger _____ ___ _______________ ____ _______ _____ ________________ _________ ___ _________ Frank Bacon

HOWARD JEWELERS
(Under N ew Ownership)

THE SWEET SHOPPE
TWELFTH STREET GRILL

THE GOAL POST
HANCOCK'S FURNITURE a n d
APPLIANCES

THE CHARACTERSGramp Maple __________ __ ______ _______ _____ __ ____ ___ _______ _____ ___ _______________ _William R. Montana

Pyles _____________ ___ ___________ ___ ______ ___ _____ ______ __ ________________ ____ _____ _____ __ _______ __ .Leslie Th omas
Another Legionnaire _______ _____ __ _________________________________ __ __ Lawrence Baldwin, Jr.
Sheriff ______ . ________________________ _____ _______________________________________ ___________ William R. Miller
First Deputy _____________________________ __ _______________ __ ___ __ ___ ____ ____ ______ ______________ J ames N unn
Second Deputy __ _____ ________ ___ ______ _________ __________________ _______________ _______ ___ J esse G. Keowr:
Radio Voice ________ ___________ ._______ __ ______________________________________ _______________ Charles Har din
-. SCENEThe scene of the entire play is the phony adobe interior of the lunch
room of the Black Mesa Filling Station and Bar-B-Q at a lonely crossroads
on the desert in Eastern Arizona.
The action begins late in the afternoon of an autumn day in 1935.
Twelve-minute intermission between Acts I and II.
Five-minute intermission between Acts II and III.

A part of the purpose of this revival is to interpret the a uthor's commentary on life in the years of the great Depression, the 1930's.

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE
BOWLING GREEN. KENTUCKY

arch 22, 1950

Mr . Russell 1,'iller
Director of Western College Players
western Kentucky state College
Bmfling Green, Kentucky
Dear Russell:

...

Thanks a million for the thouehtfulness of
leaving the tyro tickets on my desk. Sarah and
I are really looking forward to seeing 'what we
know vr.ill be another wonderful play •

61Y

yours ,

K~ly hompson
Assistant to the President

KT:RP

•

March 20, 1950

Dear 'RussI,
Received the card this morning telling of your next
production "The Petrified Forest ". I certainly would love
to see it, but since that is impossible I shall have to
wish you 'a great success' by means of this letter .
School has been running along in its usual forn
this winter nothing to exciting, thus I am looking forward
for my six week's at Columbia. I Gave as a high school
production this year - the Samuel French play "Double Door" .
It was a lot of fun to do, and I was very well pleased
with the cast .
The 'best of luck', I'll be thinking of you and

~~

wishing that I might be there. I do hope I shall see ~ next
summer at Columbia .
Sincerely,

______________________________________________________________________________________ reasurer
Cora Jane .-brningstar ________________________________________________________________________ Historian
Russell H. Miller _____________________________________ .________________________________ Faculty Director
Technical Staff for "THE PETRIFIED FOREST"
Stage Manager ___________________________________ . ________________ ______________________________ Bob Spiller
Setting Executed by Hal Gomer and June Carroll Lewis from Model by
Joe Kimbrough.
Stage Crevv _____________________________ .__________________________________________________ ________ __________ __
Mary Taylor , P olly Warren, Joleene Johnson, June Carroll Lewis,
COTI1ella Childress, Edith Love Hawkins, James Nunn, Lawrence
Baldwin, J r ., Lewis Baker, Kenneth Shore.
Set Decorations ____________________________ .. _. ____________________________________ June Carroll Lewis
Script ________________________________________ __________ Mary Montana, Lawrence Baldwin, Jr.
Properties ___________________ _____________________________________________ __ ____________________ __Polly Warren
Lighting ___________________________________________ .. ________________ ._____ ____ _________________ Kenneth Shore
Special Effects _______________________________________________________________ ________________ Lewis Baker
Costumes ________________________________ __ __________ ___ _________________________________ Cornella Childr ess
Make-up ____________________________________________________ .____ Mary Montana, Judith Griffin,
Steve-Anna Stephens, Elsie Diachenko
Program _____________________________________________________________________________________ Joleene Johnson
Box Office ____________________________________________ Mary Taylor, Cora Jane Morningstar
House Committee ____________________________ ______________ J oleene Johnson, Martha Crady,
Carolyn Carr, CornelIa Childress, Larry A. Dewese, Betty Herndobler,
Martha Helen Long, Charles Loudermilk, Cora Jane Morningstar,
Robert Rogers, Mary Taylor, Geor ge Utley, Joe Kimbrough, Rach el
Loudermilk and Leo Mager s.

"

.

....

;;:

st In "The Petrified Forest"

'I'lI.ree experleuced Western 1-'~J"rs are scheduled to appear in "The Petrified F orest" l\Iatch , 23. Left to
. rleht, Tommy White, Nina Keonen; and Leslie Thomas, have appeared with the players in several coUe«e
.....uctions:
I

I

J

'

---_~~L

Players To Cooperate With UNESCO
In Producing "The Petrified FQrest"

-.

When the Western
~..t.

"R.obtl,...t

1i'

i~

l.EGE

HEIGHTS HERALD

Friday. February 24. 1950 "

, UNESCO Shows Interest In Coming
Production Of "The Petrified Forest '"

~

memberS of the HERALD staff have major roles in the forthcoming Western Players production .,
!,etrified Forest." Left to right, Kenneth Shore and Edith Love Hawkins, feature writers, and 0 ........IU,. art editor, combine dramatics with journalism as their extra-curricular aCtivities•.
~e

1,

I

•

5,

Bowling

Green, KentuckY

Western
Players Score
,
With · 'Petrified Forest"
I

By Muriel Hawkes
manages to cheat death of it's
"The Petrified Forest" by Robert ultimate ~nd inexorabl~ victor¥ by
Sherwood, presented by the Wes- ~ettlng hl~~elf dramatIcally k!ll~d,
tern Players under the direction of gomg out m a blaze of .glory wIth
Russell H. Miller scored another the knowledge that he WIll be burhit Thursday. Van'Meter hall, scene ied in the Petrified forest, where
of many former successful produc- he has f!:lund love too late.
tions by thts group, was again filled
~ $
*
with theatre lovers, all of whom
JUNE CARROL LEWIS, as Paula,
seemed satisfied that they had their the Mexican cook, was convincing .<Q><Q-..q,<Q><Q><Q><Q><Q;<Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q;<Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q;~
money's worth from this third and and realtstic. Daniel Lockard, one of
next to final production of a group several ranchhands hastily depuso well trained as to be almost tized to assist in the capture of
professional.
fleeing gangsters, introduced the
THE CHARACTERSThe characters in order of their I proper personality to convey to the
appearance, were~ William R. Mon- aVuldieednce the t ype of citizen in- __ ___ __ __ ____ ______ ____ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ _________________ William R. Montana
tana, as Gramp Maple, an opinion- 0 v .
~~~~' ~~~ta~~r~~~t l~~a~~do~~~d H!:~~:~h a~h~~~ ~~~ :~;~ ~i~: ---------- ---- ---- ________ __________ ______ ______________________ ___ Frank Bacon
by Billy the Kid, and who misses holm,· wealthy tourists obviously ---------- __ __ ______________ ____ __ ______________________ ______ _______ Jim Wright
no opportunity to tell all comers. born with the proverbial silver
Frank Bacon as Boze Hertzlinger spoon, were nothing short of perHuh N ff .
ex-football her~, unabashedly reach: fect. Bill Do~an, a~ Joseph, chauf- -- ------ -- ---- ---------------------------------------------g
0 smger
~gfi~J
p~~;~; :~th :~ow~fcl~ ~r~[ to the Idle nch, was a quiet ---------- -- ------ ___________________________________________ Omer L. Gosnell

ttt::

steer his unlimited ambition.
Briefly appearing in the first act,
were Jim Wright and Hugh Noffsinger, linemen for Postal Telegraph. Their conversation, as they
rested from their labors in the
Black Mesa Bar-B-Q, set the tone
and indicated the temper of the
a verage working man during the
1935 era. '
.
~
• •
OMER L. GOSNELL, as Jake
Maple, gave a superb interpretation
of a World War I veteran, idealtstic, patriotic, but frustrated and
hampered by circumstances. Nina
Koenan, as Gabby Maple, outdid
c herself in her faithful portrayal of
a charming and talented girl,
tr!l.pped by circumstances, who, to
keep from being ridiculed for her
high purpose, turns hard-boiled as
an Easter egg to protect herself
from the constant bludgeoning of
, fate.
Thomas W. White, as Alan Squier,
turned in another blue-ribbon perI formance as an author knowing he
carries imminent death on his
&boulder, due presumably to a life
~ now knows has been wa,sted. He

Of the gangsters, Nick Diachen- _____________________________________________ __ ____________________ Nina Koenen
ko, as Duk~ Mantee, undtsputed
leader ; Eugene Tanner, Lewis Bak- ______________________________ ___ ____ ________ ____________ J une Carroll Lewis
er, and Leslie Thomas, hts henchmen, utter slaves '..0 his lightest ________ __ _____ ____ ___________________________ _____ _____ __ Thomas W. 'Vhite
whim, ruthless, cold-bloodec! mur- ·
derers, reminded us again of that _________ __ .. _____ .. _______ __ __ ________ _________ _______ ____ ____ Daniel Lockard
period of terrorism evolved as an
------- ____ ----- __ ________________________________________ __ ___ Kenneth Shor e
aftermath of prohibition.
Charlie Blair and Lawrence Baldwin Jr_, provided brief but convinc- .--__ __ .__ _________________ __ _____ ____________ __ ______ Edith Love Hawkins
ing background as Legionnaires, -- __ -- -- ____ --- _____ ________ ________ ____ ______________ ____ ______________ B ill Dolan
brave,. courageous, and willing, but
caught in the same tray of frus-- --.------ ----______ ____ ________ ._______ ____________________ _Eugene Tanner
tration as Jason Maple.
For a whirlwind fintsh , in lope ____________________________ _____ ________ ___________________ Nick Diachenk::>
William R. Miller, James Nunn,
Jesse G. Keown , Sheriff and deputies, wearing ten-gallon hats, and _______ ______ __ _____ _____________________ __ _________________________ Lewis Baker
armed to ' the teeth. Although the ______ ____ ______ ______ ____ __ _____ ____________ ________ __ __ ______ _Lesl ie Th om as
author was obviously having fun
with his hick cops, their earnest efforts, though clumsy and misguided, ______________________ ____ ______ ______ _______ __ ____ ___ ____________ Charlie Blair
provided a welcome gale of understanding and sympathetic laughter. ____________________ __ ____ _________ ______________ Lawrence Baldwin, Jr.
Charles Hardin, never seen by the
audience, contributed nonetheless, -- ------ ---,------------ ------ ------ ----------------------- William R. Miller
necessary background as the radio .
voice.
--- ,- . __ : __ _____________________________ ______ __________________ James Nunn
Orchids and Oscars to the wAtern Players and their director.
______ ___________________________ ____ _______ ____ ________ ____ _Jesse G. Keown
~aaTO

Y-orc-e ______ __ ______ ______ _____________ _________________________________________ _______ _Charles Hardi n
SCENE-

The scene of the entire play is the phony adobe interior of the luv"f'h
room of the Black Mesa Filling Station and Bar-B-Q at a lone ion the desert in Eastern Arizona.
.

TEACHERS COLLEGE
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK

27,

N. Y.

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TEACHING OF
SPEECH AND DRAMATICS

April 11, 19.50

Mr . Rus s ell H. lAiller
i estem Kentucky Stat e Colle ge

Bowlin g Green , Kentucky
Dear Nr. Miller:

n

c ongr 'a t ulations on ' our pr odu c -don
of "The Petrified Forest.1I I all! sure t hat
it was an outstandin g suc cess .
you wi l l b e intere sted to know
t h at at the end of Fe bruary I went out to
cornell College ~~ d talked to Chester
\{ebb 1s major s tudents.
' e has a wonderful
theatre and unusual equipment . Ap arently
he is doing an ou t standing pi e ce of work
which is appreciated by the administrators.
"fe Sinc erely hope that we shall
have the pleasure of welcoming you a gain
t his summer.

yours sincerely,

Magdal el ~ Kr amer
Chair man 0 f the Departmen t

American Institute of Filing
Owned and mana(J ed by Library Bureau
Division 0/ R emington Rand

Remington Rand Building
315 Fourth Avenue

New York 10, New York
Marc. 21, 1950

N. Mae Sawyer
D irector

Mr . Ru ssell H. Miller
Western Kentucky State College
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dea r Mr . Miller:
Last night I was so pleased to find your post ca d
a'l7ai ting me announcing your new play "The Petrified
Fores t" •
Congratulations ~nd my best ~she s ! You certainly
are doing a gr and job in your f i eld.
Are you coming to Columbia next summer? If so , I
hope you will l et me know so t hat i7e here at Remington Rand may be sure to see you.
Cordially yours ,
AMERICAN INSTITorE OF FILING

~.
N. Mae Sawyer
Di rector
VS

»layers Replacement
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The Western Players
Present

NINA KOENEN

NICK DIACHENKO

Robert E. Sherwood's Melodrama of the Depression
Produced and Directed bv Russell H. Miller

with

FRANK BACON

Nina Koenen
Nick Diachenko
Orner Gosnell
Edith Love Hawkins
Leslie Thomas
Hugh Noffsinger
June Carroll Lewis
Lewis Baker
Lawrence Baldwin
James Nunn

Thomas W. White
Frank Bacon
William R. Montana
Eugene Tanner
Kt nneth Shore
Jim Wright
Daniel Lockard
Bill Dolan
Charlie Blair
A. J. McCarty, Jr.

KENNETH SHORE

Setting by H al Gomer

VAN METER AUDITORIUM
Thursday,

March 23,

8:15 p.m.

{Advance Sale of Reserved Seats at Bursars Office, WKSC, March 21-23}

Reserved Seats •
General Admission

•

•

•

•

•

$1.00

•

•
•

•
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r w , K. S, C, Industrial Arts Print Shop)

OMER GOSNELL

JIM WRIGHT

•

THOMAS WHITE

EDITH LOVE H A W KTNS

WILLIAM MONTANA

EUGENE TANNER

LESLIE THOMAS

Ogden Contest
'Is Scheduled
Finalists In the competition for
the 1950 Ogden Oratorical award at
Western State College will be chosen
from the panel of speakers to be
heard in VaJl Meter auditorium a t
3 p.m. Monday.
Nine participants are scheduled
to take part In the preliminary
round which includes members of
the advan ced speech class and entrants from the student body at
large.
Tha list of speakers and their
subjects follow:
Vincent Sherry, "Quo Vadls" ; Bobby Lively, "March of Events";
Frank LambiJ:th, "Peace: An Elergy" ; Lewis Baker, "The Teacher
and DemQGracy"; George Simpson,
"The Omnipresent - Fear" ; Frank
-Bacon, "American Youth : Democracy's Hope or Despair" ; Miss Mary
Jane Johnson, "Security Lives
within the Heart" ; Miss Norma
Boster 0.- "Aaron Burr : Great or Ignoble' ;; Douglas Hensgeil, "What
Makes Us Tick."
Contest arrangements are being
directed by Rus.<;ell H. Miller, speech
Instructor of the Western English
faculty. Ben T. Sanders of Marion,
the winner of the 1949 Ogden 'award,
will preside over Monday afternoon's preliminary round.
The Ogden Day program to be
pre~ented at chapel In' Van Meter
auditorium at 10 a.m. Wednesday
will 'include the three , finalists
chosen from the nine contestants.
Max B. Nahm will preside over
the Wednesday morning program.
All friends of the college, Ogden
alumni especially, are invited to ' atten d both programs.
The Og!en Oratorical contest is
the senior speech competition at
Western. This tradition inherited
from Ogden College in the assimilation of the old boys school is r etained as an activity of the English
department. The award originated
in recognitiqn of highest achievement' in speech composition, rhetoriC !
and oratory.
,

Girl Scout News
T roop No.2 of th e TrainIng sch ool
and Troop 1)10. 8 of Bowling Green
High school atte~ded a troop camp \
over KEA holidays at th.e Grah~m
cabin on Barren river. MlSS H arl'let
Spalding and Miss K atherine HorstmanI' were in charge.
The weekly Girl Scout bl'oadcast
will be heard at 3:30 p. m. tomor row over station WLBJ. A play,
"Dinner At The Taylors," is to, be
presented by Russell Mlller, Mildr :..
red Hoffman, O. V. Clark, Kay CuTI vel' and Miss Judith Griffin.
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BY VERNON STONE

CONGRATULATIONS, MISS RICHARDS
Impressions and friendships are as elusive to define as
the magic of an April morning~ People leave impressions
with you, but exactly how?
As English majors or minQrs, we see Miss Frances Richards
as a favorite teacher. A course in composition or Shakespeare under her instruction is one thing we'll not want
to leave the Hill without.
The English club member knows Miss Richards as the spollSOJ;..
a person who has as her goal the constant growth of the club
and the enjoyment of life to its fullest by all of us. As
our sponsor, she has helped the club keep a spirit of fellowship and youthfulness.
We of the HERALD also have reason to feel an unsurpassable
degree of appreciation for our sponsor. The instruction we
have received from her is priceless. The score sheet on
which the Columbia Scholastic Press Association rated our
paper highest in a national contest said, "Your pages reflect
superior training in journalism.'"
For most of t he time since she was the HERALD's first editor in 1925, Miss Richards has been teaching students t.o ex-'
press themselves in print. A reporter is usually thoroughly
confused when he starts into journalism, but even the most
l,aive cub knows that by going to Room 114 in the "English
Channel: he will find a person Who will listen to his probl em an r ' Ilelp him solve it.
To K:. ss R' ,chards a student is not just a name in a rollbook, but i 3 an individual. It is this interest in others
t ha t makes her more than just another t eacher.
Very often '1m s ee visitors in Room 111. Former reporter,
former English student, or just another of her many friends-he has dropped by to s ee one per son he is sure has not forgotten him s i nce his Wes tern days.
Editor of t he first issue 25 years ago and sponsor of tomorrow morning 's paper--it is you that we honor tonight. We
all congratu::"'c: te Miss Richards on the 25th Anniversary of
t he COLLEGE :iEIGHTS HERALD.
- 2 -
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HILLTOPICS
Vernon
stone
DR. MIMS IS ENGLISH CLUB BANQUET SPEAKER
Speaker for tonight's barquet Some writers find a typeis Dr. Edwin Mims, professor
writer much easier to talk
emeri-tus of English at Vander- to than a live audience.
bilt uni versi ty. It .
~ot so wi th Dr. turns, who
perhaps no person ~s better ~s equally noted as a lecqualified to address a group of turer.
Blglish students than Dr. lfuns.
His address to the Eng-'
For most of his life he has been lish club tonight will
a teacher in this field.
stand as a landmark in the
He taught English at Vander- history of our organization.
bilt for more than forty years.
***
In 19l! he became head of the
WeR e g ret
department there, and held that Miss-Fra iices~ ' RIdiards
position until his retirement club sponsor to wh0m to:
in 1942. Since then, he has led night's banquet is dedian active life as professor e- cated, is confined to he r
meritus.
.
home because of i l lnes3 0
In past summers Dr. Mirns has
This afternoon Harold :~~ 3,
lectured at Johns Hopkins uni- president, vicited her c'1'ld
versity, Rollins college, Fisk presented her a corsage of
university, the University of rosebuds as a t pken of our
Southern California, the Uni- esteem.
versit,y of Virginia, and the
On a wire r ecorder 1u s~
University of Florida.
Richards r eco::::ied a fe:~
1939 is a memorable year for words, wl:icl. ni ll be pla~ .::
Dr. Mims, for that year he be- tonight.
came a member of the board of
Dr.. Mim3 t s adc':resG ': s be electors of the Hall of Fame.
ing transcribL:d in th~ ~~ lill· )
The author of a large number manner so that it m~y be
of books, his writing career
played back f or His;] nier ,began in 1905 with the public a- ards •
tion of the LIFE OF SIDNEY LA-.
';h&
NIER. others of his books are
Gosne l~_ Does Por-:-rait
ADVENTUROUS AMERICA, THE AL·Orner Gos~e li, -;;i edi to~:
VliNCING SOUTH, a biography,
of . the Hl:!;fu\LD, did t,he wa-.
CHANCELLOR KIRKLAND OF VANDER- ter color portrait of Miss
BILT, HISTORY OF V.hlIDERBILT
Richards which is on disUNIVERSITY, GREhT WRITERS }S
play tonigpt.
INTERPREl'ERS OF RELIGION, and
The English club wishes
THE CHRIST OF THE POETS.
_3_Miss Richards were here.

Harold Matthevs
MUSICAL
NOT E S
7he twin arts of music and literature have such close
r elationship that many combinations of them have bee.
ieveloped by teachers. Music is one of the most natural
fields for correlation and affords great possibilities
for enrichment of English teaching.
For three hundred years the soft music and delicate
compliment to a woman contained in the song "To Celia"
have made it a favorite with th e American people. The
tune is as beautiful as the words as written by Ben
.J onson.
"Drink to me only wi th thine eyes,
And I will pledge wi th mine; .
Or l e ave a kiss within the cup,
i4nd p 11 not ask for wine ..
The thirst that from the soul doth rise
Doth ask a drink divine;
But might I of Jove's nectar .sip,
I would not change I'or thine."
~ song th~t is popular with everyone at this season
of t,!o y ear is Irving Borlin' s "Easter Parade. II .
!' 1 ! ' your Easter bonnet, with all the frills upon it
You'll b8 the grandest lady in the Easter Parade.
I' l l bo all in clover and when they look you ove1;',
1111 be the proudest f ellow 'in the Easter Parade.
On t ho i.vcnue, Fifth 41.VenUe, the photographers
will snap us,
"l., jr1. you 'll f ind that you're in the rotogravure •
. 1 . I c ould writ e a s onnet about your East er bonnet
:lnd. of t ho girl I ' m t aking to tho Easter Par ade."
(R" perJ:i:i tho r:rf; t f '.Ir lines).
Stephen Collins Fos Ger has immortalized Kentucky by
composing II ~Jy 01d Kont.ucty Homo ."
.
"The sun shines bright in my old Kentucky home,
' Tis summer, the dJ.rkies ar e gay;
'•.1' _ corn top I s ripe and t he mea dow' s in the bloom,
.fhile t he birds make music 211 t he dClY. ·
The young folks r oll on the littl e r "-' il- floor,
All merry, a ll happy and br :L?;ht. ;
BJrI :;, by hard times comes a knock:Ln..
dour,
'.~'] r,.- my old Kentucky HoVE' good ::L
, C h 0 r u s )
" Lj. -

MelNU

---

L •

·H a r old

Lee

In just as small a space as possible I want to share
secret of the menu with you. Remember now, it's just
between Me' NU • FrUitcocktailfriedsugarcuredhamwi thraidnsaucenewpotatoeswithparsleyandbutterfrozenasparaguo:'i .!:-i - ,
~he

spearandcottagechees~ saladrollsandmuffinscakeandstrawb ~r

ryparfaitandcoffee.
We are happy to have Mr. and Mrs. Claude E. Rose to
provide our speci.al music tonight. Mr. Rose will i:.!.~corr
pany Ers. Rose as she plays two selections on the vJ.oh:1~
Me 'NU now know that Dr. }1ims is to sp3ak on the, subj6..:t
"Three Types of Scholars. '11 Dr. M;ims' s address will be
transcribed ....

I
I

\.
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B I RDS
I
V lEW
Bobby Lively
For as many years as Western has stood upon the Hill,
the English department has stood as one of the stron~
points of the college. Such a statement can be made
only because the department has been staffed with the
best of teachers. Let us take a look at each of these
instructors of Ythom we are so proud. Let us see what
degrees they hold and something of interest about each.
We will begin with the head of our department, Dr.
Gordon Wilson, Ph.D., University of Indiana. This very
talented instructor is an efficient journalist, lecturer,
author, naturalist, and scholar whom we all admire.
Now let us proceed down the English Channel. We first
drop in on Dr. Earl Moore, Ph.D., Indiana. Here we find
a perfect example of a learned scholar, a man whom we nt.V'
proudly acknowledge to be our professor.
The subject of our next visit is Mr. RU8sell Miller,
M.A., University of Mississippi. He is an accomplished
perfectionist who instills in his pupils the same noble
desire for high attainment which he possesses.
The next visit is with Yr. Wilson Wood, M.A., Indiana.
He is an unselfish gentleman who is willing to give of
himself and of his time to ace the molding of citizens
and scholars from us humble students.
The next office is occupied by Mrs. Earl Moore, M.A.,
Peabody. She is a cultured, refined lady who would be
a compliment to any faculty.
We have spoken of Miss Richards on pa.ge two, so our
next visit will be With Miss E)nma Stith, M.A., Peabody.
Of her we may say she is a very capable instructor and
a personal friend to each of har students.
At the s~utNest entrance to the Channel we discover
our own faithful, proficierit Miss J ennie Upton who holds
the M.A. degree from the same school, Western, from
which we someday hope to be graduates.
Two graduate students who are working on their M.A. degrees are doing very effective work as teachers of Freshman English. Coy Parsley and Thomas YVhi to are assets to
Western.
Our complement is completed with Hiss Justine tyn.11, who
is on l e:\ve of absence, end Mrs. T. C. Cherry, who
ret i r ed" Thahk yl'lu for all you have dore for each of us.
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of Mis.
.
Richards we
t o pause to
~
. -~:~ recogniz e the splendld work of two
A~
other members of the f aculty of the
. English department in spons oring worthy
programs of western.
Mr. Russell ~ulle r sponsors the Western Players club
and t wo b etter sp eak ers contests. The 'i{est ern Players
present a drama "All My Sons" which will be pre s e n~od
under the d i r ection of Hr. Mi ller on Thu rscby: A~r:'_ l 22~
at 8i15 p.m. in Van Met er auditorium. The fin , l s for
t he Ogden Medal will be held in chapel nox '::' WE;,hle8~a~
morning. The Ogden Medal is given for the b e s t crlglnal oration delivered by a student in th e evllege de .
partment. Mr. Miller also sponsors th~ Rob~'J.~ c .. Hed aJ_
contest, vh ich is forthe be st declamat l on g:. ve· - by a
student in the s econdary department~
.
Hr. V{ils on Wood i s sponsor of t he ! ali~~~ . and I n'forms us tha t it wi ll b e r oady for d. i :-;trlo~tlon by M~y
24. This publication is a~_ways r ec eived vn.th enthusl'asm, not only by pr es ent s ::'uden ~s ~~~ by all who ha~e_
an inter est in the s ch001. Its quall.ty and beauty In
crease vvith each pa ssing year o
.
We "C.r e planning to dec.Lio toni ght vrhether we should
have a hayride f or the Hay meeting o Vi e f eel th~t Dr.
Gordon Wilson would be t he ideal . ~peaker for thls occa sion •. He can be with us on Ho!<J ay, Hay 1, or . Tuesday ,
May 2.. A vote 'will b e t c_ker. t o'.~ '_~''1t to de~onnJ.fie the
date if we deci d e to have t h e outc.. ..0 l:' meet lng.

s

?~~~~~......,.. .-- ., .~~-. ~ {

! LOOKING BACK~~::~J

o lears AgO
Dr. Louis B. Saloman, of the English Department, spoke on
"The Literature of Food."
14 Years Ago
Mrs. M. A. Lieper speaks on itA. Kentucky Circus." Dr. James
P. Cornette serves as ringmaster, rather than toastmaster.
13 Years Ago
Students learn "How to Entertain Yourself During An .A.fterDinner Speech" from Dr. Louis B. Saloman. .r. Wilson presents "Great Dutch Fleet" (includ:i,.ng every person at banquet~
12 Years Ago
Professor James P. Cornette discusses early background of
Western. Music by Olive Seaton, Norma Lagura and Walter
pearce.
9 Years Ago
Dr. Wilson presents speaker, Dr. C. S. Pendleton, professor
of English, Peabody.
7 Years Age
Gr od Ship ENGLISH sails from Helm Hotel Pier with ~dptain
Gora on Wilson presiding. Dr. Earl Moore urges uSail On."
6 Years Age
Dr. Reid Sterrett reads informally. Jean Kieth sings
"Kashmiri Song."
5 Years Ago
Mise F"'anc e", Richards becomes sponsor of the English Club.
English C.•.ub holds Hayride.
4 Years Ago
·~e sse Stuart spea.ks in Char-el and at English Club banquet.
,
J Years Ago
_ . ~. A. L. Crabb reacl q ('~:··6inal ske tch of his experiences at
Plu'n Spri ngs s chool ~ :!. 1-[[,rren County . Hugh Allen sings
"So!'Bwhere A Voice ' . f C allir, ;~ 11 and " B ~; autiful Dreamer."
2 Yea r s ."-go
" 'J"',ed author an : former Westerl1 faculty member, Hiss Julia
Np" L sps aks at EIL;1i sh Club b anq,lut.
1 Year il.go
Dr . Davi d Mortol., modern, poe"·., sp'3 ak::. at Er.Z=..ts!1 r:::.,l- uinner o
pa ge 13

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGB

£! English

Department

presents
The 1950 Ogden Oratorical Contest
Van Meter Auditorium

April 10, 1950

Ben T. Sanders, Presiding
Speakers

...

1. Vincent Sherry.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"Quo Vadis"

00.

2. Bobby Lively ••

· . . . . . . . . . "March of Events"

J. Frank Lambirth.

• • • • • • • • • • "Peace:

An Elegy",

. · · • • · · · • · • "The Teacher and Democracy"
5. George Simpson. • • • • • • • • • "Our ResevoirOf Hope"
·
Youth: Democracy's
6. Frank Bacon • . • •
· · · • • · · • "AmericanHope
or Despair"
4. Lewis Baker

•

7. Mary Jane Johnson

e·

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

"Security Lives Within The Heart"

•

•

0

•

"Aaron Burr:

8. Norma Boster ••

•

. •

•

•

•

•

9. Dougla s Hensgen

•

•

•

0

•

•

Great or Ignoble"

• • "What Makes Us ·Tick"

Decision of the Judges

Speech Finals
set For Chapel
On Ogden Day

Final Session
Chapel
OGDEN DAY PROGRAM
10:00 a. m.

April 12, 1950
Vah Meter Auditorium

Entrants in the annual Ogden oratorical contest have been announc~ by Russell H . Miller , speech inatructor in the English depar tment.
According to Mr. Miller, the finalists will be chosen from speak ers
b eard Monday, April 10, at 3 p . m.
These speakers include m embers of
the a dvanced s peech class and other entrants in the Ogden contest .
They are: Frank Bacon, Lewis Baker, D ouglas H ensgen. Bobby Lively,
Geor ge Simpson, Vincent S herry,
Prank L ambirth , M ary J ane J ohnlIOn a nd Norm a Boster .
The t hr ee contestants chos.n
from the pr elimin ary conteiit
'U
autom a t ically be entered .
finals t o be held in chapel
llies
on Ogden D ay, April , 2. l . t! oratorical contest is an annual event
on Ogden D ay, honorin g the tradition of old Ogden college.
T he winner of last year's contest,
Ben S anders, Marion, will be t h e
master of ceremonies at the preliminary elimination s . T his is the junior and senior contest, whereas t h e .
R obin son con test. won this year by
J ames Chamberlain, is limited to
fres h m~ll and sophomor es.

Speech Conlest
For Women Will
Begin Next Year
For the first time in th e history of
the school, women students of w est ern will par ticipate in an annual
speech contest.
The Bowling Green Br anch of the
American Association of . University
Women will sponsor such a cont est,
accordin~ to an announcement m ade
today by Miss Frances R ich ards, president of the local organization.
The decision . to make plans for
this award was m ade at the April
meeting. The award will be given
for the first time at the 1951 Commencement exercises. It will parrallel
the Ogden Oratorical contest and the
Robinson Declama tion contest for
m ale students.
I
The mounting interest in public
speaking, which h as been eviden t
among women students, prompted
th e decision to m ake this competition possible. This year , for t h e first
time, girls appear ed on th e program
of the Ogden Ora torical contest, although th ey were not eligible to win
the awa rd.
This 'project will be a part of t b ,
AAUW's annual community progrr '

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE
presents
Ogden Day Program
April 12, 1950

Van Meter Auditorium
10:00 A. M.
Max B. Nahrn, Presiding
Ogden Oratorical Contest Finals
Speakers
1. Bobby Lively

2. Frank Bacon.

"March of Ideas"
......
. . . . . . . . . . • "American Youth: Democracy's
Hope or Despair"

3. Douglas Hensgen ••

. . . . . . . • 'fl,Vhat Makes Us Tick"

Hensgen Wins
Ogden Contest

Announcements
Decision of the Judges

Final Round In
Ogden Contest
Slated Tomorrow
The final round in the 1950 Ogden
Oratorical con test will be held at 10
a. m. tomorrow in Van Meter auditorium. Max B. Nahm will preside
ever the annual observance of Ogden
Day.
Three contestants were chosen
from a field of nine t o advance to
the final round. Copping h onors in
the preliminary round h eld yesterday
afternoon were Bobby Lively and
Douglas Hensgen, both of this city,
and Frank Bacon, Madisonv1lle.
Topics selected by the three speakers are Lively, "March of Ideas'"
Hensgen, "What Makes Us TiCk?':,
and Bacon, • American Youth : Demccracy's Hope or Despair."
The Ogden oratorical contest Is
th e senior speech competition a t
Western State College. Russell H
Miller, speech instructor of the West~
ern English facul ty, is In charge of
contest arrangements.
Other students . competing yesterday were Vincent Sherry. Frank
L~mblrth,
Lewis Baker, George
SImpson, Miss Mary Jane Johnson
and Miss Norma Boster. Ben T. S anders, winner of the 1949 Ogden medal, presided over yesterday's contest.
The Ogden Day program, open to
the public, will be broadcast tomorrow by 'WKCT.

e
e

e
1
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Douglas Hensgen, winner
Robinson declamation award last
year , became the possessor of both
of Western State College's coveted
speech medals today by winning the
Ogden Oratorical contest.
A Western junior, Hensgen was
adjudged the winner in the annual
oratorical contest, which featured
t oday's Ogden Day program a t Van
Meter I auditorium . The Bowling
Gr-cen H igh graduate spoke on
"Wha t Makes Us T ick?"
Other fina lists in the Ogden contest were Bobby Lively, Bowling
Green, who discussed "March of I deas," and Frank Bacon,Madisonville,
whose topic was "American youth ;
Democracy's Hope or Despair ."
The three memb.ers of Western 's
advanced speech class advanced to
til e finals by taking honors in a
preliminary round Monday af ter noon . Six ot her contestants were
eliminated in the opening round.
J udgin g today's con test were Matthew Hodgson of the American Century Crafts Publish ing Company,
New York ; Mrs. Audrey J ackson,
WKCT commentator , and William
Kuzn itsof, WLBJ announcer.
Max B. Nahm presided over the
Ogden Day program presented each
year in observance of old Ogden
College.
Ben Sanders, Marion, 'took t op
hon ors in the 1949 Ogden contest,
which is open to juniors and seniors
at Western. The R obinson medal is
awarded to the wimier in the freshman-sophomor e field.
In charge of arrangemen ts for
the speech contest was Russell H .
1\1iller, speech instl'uctor of Western's EnglJsh faculty.

I
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Jury Acquits Wesley-In Mock " Trial, That Is
By Bill Ford
l'
'h
.
IIams,. w a strolled upon the . scene
The Jury returned and was seat- at the time of the alleged attack
ed, Thomas White, jury foreman, Raymond Cravens, "Bubber" Simp ~
ro~~ and gave the verd ict, "not guil- son, and Charles B all. Defense witty.
. . nesses were Robert Butler and the
Thus ended the mock trial pre- defendant, John Q . Wesley.
sen ted by the Congress Debating
Cha mberlain's case was built on
club on March 28.
circumstantial evidence. "Facts'"
Though p urely fictitious, the tria l, presented by Curry put over his
the State (of confusion) vs. John point and gained the acquittal of
Q. Wesley, followed general court- his client.
room procedure in every possible re- - - - -- - spect. Time limita tions did elimil1ate m any formalities followed in
official trials.
Officials of the court a nd lawyers
were members of the club. Judge
Hugh NoffSinger presided over the
D
courtroom. Thomas C. Stone was
r: Gordon Wilson, h ead of the
the court clerk, and Charles Ball Engllsh d epartment, has accepted
assumed the r ole of sheriff.
ten speaking engagements durini
Two young lawyers pleaded their April and May.
case with dexterity. Both James
Today at 3:30 p. m . he will ad.
Chamberlain, prosecuting attorney dress the D .A.R. at the Hostess
and Leonard Curry, defense attor~ ho ~e. "Kentucky .\.fountain Folk.
ney, gave summations of evidence lore" will be his subject .
to t.he jury. .
On .Wednesday nigh t, April 12,
CIrcumstances leading to the "trial Dr. WIlson will speak to the Men's
began on Wednesday, February 22 ?lub of the First Christian church
at 7 :30 with George Simpson being m RussellVille, and on the fourteen.
attacked while walking through the th to the Ken tucky Ornithological
lane by. th~ bridge back of Van Me- SOCiety at the Henry Clay hotel in
~er .audltonum. John Q . Wesley was Louisville.
.
m.dlCted a nd prepar .tions for the
Five of his engagements will be
tnal. began.
high school comments. First on this
Wltnesses . for the prosecution list is Brownsville High school on
~ere K ay Wilson and K enneth Wi!- April 17.

Dr. WI"'l son Plans
peech Series

S

State College junior, is congratula ted b y
he was announcel the winner of the 1950
Ogden Oratorical contest, held yesterday in Van Meter auditorium.
Awaiting his turn to congratulate Hensgen, who also won the Robinson declamation contest last year , is Dr. Paul L. Garrett, Western
president. Mr Nahm presided over the Ogden Day program.

I
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Hensgen Takes
Second Medal
junior from
Douglas H ensgen, a.
of the
G
1
is WlIlner
Bowling
reel 'oratorical contest.
19f1O
Ogd:n the final round of
Hensg en won ech event which was
the annual spe 1 sessio'n April 12 .
held in a chape
"What
,
subject was
Hensg en s 1C
. 11: " The other finalMakes US -:r: 'ubJ'ects were Bobby
. ts a nd their S f Ideas'" and F rank
IS
Lively, "March. o n Yout'h' Democ. "America
.
Bac~n,
or Despail"."
racy s Hope
the finals were
The judges for of t he AppletonMattheW H~d;tSO~UbliShing Co. of
century Cro William Kuznitsof of
New York, M ' Audrey J ackson
and
Is
Nahm presided '
\' WLBJ,
of WKCT. Max B:
.
\
1 st year's Wll1ner
over the final seSSIOn.
Hensgen ~as ~oclamation conof t he R?bmsol~ngiish m ajor.
:
test. He 1.'5 an
__
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DOUGLAS BENSGEN, Western State college junior, is congratulated by
Max B. Nahm, left, after he was announced the winner of the 1950
Ogden Oratorical Contest held on April 12 in Van Meter a uditorium • .
Awaiting bis t urn to congratulate Hensgen, who also won the Robinson
declamation contest last year, is Dr. Paul F. Garrett, Western Presi. dent. Mr. Nabm also presided over the Ogden Day Program.

•

The Western Players
Present

Arthur

~ iller's

Bob Spiller

Drama Critics' Prize Play
Produced and directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER

•

with

Bob Spiller
B etty H erndobler
Ol)1er Gosnell
Anne Hart Robey
Joleene Johnson

Martha Crady
Joe McFarland, Jr.
W i]born Strode
Joe Durbin
Gary Roberts

SETTINGS - - - - - - - Hal Gomer and June Carroll Lewis
ST AGE MANAGER - - - - - - - - Kenneth Shore

Van Meter Auditorium
Thursday,
April 27
8:15 P.M.
{Advance Sale of Reserved Seats at Bursar's Office, April 25-27 }

Reserved Seats . • • . $1.00
General Admission • . 50c

Orner Gosnell

Joe McFarland, Jr.

Betty H erndobler

Wilborn Strode

•
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PLA YERS GO TO WORK

p;g; 1

Continued frQln

pIa,' of the
--,.
,year, and ill. one stroke
AI thur MIller waS" aSSigned a '
porta~t place among cO:ltem n r~~
Amencan dramatists alongSid~Teny
nessee Williams.
.
PainfuUy Frank

In "All My Sons"
,MI'
. Miller pret n s an almost painfully frank
reatment of an important aspect of
Jnod~rn mores. He does it with clarity, m all unaffected style and with
a fau!tJess sense of Theat~r
'
~hough the author poses' an imPOI tant problem in a b r I' 11 '
fasr'
h
1 a 11 t
,IOI~,
e does not provide a
resolUtIOn for the problem Wh
~~~':s (Joe McFarland) leav~s ho~~
is Ie end of the third act, the play
. ended for the KeUers (Martha
~lladY a~d Bob Spiller) but not for
~ Ie audIence.
The essential conflict b t
Chrl ~ tian ide r
e ween
to
a Ism and the struggle
r ~urvival goes Oil, Chris b' te
to Ius, father's greed for m~;:c ,d
provldlllg for his family W d Y ill
1eel certain that h
. e 0 not
llernclobler) will n~t ~~~c~~ iBet~y
lliame temptation When theyo ,e
tul'l~, come face to face with th~ r~
len Less cycle of re~nsibilit to
home versus reSPOnsibility toy th
"orld at large.
e
Be t

. Miller A Reporter

yers Go To Work On Hard-Hitting
Drama Of The 1940's-''AII My Sons"
' The Western Players are curreRtly engrossed in the production of
Arthur Miller's prize-winning play,
"All My Sons," to be presented in
Van Meter auditorium Thursday
night, April 27, at 8:15.
The fourth and last in the Midcentury Cycle of Four Decades of
American Play-wrighting, "All My
Sons" is described as a hard hitting,
courageous bit of drama filled with
an inner fire. It brings the cycle up
to date and presents one of the
strongest cast combinations Western Players has offered.

Spiller and Martha Crady, Mother
and Father of last spring's "Life
With Father," again have the leading roles. Gary Roberts, of the same
cast, returns to the Western Players
group in "All My Sons."
Tl;le juvenile leads are played by
Betty Herndobler and Joe Hardin
M c Far I and, Jr., with Wilborn
Strode, Orner Gosnell, Anne Hart
Robey, Joleene Johnson, and Joe
Durbin rounding out the cast group.
Scenic artist Hal Gomer and June
Carroll Lew i 5 are creating the
authentic locale for the story with
Kenneth Shore as stage manager.

Cast Selected

Broadway Success

By Kenneth Shore

•

a Salesman," winner of the Drama
Critics' Award and the Pulitzer
Prize as the best American play of
1949. When Miller's first play, "The
Man Who Had All the Luck," was
kindly labeled as "promising" by
the Broadway critics, it was assumed that he would retire to the limbo
of "promising" authors and never
be heard of again.
But when "All My Sons" opened
at the Fulton Theater on January
29, 1947, it was immediately evident
that the author was not only
"promising" but a sound playwright
as well. "All My Sons" won the
Critics' Circle Award as the best

4rthur Miller is currently repreBoth cast and crew are well under
way with the new offering. Bob sented on Broadway with "Death of Continued on page 8, column 1

In thiS sense Arthur Miller is the
~epol'ter and not the artist. For it
: th~ true function of the artist to
escnbe the solution and n
PI:oblem alone. Still. Mr. Mill~~ ~~
laId the conflict bare with
t
dextel'lty. This is the tech ' grea
the 1
t'
lllque of
, (ra,ma ISts of the 1940's, and it
:
11~ ~~IS respect that "AlI My Sons"
yplcal of the plays of th'
decade,
IS
!he prodUction scheme as con
eelVed by Russell H Mille W
Pla" ers' dire t o '
1",
estern
~ ]'
c r. and deSIgned by
~a Gomer departs from the
cO,nv~ntional a p pro a c h to mf~:
~:~~dWay production. The realism
,e settmg and the sim r 't
the actio~ telling the stOryPS~~~~ of
a, f>ymbolic presentation of th
as
%lId
between the s I . e conl"a tionalization of Joe eKf-rlllghteous
the
. h e e l ' and
,for an absolute responsi_
b I'l I'! Y~CI:llC
)y hIS son.

THE

COLLEGE

HEIGHTS
THE

Star In All My Sons"

COLLEGE HEIGHTS H

II

i

I

~radY

l\Jartha
and Bob Spiller are cast as Mr. and Mrs .. I\:eilcr in " All
My Sons," to be presented by the Western rlayers AprIl 27.

I

'j, Joe MacFarland and Betty
j

1I0rndobier have the juvenile lea
A ril 27
'
M Iy Sons," to be given by the _ rlayers p
•
.

d

.

-AU

S 1Il

$2 .00

...

" • • • (f serio liS wfJ rk on a so ber and im portan t
/ !tl'lll e .. . w ritt ell w ith intelligence as well as
passioll ."
T H E BOST ON HE RA LD
" •
•
•
(f
power f ul drama, re m arkable f.o r its
/(:lIsio ll , .fII,SpellSe anrl IOf/ica/ d evel opm ent."

T H E C H RI ST IAN SC I E:-'<CE ;\WNITO R, BOSTO N

ALL MY SONS
A

PL A Y

by Arthur Miller
TH IS new p la y by A r thur lVlill e r has all
of th e ha rd-hi tt ing impa ct an d p ass io nate
conce rn w ith just ice in th e m o d e rn wo rld
whi ch w as so b rilli an tly indi ca teci by hi s
best- se lling no vel F ow .> .
T h e sc ene o f t he pla y is a n A m e ri can
suburb, t im e : t he present. It is co nce rn ed
" 'ith t he fo rt un es of th e K elle r a nd
D ee ve r fam il ies. During th e w ar J oe
Ke lle r a nd H e rbe rt D ee ve r r a n a successful ma chin e sho p w hi ch m a nu fac tured
airplan e pa r ts. D eever was se nt to p r iso n
beca use t h e ftr m t u rn ed o ut d efect ive
parts w hi ch r esul ted in th e d ea th s of
m a ny m en. F o r hi s p a rt, K elle r we nt
free a nd mad e a g reat d eal o f m o ney.
Th e twin shad o ws of thi s ca ta stroph e
a nd th e fa ct t ha t th e youn ge r K ell e r so n
,,'as repo rted m issing during th e wa r
do min ate t he e nt ire act io n of th e pl ay.
Th e lo\'<: aHa ir o f Chris K elle r a nd A nn
D ee ve r, th e ra g in g bitte rn ess of George
D eeve r, r eturn ed f ro m th e war to Gnd
hi s fat he r imp ri so ned and hi s fat h e r's
par tne r f re e, a rc a ll set in a dra m a ti c
stru ctur e of a lm os t unb earabl e intensity
a nd comp lete HlI ency. Th e p o we r ful a nd
:., e \' ita hl e clim a x is a fittin g co nclu sio n
,. a Grst-rate piece o f nlO ck rn t heate r.

Arthu r Miller
i\ RTfI U R lVlI L LI-: R

was b0 1.n .In N·ew York

City. H is fi rst nove l, F ocus, was a b est
sell e r a nd a sel ectio n o f th e Book F ind
Club . H is Grst book, S itu atiu ll ," Tonna l,
was th e acco unt of hi s in ve sti gati o n of
Omer Gosnell, art editor of the
HERALD, plays one of the imporlant roles in the forlheominc
procludlon of "AU ~ ~..

d

arm y life in se arch of a th em e for th e
If

Ill o ti o n pi cture

GI J oe. H e is th e auth o r

of seve ra l pl ays, t wo previo usly p roduce d , an d man y dra ma ti c pi eces fo r
radi o's mo re serio us prog ra m s.

rne Park City Daily News

4 Local Students Have
Roles In ''All My Sons"

<y

./ Go~nell Is Prominent In

Prominent in the cast of "All My
Sons," the forthcoming production
of the Western Players scheduled
for Van Meter auditorium on April
27, are four Bowling Green students
at Western. "All My Sons" r~re
sents the climax in this season's
program, a mid-century cycle including four decades of American
play writing.
"All My Sons" is Playwright Arthur Miller's study of the returning
veteran in 1947. The excellence of
the drama, Elia Kazan's. imaginative production and the timeliness
of its story won its immediate popularity. Recognized as superior entertainment, "All My Sons" won the
Critics Award as the best American
I play of 1947.

Cast Of "All My Sons"
"All My Sons" is a veteran's story
Its author, Arthur Miller in his first
book, "Situation Normai," compiled
the account of his investigation of
army life in search of a theme for
the mot!on picture "GI Joe." In
this e~rher work he racily and informatively recorded the exciteme!1 ts and bewilderments of basic
tramil).g . . "All My Sons," written in
1947, has a ll the hard-hitting imI?act an~ passionate concern with
Jus.t lce m the modern world to
Whl?h the returning veteran was adjustmg himself.
~very man 0.1' Woman who went
a~ay to ~ar will find a parallel to
his exp.enences al}d thinking somewhere m the tsory. Every man or
woman who stayed at home will
fl?d the. veteran's true reaction to
hn evasIOn or acceptance of social
responslbillty. It is in this respect
that tl?e play is typical of the new
trend m play writing that grew in
the . 194~'s, the laying bare of the
motivatlllg · f?rces, both psychological and SOCial, th at activate the
story.
"All My Sons" is scheduled for formances in "Mary the Third" and
presentation in Van Meter auditor- "The Petrified Forest."
IUm on Apnl 27. I t is the fourth
Oth~r m.embers of the cast under
and last in the current 14id-Cen- the directIOn of Russell H. Miller
tury . Cycle of Four Decades of are· Bob Spiller, Martha Crady Joe
Amencan Play Writing that has M?Farland Jr., Betty Hernd~bler,
been t.he Western Players' program Wilborn Strode, Anne Hart Robey
for this season.
Joe Durbin, Joleene Johnson and
Pr~,ll?inent in the cast of "All My Ga,ry Roberts. Settings for "All· My
Sons IS Omer Gosnell of Pekin, Ill., Sons" are being ·executed by Hal
Who. plays the embittered veteran Gomer and June Carroll Lewis.
seeklllg to reestablish his family's
fortunes that were swept by circumstances beyond his control While
he was fighting for the American
",:ay. of life overseas. Gosnell has
~Istlllguished himself as the pubhc~ty artist for Western Players
thIS year as well as with fine per- I

The Western Players. . . .
Arthur Miller's Drama

I

• • •

DIRECTOR Russell H. Miller of
the Western English faculty has
balanced the casting of experienced
players and interesting newcomers
evenly in selecting the personnel to
bring to life the characters in Arthur Miller's story.
Bob Spiller, Broomall, Pa., Martha Crady, Louisville, J oe liard in
McFarland Jr., Bowling Green ; Betty Herndobler, Bowling Green; Omer Gosnell, Pekin, Ill. ; Wilborn
Strode, Nashville. Tenn .; Anne Hart
Robey, Owensboro; Joe Durbin ,
' Bowling Green ; J oleene J ohnson,
Lewisburg, and G ary Roberts, BowlI ing Green, are the ones entrusted

a i.\'t:...(. are proud to present

"ALL MY

1947

SONS"

Produced and directed by Russell H. Miller
With Bob Spiller, Martha Crady, Orner Gosnell, Joe McFarland, Jr., Betty Herndobler, Wilborn Strode, Anne Hart
Robey, Joe Durbin, Joleene Johnson, and G arv Roberts.

.

Settings by Hal Gomer and June Carro II LeW1S,

R eserved Seats on

Thursday
April 27, 1950
8:1S P.M.

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

Sal~ at Bursar's Office, WKSC,

General Admission

'"

..

GARY ROBERTS, who is seen as
'k=~============.1 Bert, the young neighbor in "All
My Sons," is the son of Mr. and
Mr. Hobson Roberts of Bowling
Green. A student at the Rural
Tra ining school at Western, GaQ'
was chosen from the juveniles trying-out for "Life With F ather" last
spring. He distinguished himself with
an excellent performance as the
youngest of the Day sons in that
Western Players' production last
April.
His wide r ange of interests keeps
Gary a very busy boy ,but does not
prevent his remaining an outstanding student. H e brin gs to his chara cterization in "All My Sons" an
unusual poise gained from experience by participation in various
local juvenile programs.

Critic~ Play for

Kenneth Shore, Stage Manager.

Gary Roberts

with the ' difficult task of ·giving '
impact to the Miller drama.
Settings for the production represent the designing of Hal G6mer
of :aowling Green and June Carroll
Lewis of J effersontown. Kenneth
Shore, Philpot, has been assigned
the reponsible job of stage manager:

April2S-27
SOc

$1.00

Tne, Park: City Da ily News, Bowling 'Green, KentuCK,

McFarland To Play Chris
'K eller -In ' i'AII My Sons"
The hIgh entertainment value of
Arthur Miller's "All My Sons" tog,e ther with Its "good theater " qualities have made it one of the most
popular plays in America during the
three s ears of its existence.
Its timely indictment of war- tIme
profiteers told in terms of the re turnIng veteran's reaction gIve It a
tremendous impact on the thea tergoers' social conscIousness. .

..

..

THE SCENE of the play is an
American suburb, time : 1947. It is
concerned with the fortunes of the
Keller and Deever familles. During
the war, Joe Keller and Herbert
Deever ran a successful machine
shop whicn manufac tured airplane
parts. Deever was sen t to prison became th e firm turned out defective
parts which resulted in the deaths of
many flyers. For h Is part, Keller
went free and made a great deal of
money.
The twin shadows . of this catastrophe and the fac t that the older
Keller son was reported missing dur- J oe McFarland Jr.
1ng the war dominate the entire
action of the play. The love affair Keller. Arth ur K elllledy h~aded th~
of th e younger son, Chris K eller, prize-wim1ing Broadway cast as
and Ann Deever, the raging bitter- Chris, and Burt Lancaster establlshn ess of George Deever, returned from cd h imself as one of HollYWOOd's
the war to find his own father in pri- most capable players in the movie
son and h is fa ther's par tner free version.
Christ K eller m akes the most chalare all set · in a dramatic structure of
subtle In tensity and complete flu- lenging of demands on any young
ency., The inevitable climax gives actor. Its doubl e requirement of susemotIOnal power to this first-rate tained and r estrained emotional force
piece of modern thea ter- brilliantly ~nake it a most desirable and tempt~I ann ed and executed with literary m g role for · an a mbitious player. A
fmesse.
graduate of Bowling Green H igh,
young McFarland is com pIe tin " h is
IN THE WESTERN Players' pro- first year at Western. Although he
duction of "All My Sons" to be pre- h as been seen in n umerous local prosented under the direction of Russell duc tions, this first appearance with
H. Miller In Van Meter auditorium on Wester~ ~layers is the most exacting
April 27, Joe McFarland Jr., of Bowl- charac tenzation h e· has a ttempted.
ing Gr een, plays the r ole of Chris

_I

..

..

The Park City ·Da i Iy News,

fBetty Her11dobler Cast
1 1'1 Wester11 Productiol1
"All My Sons," the Western play ers' production of Arthur Miller's
prize winni ng play of 1947, is scheduled for presentation n ext Thursday
night in Van Meter Auditor ium . The
case of "All My Sons" presents a
number of interesting newcomers to
the western Players' r anks and to
Bowling Green audiences.
Betty Herndcbler, who came to
Bowling Green with her father and
moth er, MI'. and Mrs, J ohn W. Herndobler , from At hens, Ill., in 1948, is
new to western Player s but not to
the business of acting. She entered
Western with a background of dramatic training a nd experience received at Springfield Junior College
in Springfield, Ill., from which she
was graduated in 1948. I n "All My
, Sons" she is cast as the m arriageable
I
daugh ter whose fiance, repor ted
missing in the Pacific, failed to return from the war.
J oseph L. Durbin, a lso of Bowling
. Green, presents a convincing portrayal of the fo lksy neighbor who gmdes BETTY Hemdobler
h is life by astrology. "All My SOI:S': Gr een! properties; June Carroll
marks h ill first appearance With
Western Players, th ough h e will be Lewis, Jeffersontown; set decoration;
remembered locally for performances Mary Montana, Evansville, Ind.,
at Bowling Green High school, of make-up ; Omer Gosnell, Pekin. Ill.,
wh ich he is an alumn us. The oth er art publicity; Edith Love Hawkms,
n eighbors that contribute the com- Bowling Green radio ' publicity; Mary
munity r eaction to the incidents de- Taylor, Calhoun, box office; Polly
veloping with in the lives of th e Kell- Warren , Sebree, programs; Cornella
ers and Deevers, the cen tral fi gures Childress, Cub Run, house cOl1lll1ittee.
involved in the story of "All My
"All My Son s" is the last in the
Sons," are Joleene Johnson of Lewis- Mid-Century Cycle of Four Decades
burg an d Anne Hart Robey of Owens- of American Play Writing that ' has
boro. Both are playing for the first composed the Western Players' protime \V'lth the Western group.
gram for the season. These producThe technical st aff for "All My tions have been an activity of the
Sons," drawn largely from the play English department under the direcproduction classes of the English de - tion of Russell H, Miller. Tickets for
partment, h as been organized around the Thursday evening perform ance
the following key persom1el-Ken- now may be secured from members
net Shore, Philpot, stage manager; of Western Players and r eservations
Lewis Baker , Clay, :;lpecial effects ; m ay' be m ade , through the burs ~r's
Lawrence Baldwin J r., Bowling office, beginning Tuesday mormng.

I

I

•

The Park City Daily New

le Park City Daily News, Bowling Green, Kentuckj

Joe McFarland Jr., Betty Herndobler, Martha Crady, Bob Spiller and
Orner Gosnell appearing In the Western Players' !'roductlon of Arth~r
Millers "All My Sons" which wiU be presented m Va.n Mater aU~I
torium at 8:15 o'clock tonight. "All 1\ly Sons" is the fmal p~oductlOn
of the current Mid-Century Cycle of Four Decad~s of American Play
Writing produced and directed by Russell H. 1\ldler of the Western
English faculty. General admission tickets a~d reserved seat·s may be
sccured at the Box Office in Van Meter a uditorium from 7. p. m. until
eurtain time this evening- Other members of the cast m clude Joe
Durbin, Joleene Johnson, Anne Hart Robey, Wilborn Strod~ and Gary
Roberts. Settings are by Hal Gomer and June Carroll LeWIS.

Missrrady, Spiller Are
Starred In HAll My Sons"

Crady

Spiller

Arthur Miller, whose play "All My Arthur Miller captured the emotlon- !
Sons" won the Drama Critics' Circle al impact of the, veteran's readjust- i
prize as the best play of American ment problem as no writer h ad to
authorship for the 1947 season, was
born in New York City in 1915. He that time.
* * "
lives in Brooklyn with his wife and
.
growing family. The entertainment
DURING HIS wal years he had I
value of "All My Sons" and the cur- been assigned_ to the collection of
rent hit "Death of a Salesman" h as material for the movie, "GI Joe," I
placed l,\1iller's name alongside that which was issued in 1945. The suc- /
of Tennessee Williams as the two cess of this venture led to the analyoutstanding new dramatists of the I sis of the returning service man and
last decade.
his readjustment to th e changing )1
First produced on Broadway in ideas and ideals of the many who
J anuary of 1947, "All My ~ons" was ' had remll:ined "to keep the home
an immediate success. Drawmg on hIS fires burnmg."
experiences during the war years,
As the fourth and last of the west - /
ern Players' current program of Four I
Decades of American Play Writing,
"All My Sons" is significant fo~sev 
eral reasons. It exemplifies the newest trends in staging and acting as
well as play writing.
I,'

l

I

I

I

I

* * •
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IT OFFERS material of unusual
power for interpretation by several
of the senior members of the Western Players organization. Bob Spiller
of Broomall, Pa., and Martha Crady
of Louisville carry the leading assignments. Both distinguished themselves
as Mother and Father Day in last
season's "Life With Father." This
season, Spiller was seen in "Nothing
But the Truth" and Miss Crady as
"Mary the Third." Both are members
of the graduating class of 1950.
"All My Sons" will be presented in
Van Meter auditorium at 8: 15 p. m .
Thursday.
Tickets may be secured from any !
member of the cast of "All My Sons" I
or from members of the Western
Players club. Reservations may be
made through the bursar's office at ,
Western beginning Tuesday or m ay
be secured at the box office in Van
Meter on Thursday evening.
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\'ALL MY SONS
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THE COL LEG E HE I G H T S .8

Western Players Close Season
•

of one of
more serious wa r lliays ;was given las t
night by Russell B. J\Wler's Wes tern Players. Pictured in rehearsal for
: 'All My Solis" are Joe MacFarland, Betty Herndobler, Martha Crady,
Bob Spiller, and Omer Gosnell. This presentation closed the season 's
c:ycle ' of famous plays of the balf century,
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My S()ns"
By ARTHUR MILLER

Pl'oduced and Directed by RUS SELL H. MILLER

<lluvu~, .,tIplUl, .27
8:15

P. AI.

V AN METER AU DITORIUM
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THE CASTWESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are an activity of

Joe Keller ________ _____ ______ __ _____ -- __ -- _______ -__-___. . _._. _... _._ .. __ .___ .___ . ____ .._. ____ .._... __ Bob Spiller

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Kate I<'eller _'_' __ ' __" ' __ ' __ '_ '" -.. -.--..____ ._.. _. __ .. __ . ___ .. _._ .-.---. ___ .___ .__ ... _... _.. Martha Crady

DR. GORDON WILSON, Head

Chris Keller ___ ._ ... _______ .___ .______.____ ... ----- __.___ ...._.___ ____ ._. ______.. ___ J oe McFarland, Jr.

Presenting, this season, A Mid-Century Cycle, Four Decades of American Play
Writing-

Nothing But The Truth, 1915

Ann Deever __ .______ ...__ __ ______ ________________ ._. __________ .. _-----.------- __ ____ ___ Betty Herndobler
George Deever ___ ___ __ .. _____ ._. _____ ... ______ . __________ _______ ____ ------ ___ ___ ____ ____ Omer L. Gosnell
Dr. Jim Bayliss _. _________ ... ___ _._.. __ __ ._. _____ ._. __ _______ _________ .______ ____________ Wilborn Strode

Mary The Third, 1923

Sue Bay iiss .---.-.-.. --.. __ _______ _____ ._ .. __ __ . ____ ___ ___ ________ _______________________ Anne Hart Robey

The Peh'ified Forest, 1935

Frank L u bey ________ "___ ___ ________ _____ . _________ . ______ .___ ___ . ________ . __________ ____________ Joe Durbin

All My Sons, 1947
Lyd ia L u bey _____ ___________________ ______________________ .______ .. ____ ._________________ J oleene Johnson
- - -0' - --

B eli eving in the future of Western Kentucky State College and the part played by
W es t e rn Players in the cultural life of the community, the following firms have contributed to this program:

Bert --- --- ---- ---- --- ------------ --- --------- -- -. --- --- ---- .---- -__ _____ . _____ ________ . _.____ ____ ___ __ Gary Roberts
The action of the play takes place in the outskirts of an American
town. It is August of 1946_

DEEMER FLORAL CO_

NORMAN'S

DUCK INN CAFE

PUSHIN'S

DURBIN'S

THE SNEAK A WAY DRIVE INN

Act 1.

THE STUDENT PRESSING SHOP

The scene is the back pOI;eh and yard of the Keller home Sunday
morning.

FELDMANS
THE GOAL POST

TWELFTH STREET GRILL

HARTIG, & BINZEL

UNIVERSITY INN

HILLTOPPERS LUNCH
HINTON' S BAND-BOX CLEANERS

WALLACE MOTOR CO.

MAPLE LANES

WHITE TRAY DRIVE INN

M c FARLAND'S CLEANERS &
LAUNDRY

Twelve-minute intermission
Act II.
Scene, as before, late afternoon of the same day.

-

- -01- - -

-Five-minute intermission

WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION TOJOHNSON-MALONE, for photography and display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation with publicity.
RADIO STATIONS W L B J AND W K C T , for cooperation with publicity_
HANCOCK'S FURNITURE COMPANY, for yard chairs.
EUGENE GERARD COMPANY, for ground cloth.
MRS. J_ H. McFARLAND, for yard furniture and properties .

Act III.
Scene, as before, two o'clock the following morning.
Copies of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are provided by
UNESCO with whom the Western Players have coordinate:l their program
th is semester.

THE WESTERN PLAYERS
OFFICERS 1949-'50
Bob S pi ller ___ ______ ______ ---- --- -- -- -- __ -- -- ------ _---------- ---- ------ -- _____ -- ------ ______ ______ ____P resident
Martha Crady __ ___ _______ __ __ _________________ ___ __ _______ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ __ ._____________ .Vice-Pr€sident
Carolyn Carr ____ ____ ___ ____ . ______ .________ . ___ __ __. _______ ____ ________ .________ ___ ____________ __ __ _Secretary
Mary Taylor ________ ____ ____ __ _____ . ___ _____ ._____ -----__ ____ ________ __________ _____ .____ . ___ ______ _Treasurer
Cora Jane Morningstar ___ ________ ___ ____________ ______________________________ __ _____________ _Historian
Russell H. Miller __ .__ __ .____________________ ____ ______ _______________________ _________ Faculty Director

Technical Staff for "ALL MY SONS"
Stage Manager __________ ____ ______________ __ __ _____ .____ ________ ______ .... ________ ._______ Kenneth Shore
Scenic Design ____ ____ _____ _____ __ ____ _____ .___ .____ __ ________ ___ _________ ___________ ______ ________ Hal Gomer
Stage Decoration ________ _______ ___.___ __ ____. ___.__________ .___ ________ .___ _.__ __ J une Carroll Lewis
Crew ________________ __ ___ _____ ____ __. ___ __ __ ______ __ ______ -- ---- .---------- -- ------------ ------------------------ --Lawrence Baldwin, Jr., Mary Taylor, Cornella Childress, Pat Mason,
Mary Montana, Lewis Baker, Rachel Loudermilk, Edith Love Hawkins,
_Joseph L. Durbin, Polly Warren, Mary Alice Summers, Sara Cummings, Carolyn Carr, Charles Loudermilk, Shirley Risher.
Script _________ __ _____ _______ __ _.____ ________ . __ ______ ___ ___ J oleene Johnson, June Carroll Lewis
Special Effects ______ __ __. ____ _________ _____ ___________ ______ ____ _____ .. __________ ______ ___ ___ Lewis Baker
Properties _______ _____________ ____________ ____________ __ ___________ ___ ____ ________ La\vrence Baldwin, Jr.
Make-up __ __ ____ ______ _______ _____________ __ ____ ._____ _________ ___________ ________ ___________ _Mary Montana
Publicity Artists _______ ___ .__ __. __________ .___ __ _____._____ ___ _Omer Gosnell, Joe Kimbrough
Radio Publicity ______________________ :__ ______ __ ______ ___ ___ .___ ____ _____ ___ ____ _Edith Love Hawkins
Box Office ___________ __ ___________ _____ ____ __._______ . ___________ ____ __ _________________ _________ _Mary Taylor
Programs ___ ____ ___________ _______________________ _______________________ ________ ._____ ___ _____ _Polly Warren
House Committee ____ ___ _________ ____ ______ __ ___ .__ __ ___ _ ____ __________ __ ____ ___ _________ _______ _____ ______
Comella Childress, Frank Bacon, Carolyn Carr, Sara Cummings, Nick
and Elsie Diachenko, Bill Dolan, Edith Love Hawkins, Pat Mason, Bill
Montana, Hugh Noffsinger, Steve Anna Stevens, Mary Taylor, Polly
Warren, Thomas W. White, Leo Magers.

BOWLING GREEN COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS
INCORPORATED
OFFICE AND P LANT CORNER SIXTH & KENTUCKY STREETS

BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 98

An ril 27, 1950

C. C . CLARI<, PRE StDENT
O . V CLARK . JR SEC'v-TREAS .
THEO. WITHERS, MANAGER

To "All My Sons" Cast :
My best wishes for your success
in present · ng this won derful play.
I enjoyed your Tuesday night ' s
rehearsal, and know I will love the
finished product.

It is my hope these Coke s ril l we t
each tons il so that the ears on Row
Z will receive each arc.
An d s o until I see you in t he backyard------
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~ K~t~cky"'street, will leave tomorroW hot\
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night for a three weekg' trip to. San
Franc1scotand Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Spiller of
Broomall, Pa., arrived y~sterday for
a sb6rt visit with theIr . son, Bob
Spiller, student at Western, and at~
tended the play, "Al~ My ~ons,
Tlmrs,day night in whIch thell' soll
had a leading role.
•
M
Grady K irby of · Hou.ston~
T r~ . arrived t oday from ChIcago
t eX:e' the guest of her aunts, Mrs.
>eauty ~al\ Herdman and Mr~~C-
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.. Players Lower Curtain

Sf)n~ B~!B~~ccessf~:, ~~~~~~'mp~
By ARTHUR M ILLER

...

Produced and Di rect ed by RUSSELL H.

8:15
VA

P. M.

METER AUDITORIUM

With the third act of "All My
Sons," presented Thursday even ing
at Van Meter h all, th e curtain fell,
not only OIl an extremely successful
production, but on a thoroughly
1\1 satisfactory season of the Western
1 Players.
Russell H. Miller, producer and
director, and faculty adviser to this
~ group, planned well balanced food
o for thought in his selection of plays
for t he season. A period of 50 years
of American play writing h as been
reviewed in the offerings;-"Noth ing But The Truth," 1915, "Mary
The T hird," 1923, "The Petrified
Forest," 1935, a nd "All My Sons,"
1947.
The cast was comprised of a happy mixture of seasoned veterans of
the footlight parade, as well as welcome and talented newcomers.

• • •

Weste.en

I\enlu(~}'

Stole (

Bowling Green, Ky .
Paul Garrett, President

>

BOB SPILLER, a.s Joe Keller,
again proved his versatility, portraying an old man, faced' with ruin and
disgrace as the result of a criminal
ac t of negligence. His pitiful defense, that the act was due only to
his desire to sUlTound his famlly
With lmrury, is almost, but not quite
good enough.
Martha Crady, as K ate K eller, th e
wife, portrayed a deeply tragic role,
quite different from her previous
appearances where she has appeared
as Mrs. Day, playing opposite Bob
Spiller in Life With Father, and in
many other Western Players productions.
Joe McFarland Jr., m ade his
debut with this group as Chris K eller, idealistic in spite of his grim
war experiences. His performance
was nothing short of excellent. He
will be remembered for his former
appearances for the Player's Guild.

.. "

BETTY BERNDOBLER, another
welcome newcomer, was conVincing
a.s Anne Deever, childhood neighbor
of the Kellers, and sweetheart of
Chris.
Wilborn Strode, as Dr . Jim Bayliss, and Anne Hart Robey, Sue Bayliss, !Supplied more than adequately,

of th,
tlmes.
Orner L. Gosnell, as George Deever, won the wh olehearted sympathy
of the audience, as h e doggedly
struggled to make restitution a n,d
amends for a great wrong done. Hls
integrity of purpose, despi te the
fa ct that the criminal blunder has
Deen made by t hose h e. holds near
and dear, shon e as a beacon through
the murky fog of an impossible situation.
Joe Durbin and J oJeen Johnson ,
as Frank and Lydi a Lubey, m ore
neighbors involved in th e com plex
situation, were refreshingly uncomplicat ed, leading h appy lives with
no psychological problems.

• • •

GARY R OBERTS, as Bert, the
neighborhood kid, was, as usual,
typically ' the American boy, and his
appearance 'did much to lighten the
overpowering gloom .
The technical staff deserves h onorable mention for their efforts.
Comprised of Stage Manager Kenneth Shore, scenic design, Hal
Gomer ; stage decoration, June Carrol Lewis, with a fal thful and hardworking crew t oo n umerous to list
here, this group worked 'd ay and
nigh t to provide a difficult setting.
Their efforts were supr emely successful and well worthwh.Ue.
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My Suns"
By ARTHUR MILLER

P roduced a nd Directed by R USSELL H. MILLER

<J~, ApAd.27
8:15

P. A1.
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WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are an activity of
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISII

Head

DR. GORDON WILSON,

Presenting, this s eason, A Mid-Century Cycle, Four Decades of American Play
Writing----:

Nothing But The Truth, 1915
Mary The Third, 1923
The Petrified Forest, 1935
All My Sons, 1947
- - -0,- - -

B elieving in the future of Western Kentucky State College and the part played by
W estern Players in the cultural life of the community, the following firms have contributed to this program:
DEEMER FLORAL CO.

NORMAN'S

DUCK INN CAFE

PUSHIN'S

DURBIN' S

THE SNEAK A WAY DRIVE INN

FELDMANS

THE STUDENT PRESSING SHOP

THE GOAL POST
TWELFTH STREET GRILL

HARTIG & BINZEL

UNIVERSITY INN

HILLTOPPERS LUNCH
HINTON'S BAND-BOX CLEANERS

WALLACE MOTOR CO.

MAPLE LANES

WHITE TRAY DRIVE INN

M c FARLAND'S CLEANERS &
LAUNDRY
- - - -c:- - - -

WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION TOJOHNSON-MALONE, for photography and display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation with publicity.
RADIO STATIONS W L B J AND W K C T, for cooperation with pUblicity.
HANCOCK'S FURNITURE COMPANY, for yard chairs.
E UGENE GERARD COMPANY, for ground cloth.
~1: RS. J. H. McFARLAND, for yard furniture and properties.

THE CAST-

"

Joe Keller _______________________________________ _____ ____________ ________________________ ________ __ __ Bob Spiller
Kate Keller _______ ___________________________________________ _________________________________ Martha Crady
Chris Keller ___ _____ ___ _____________________________________________________________ J oe McFarland, Jr.
Ann Deever _________________________________________ _____________ --- ___________ __ _______ Betty Herndobler
George Deever ____________________ ___________ _______ ____ ______ ______________ _____ _______ Omer L. Gosnell
Dr. Jim Bayliss _______________________________ _______________________ .____ ._._. ________ Wilborn Strod e
Sue Bayliss ___.____ .___ _.___ ._._. ___ .______ .. ______ ._._. _______ .________ .. ___._._._. ____ Anne Hart Robey
Frank Lubey __________.. ______ ... __ .. _. _______________________________ .___ _____ .___ .___ .. _.. ______ J oe Durbin
Lyd ia Lubey _____________________ ._. ___________ . __ .. _________________ ._ .. _.__ .___ .. __ .. _.. J oleene Johnson
Bert .__ .___ ___ ..----- -- ----. __ .. ____ -----.--.. -.- ---- .. ----_ --- ____ . ______ .. ____ _____ ._.. __.__ . __ _____ Gary Roberts
The action of the play takes place
town. It is August of 1946.

111

the outskirts of an American

Act 1.

The scene is the back porch and yard of the Keller home Sunday
morning.
Twelve-min ute interm iss ion
Act II.
Scene, as before, Jate afternoon of the same day.
Five-minute intermission
Act III.

Scene, as before, two o'clock the following morning.
Copies of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are provided by
UNESCO with whom the Western Players have coordinate::! their program
this semester.

•

THE WESTERN PLAYERS
OFFICERS 1949-'50
Bob Spiller ____________________________________________________________________________________________ President
Martha Crady ______________________________ ________________________________________________ Vice-Pn:sident
Carolyn Carr ________________________________________________________________________________________ Secretary
Mary Taylor ______________________________ -- ____ - ----- _______ ---- --- ----- __________________________ Treas urer
Cora Jane Morningstar ____________________ _____ _____________________ __________________________ Historian
Russeli H. Miller ______________________________________________________________________ Faculty Director

Technical Staff for "ALL MY SONS"
Stage Manager ____________________________________________ __ ______________________________ Kenneth Shore
Scenic Design _________________________________________ ------ ___________ ___ _______________________ Hal Gomer
Stage Decoration _________________________________________________ _______________ June Carroll Lewis
Crew _________________________________________________ __ ___ ---------------------------------------------------------Lawrence Baldwin, Jr., Mary Taylor, Cornella Childress, Pat Mason,
Mary Montana, Lewis Baker, Rachel Loudermilk, Edith Love Hawkins,
Joseph L. Durbin, Polly Warren, Mary Alice Summers, Sara Cummings, Carolyn Carr, Charles Loudermilk, Shirley Risher.
Script ______________________________________________________ J oleene Johnson, June Carroll Lewis
Special Effects ___________________________ __ ___________________________________________________ Lewis Baker
Properties ________________________________________________________________________ Lawrence Baldwin, Jr.
Make-up ________________________________________________________________ _______________ _____ __ Mary Montana
Publicity Artists _________ ____________________________ ____ ______ Omer Gosnell, Joe Kimbrough
Radio Publicity _______________________________________ ____________________ _______ Edith Love Hawkins
Box Office ___________________________________________________ __,____________ ________________ ______ Mary Taylor
Programs _________________________________________________ -________

00 _____________ •

______________

Polly Warren

House Committee ________________________ _____ ________ ___._____________ ----------------------- _____________ _
Cornella Childress, Frank Bacon, Carolyn Carr, Sara Cummings, Nick
and Elsie Diachenko, Bill Dolan, Edith Love Hawkins, Pat Mason, Bill
Montana, Hugh Noffsinger, Steve Anna Stevens, Mary Taylor, Polly
Warren, Thomas W .. White, Leo Magers.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Roberts will 0
~ entertain the Western Players at \'
i 7:30 o'clock Monday night at their
home, Timberlee, on Highland drive.
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The Western Players
Present

Arthur Niller's
•

Bob Spiller

Drama Critics' Prize Play
Produced and directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
with

Bob Spiller
Betty Herndobler
Orner Gosnell
Anne Hart Robey
Joleene Johnson

Martha Crady
Joe McFarland, Jr.
Wi] born Strode
Joe Durbin
Gary Roberts

SETTINGS - - - - - - - Hal Gomer and June Carroll Lewis
ST AGE MANAGER - - - - - - - - Kenneth Shore

Van Meter Auditorium
Thursday,
April 27
8:15 P.M.
iAdvance Sale of Reserved Seats at Bursar's Office, April 25-27}

Reserved Seats . • • $1.00
General Admission • . 50c

Orner Gosnell

Joe McFarland, Jr.

Betty Herndobler

Wilborn Strode

'\1"s"n
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:Russell J{. Atller

ews, 80 'frng Green, Ker
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Players Close Season

Players Close Season

Mr. Spiller

Mr. Bacon

The Western Players celebrated duct ons."
Bob Spiller, retiring president,
the completion of a most successful
season with a dinner- meeting and presided as toastmaster and predance Wednesday night at Manhat- sented Dr. Gordon Wilson , head of
tan Towers in honor of the gradu~ the English department at Western
ating I!1embers of the orglmization , Kentucky State College, and Mr.
who were presented awards by Rus- Miller who made short talks. Talks
sell H. Miller., director of the Play- were ~Iso made by the other retiring
ers. The awards, in the manner of officers, Martha Crady, vice-presiHollywood's "Oscars," went to Nina dent, Carolyn Carr, secretary, and
Koenen of Hanson, seen this season Mary Taylor, treasurer, and by the
in "Mary the Third" and "The Pet- new officers, Frank Bacon of Madrified Forest,"; ' Nick Diachenko of isonville, president, Kenneth Shore
Gary. W. Va., who appeareci in "The of Philpot, vice-president, and Ma ry
Petrified Forest,"; Mar tha Crady of Alice Summers of Springfield , Tenn.,
Louisville, seen in "Mary the Third," secretary. The new treasurer, Juand "All My Sons,"; Bob Spiller of dith Griffin, was unable to be pr esBroomall, P a., seen in "Nothing But ent. Miss Cora Jane Morningstar,
the Tiuth" and "All My Sons," and club historian , presented the newly
Thomas W. White of Springfield. completed 1949-50 volume including
appeared L1'1 "Mary the Third" the -record of th e year's program ,
and "The Petrified Forest ." The "A Mid-Century Cycle, Four Dec~
awards were for "ou ts tanding work adea of A nerican Play Writing."
The table decorations were of blue,
through the three years since the
organization reactivation and stellar lavender ahd silver iris and muitiparticipation in this season 's · pro- colored tapers in brass candelabra.
Joe Kimbrough was in charge of arrangements. Round and square
dancing was enjoyed following the
dinner and program.
Members and guests present were
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Wilson, Russell H . Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Roberts, Mr. ·alld Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger. Mr. and Mrs. Larry A.
Deweese, Mr. and Mrs. Nick Diachenko, Mr . and Mrs. Charles Loudermilk, Mildred Hoffman, Cora
Jane Moringstar, Anne lIart Robey,
Mary Evelyn Hargrove, Martha Crady Grace Lane, ;Rita Sumpter, Betty' Herndobler, Aima Penick, Betty
Chelf. Mary Alice Weller, Barbara
Edwards, Steve-Anna .Stephens,
Janice Farmer, Mary Allce Summers, Sara Cummings, qarolyn Carr,
Nina Koenen, Mary Wa!&oner, Mary
Taylor, Joleene Johnson, Bob Spiller, Charles Forsythe, George utley Joe Kimbrough, O. V. Clark,
Ga~y Roberts, Joe Durbin, Thomas
W. White. Glenn Bennett, Bud Hess,
Dan Lockard, Frank' Bacon, Gene
Spears, Don Dunne, Kenneth Shore,
J ames Prow, Well Rodfus · and Joe
McFarland Jr.

The Western. Players celebrated
the completion of a most successful
season with a dinner-meeting and
dance Wednesday n ight at Manhattan Towers in honor of the graduating members of the organization,
who were presented awards by Russell H . Miller, director of the Players. The awards, in the manner of
Hollywood's "Oscars," went to Nina
Koenen of Hanson, seen this season
in "Mary the Third" and "The Petrified Forest,"; Nick Diachenko of
Gary. W. Va., who appeared in "The
Petrified Forest,"; Martha Crady of
Louisville, seen in "Mal'y the Third,"
and "All My Sons,"; Bob Spiller of
Broomall, P a ., seen in ." Nothing But
the Truth" and "All My SOl1S," and
Thomas W. White of Springfield,
who appeared in "Mary the Third"
, and "The Petrified Forest." 'rhe
awards were for "ou tstanding work
, through the three years since the
i organization reactivation and stellar
participation in this season 's pro-

ductions."
Bob Spl1ler , r etiring president,
presided as toastmaster and presented Dr. Gordon Wilson, head of
the English department at Western
Kentucky State College, and Mr.
Miller, who made short talks. Talks
were also made by the other retiring
officers, Martha Crady, vice-president. Carolyn Carr, secretary, and
Mary Taylor, treasurer, and by the
new officers, Frank Bacon of Madisonville, president, Kenneth Shore
of Philpot, vice- president, ana Mary
Alice Summers of Springfield, Tenn .,
secretary. The new treasurer, Judith Griffin, was unable to be present. Miss Cora Jane Morningstar ,
club historian, presented the newly
co mpleted 1949-50 voiume including
t he record of the year 's program,
"A Mid-Century Cycle, Four Decades of American Play Writing."
The t able decorations were of blue,
lavender and silver iris and multicolQred tapers in brass candelabra.
Joe Kimbrough was in charge of arrangements. Round and square
dancing was enjoyed following the
dinner and program.
Members and guests present were
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Wilson, Russell H . Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger. Mr. and Mrs. Larry A.
Deweese. Mr. and Mrs. Nick Diachenko, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Loudermilk, Mildred Hoffman, Cora
J ane Moringstar, Anne Hart Robey,
Mary Evelyn Hargrove, Martha Crady, Grace Lane, Rita Sumpter, Betty Herndobler. Alma Penick, Betty
Chelf. Mary Alice Weller, Barbara
Edwards.
Steve-Anna Stephens,
Janice Farmer, Mary Alice Summers, Sara Cummings, Carolyn Carr,
Nina Koenen, Mary Waggoner, Mary
Taylor, Joleene Johnson, Bob Spiller, Charles Forsythe, George Utley, Joe Kimbrough , O. V. Clark.
Gary Roberts, Joe Durbin, Thomas
W. White, Glenn Benuett, Bud Hess,
Dan Lockard, Frank Bacon, Gene
Spears, Don Dunne, Kenneth Shore,
James Prow, Weil Rodfus and Joe
McFarland Jr.
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Judge Noffsinger's Court wi 11
try Jo~n Q. ~esley wro was
indicted today by tre Grano Jury
after evidence was 'Oroduced
that linked hi~ with the eS6ult
and atte~pted robbery r,~ Geo . ~ .
Simpson on t~e night o~ arch 22 .
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NOT I CE ! t !
The regular me e t i ng of t r e CONGRESS DEBATING CLUB
wi ll be h eld Tue sday , April 25, on t h e third floor
of t he l ibr a ry.

senators Cravens and Cur ry, a l f irm-

ative, vs. Senators Simpson and Faulkner, nega tive,
wil l presen t a debate on the top ic Resolved:

That

t he Fede r al Government Should Provide! System of
Complete Medical Care Ava ilabl e to all Citizen s at
Publ ic Expense.

All member's are urged to be present

an d vis i t ors are cordia lly i nvited to attend.

Debatin&' Club Has
Dinner And Dance

The Congress Debating Club, old -

I
I'

-est student organization operating
on th e campus of Western Kentucky state College, held its last
meeting of the 1949-50 school year
Tuesday n ight in th e form of a dinh er-meeting and dance at Manhattan Towers.
The club was reorgan ized la te in
the first semester with the election
of Hugh Noffsinger as president and
Russell H. Miller, speech instructor
, of the English facutly, as faculty
sponsor . Mr. Noffsinger presided as
toastmaster at the dinner-meeting
and presented the retiring officers
George Simpson. president, Leonard Curry, vice-president , and
R aymond Cravens, secretary- treasurer, who gave brief reports. New
officers for the 1950-51 school year,
beginning in September, were presented for short talks. These Included president-elect, L eo n a r d
Curry.: vice-president, J ames Ch am- I
berlain, and serge'a nt -at-arms, Ken- !
neth Dlx.
I
Dr . Gordon Wilson discussed the
origin of the Congress' Debating
Club and esablished its identity as
the oldest student organization still
functioning. Willson Wood, also of
the English faculty, represented the I
club alumni and told of ways in
which the club had been beneficial
during his college days at Western.
T able decora tions consisted of ar ran gements of P aul Sarlet roses
interspersed with brass candelabra
with yellow can dles. The committee
in charge of a rangements for the
dinner and program was composed
-of Raym ond Cravens, George Simp- I
son, Hugh Noffsinger and J ames
Chamberlain. The dinner and program were followed by dancing.
Members and guests present in cluded Dr. and Mrs. Gord.on Wilson, Russell H. Miller , Mr. and Mrs.
Willson Wood. M1'. and Mrs Hugh
Noffsinger, Mildred Hoffman, l\1ary
Ruth P age, Lorene Caudell, Betty
Jane Miller, Dorothy Allen, Margaret R oss, Dott ye Nukols, Joh n Q .
Wesley, LeonaI;d P . Curry, R aymond
L. Cravens, K enneth Dix, Al Greene,
George Simpson and J ames Chamberla i n . - o - -_
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iThe Park City Daily News,
Ii

E R·J.O U RN'A L,

LOUISVILLE,- KY.
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· William A .·Brady, Stage. Produce,;
Half A Century, Dies In New Y ork ~I
Heart Attack
Is Fatal at

t86

New Yot-Ie, Jan. 7 (JP)-William
A. Brady, 86, an outstanding the atrical producer for half a century, died yesterday in his Park
Avenue home after a heart attack.
Brady, Who managed many
stars, had had a heart ailment
many years, art associate of
Brady's personal physician said.
Brady produced a stream of
popular plays since 1888. He had
produced 250 plays in New York.
He managed such stars as
Douglas Fairbanks, Laurette Taylar, Tallulah Bankhead, his
daughter, Alice Brady, and Grace
George, his second wife.
Miss George, currently appearing in a new play, "The Velvet
Glove," was 1;p appear on stage
tonight despife her husband's
death, a Booth Theater spokesman said.
Built Two Theaters
He built two theaters in New
York, and leased and managed
many other theaters here and in
Chicago.
His granddaughter, Barbara
Brady, also is in "The Velvet
Glove" in which Brady's widow
shares top billing with Walter
Hampden.
Brady confessed he was a born
gambler-that he made and lost
50 fortunes in as many years in
show business.
He told of cutting cards at
$15,000 a cut with Arnold Rothstein, Broadway g'a mbling prince.
During a tempestuous life he
was actor, sports promoter, playwright, and producer.
'
He was born in San Francisco
June 19, 1863. His father, a newspaperman, b e cam e estr'a nged
from Brady's mother and took
the child to New · York at the
age of 3.
His father was killed in a fall
under the Bowery "EI" and
young Brady; in his teens, got
a job as a steward in the New
York Press Club.
Began Stage Career
In 1882 he retUrned to h'is native city and began a stage career
as an actor.
President Wilson named Brady
in 1917 as Chairman of a committee to or~nize the motionpicture indhstry to co-operate
with the Committee on Public
Information.

Corr~t ,

of the W'orld Film
He managed Ji~ Corbettl

Tidbits
of Kentucky Folklore
By Gor don Wilson. Ph. D.

W e s tern · Stat~

College

"Gentleman Jim" dethrone<i.i
- t i d today \ d
up hat They may have had a
'
.
If a gentleman mee s a a y,
" a ress
.
do? Does
tIP hIS rain hat or 'a sport cap to hwear to,
L.. Sulhvan as heavyweIght, \What does h e
. he
.
pIOn at New Orleans SeptEl hat as well-bred gentlemen m my headed, anyway, how m~c more
7, 1892.
. s , outh were taught to do? But few humble can you be? 'you mIght salute
Seven years later he was Yentlemen in our day wear hats. like a returned soldIer, but that soon
aging Jeffries when the ., ~en what? To save myself from em- becomes rather stale. Probably leavwon the heavyweight tit: barrassing gentlemen of other times, mg off this custom is best; ~ warm
Coney Island from the conq} I must confess that I do not know. "Hi" may be even better, partICula~ly
of Corbett-Bob FitzsimmoI; I wear a hat in bad winter weather when you meet hundreds of ladles
Sold Candy on Trains
: ! and unconsciously tip or touch ~y every day.
. .
! I hat every time I meet a lady, \~hlch
Old gentlemen in the FIdelIty ~:ea
he reached
San
, pre
' tty oft.e n in a co-educatIOnal still clung to the customh of weallng
. Before
. 1882
B d
.
r k d'I IS
clscdo In
ra YthwoU ~ .-I college like Western. I have come. to their hats on into churc , remThovm g
b t h
ca~ y ~ ~ er on e Illor feel a little conspicious in adhenng them just as they sat down. ere
ClflC rall~oad. Even her~ to this old- time custom. A few days was nothing irreverent or disrespectbrought ~I.S theatrIcal bent ' a 0 I asked a very young lady, a ful about this; it was merely what
play! recltmg Shakespear.e . f g h
just what was her attitude they had been taugh t. Young fellows,
10qUles
he sold fruIt 1, toward
res man,
. rna tter o f hat· tipping . l'ke
candy to aspassengers
thIS
I me
, thought this was pretty
h t
.'
She urged me to keep it up ; she con- tacky and always removed our a S
In
San
FranCISCO
he
at.las.t
Id
l"ke
to
see
the
.
t
h
n
entering
the
church
door,
,
on the stage The begmnm fessed that she wou
I
JUS w e
th O th
his long stri~g of successes' custom revived. And she was ~l no If the old-timers .noticed .IS,
ey
his dramatization of H. ] sense an old-fashione;t l.ady, eIther, did not say anythl~g about ~t. They
Associated Press 'Vircphoto
H aggard's novel, "She."
just an average college girl, one who may have thought It was a Silly new
WILLIAM A. BRADY
For . years Brady fought probably h as neve~ see~ a young man style ~troduced by.s<,Jme upstart who
legalization of Sunday perf, of ' her own age tIP hiS hat or even had ndden on a tlam or had eaten
ances. The fight was won in wear one.
.
at a hotel. .
Brady was presitlent of the when the New York City a i
IT SEEMS THAT I have lived,
Just when IS a man a gentlemanNational Associa tion of the Mo- men- authorized Sunday shmi like Sir Roger de Coverley's coat, hatless, hat in hand, or hat on head~
tion Picture Industry from 1915
through several changes of style. Of I have lived through three aras 0
to 1920 and was executive head
Crt-..... . .. - .
course, in my earliest . day~ no one hats and do n<,Jt know yet. StIll I
.
We
ever dreamed of tipping hIS hat to like to want to tip my hat, whe!her.I
a la dy. There was no lack of respect; actually do 9r not, ju.st as I fmd It
it just wasn't being done in our neck t hard to sit on a tram or bus and
of the woods. Then, about the time I let a woman stand. I suppose that
was in the gosling age, the custom this is old~fashioned , but I am no
barely got into the Fidelity section, spring chicken.
and I learned to doff my hat,even
my straw hat of plowboy days, whenever I met a lady.
I recall the very first time I ever
tipped my hat. Two young :women of
our neighborhood loved to ride horseba,ck, on side saddles, of cour~e. One
day as I was riding my mule m fr?m
the field, I saw the two older girls
coming cantering down the road. on
their nags. I planned to do the Impossible: I did it. Within a few days
my mother told by these girls what a
very polite young man I was. I felt
amply repaid for my embarrassment,
for it took a lot of courage to break
in a new style for boys of my age,
at least though some of the fellows
who ow~ed rubber-tired buggies may
have tipped their hats a few times
before this. Anyway, that started it
4
for me, and I find it hard to break
with this quaint old custom.
All through my own young manhood hat-tipping was just the thing.
Not to _have followed it would have
branded one as very rude or rural.
It was easy to tip a derby, for instance. Derby brims were just made
for that sort of hpld necessary to
lift the h at gently lmd gracefully. I
was never quite sure how to tip my
soft hats, whether by the brim or I
by the crease in the top. Either procedure soon left its marks on a new
hat, but what was a hat for, anyway.
AND THEN came n atlessness. How
can a fellow tip a hat he does not
have? I know dozens of young men
from 20 to 35 who have never owned
footb all games or a cloth cap to wear
when playing on a sandlot, but no
fancy name hats. If you are bare-
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ands Hilltoppers Fourth -Lo!
*

Reeves Paces
Hickman Team

*

* * * * * *

With 22 Points
By Bert Borrone
LOUISVILLE, J an. 12" - Kenny
Reeves, a ,bronzed stone-fac ed kid
who once wanted to come t o Western, has the Midas touch against the
r Toppers.
e Everyth ing this University of
e Louisville baSket king touches turns

e
p

o
k
;t

y

Eddie Diddle wllI play no more
basketball l or Western this year.
Th e T eam physician reported today h e received a chipped fra cture of the knee a nd a
ba d
wrench an d contus'ions Wh en
fouled by Glen Combs,

,t, to goal wh en

1~ w~~te~ ~tR~ay

the team he once

t~r::o~~~~s

o:;; h
of
n , competing with the gr eatest and
near -best in Western history, the
fa Cardinals' goal-den boy has scored
ie 118 points and wrought chaos with
IY nearly everyon e.
r-

~d

d
1.

a.
d
.a
~

r.
y

s
I.

!s
1.

9,
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HE R ESER VED h is most brilliant
performance for last night, the final
time he'll play here against the Toppers.
Before a mob of more th an 7500 a t
the Armory, Reeves goa-led 22 points
as Louisville halted Western's comeback with a 70-59 decision.
H e t ouched the goal for 10 points
in the first seven minutes of the
second half as the Cardinals broke
a 31-31' int ermission tie and swept
to a 50-44 lead.
Th is was t h e "l ast sh ot Eddie Diddle will take for Western this season.
Then , when Western pulled up to
Th e th ol'ough foul shown being committed by Glen Combs of Louisa 58- 61 with five minutes left,
ville during last night's game hur tled Diddle 10 feet through the air,
Reeves took over again. He hooped
chip-fractur ed a bone in his knee and badly wrenched it. Other ident ithree charit ies and commanded the
fiable players are Louisville's Bob Brown (No. 9) an d Western's Gene
front line while Louisville went on
R hodes (No. n .) Coach Ed Diddle became incensed at a remark
to hand Western its worst defeat by
Combs made after the foul and ch arged to courtside a s play was h eld E1
a Kent ucky team since 1945.
ex
up several minutes,
th
Western
FG- A FT- A PF T P
Cate F .... .. . 5-12 2-3
3
12
1~2
Turner F .... . 0-5
2
Lavoy C .. . ... 7-16 7-9
3
Given& G
6- 16 N
6
6' •
Rhodes 0 ••• • ~U ~
6
OJ,sh F : ...... l-:t 1-2
3'
Diddle G . • •• • 0-2
f
0-0
0
McGuire G •• • 0-2
0-0
3
O· B:
Gibson G . •••• 0-0
0-0
1
0

....

•

iilt
orI

:s

11
Tota ls . . .•.. 19-70 21-30 26 ~9
5, Louisville
FG-A FT-A PF TP
4
13
\d Lockmueller F 5- 11 3-9
G. Combs F •. 3-21 1-4
3
7
Robison C ... . 3-7
0-0
4
61
<1
BroWn G ..... 7-21 3-5
17 1 G
Reeves Goo... 7-21 8-l(p o 22
"Naber F
0-0
2-3
2
21a
Edwards F .•• 1-7
1-1
3
3

s
Totals . •. . .. 26-~ · 18-32 20 70 t
~ JHa lftime score : Western 31, Louis-'
Jd ville 31.
a
)2,
Officials: Edgar McNabb (Belle- (
vue) and Bob Hoffman (Jas per).
5;

l-

\.8,
'

Th e Cardinals n ot only beat West.ern decisively, they out-fought and
out -smarted the Toppers at every
t urn. . They a pplied 20th Century
execution- baffling inside screensto Stone-Age tactics - foul 'em if
you can 't stop 'em-and made the
weird combin at ion pay off.
Louisville was willing the f irst

~9nuary
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Season's Leaf AuctionsBrr
75- Year His tory Of B. G. Business S~
University Presents uSuccess" Story ~.
•

I

I

By Dave Whitaker
Bowling Green Business univer- ·
fllSity has just completed its 75th year ·
in operation.
The 75-year history of the local I
institution is a first-rate "success"
story. For in those 75 years, the business university has grown from a
two-room school to the largest privately owned business university ,in
the United states. Present facilities
are adequate for the conducting of
35 classes simultaneously.
When the school was moved here
from Glasgow in 1884, it was faced
wi th many serious problems. In 1892,
when the late Dr. H. H. Cherry took
charge, school equipment included
mlly eight typewriting machines and
they had double keyboards.

*' * .;.

'"
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TODAY, THERE are 300 typewriters at the Business university. I n
addition, the university offers in·struction in adding machines, calculators, bookkeeping machines, mimeographing machines and · rexograph machines.
When Dr. Cherry, the founder of
Southern Normal school, which Is
now Western state college, took over
the Business university, there were
just 28 students on the roster. Smce
1892, the business university has expanded until today it acconunodates
between 1,200 and 1,500 students . .
University. officials estimate that
65,000 students have attended the
school since it opened in Glasgow
in 1874. Since that opening, the Business university has come a long way.
I n 1922, it established a junior college, now called the Bowling Green
College of Commerce.
Two junior college programs of
study were outlined-one for those
who wished to prepare for high
school commercial teaching and the
second for those deSiring to specialize in accounting. In order to meet
a further (iemand for better trained
office secretaries, the . college secretarial course was added in 1925.

..

..

AND. I N RESPONSE to a strong
demand for graduates thoroughly
t rained in general business princi" pIes and with a broad background in
finance, banking, industrial management and marketing, the Department of Business AcJ,min.istration was
organized in 1938.
For many years, the Business University offered courses in bookkeeping, arithmetic, shorthand, typewri ting, telegraphy and penmanship.
Oth er courses were added from time
to time in commercial law, finance,
economics, business, oral English,
English grammar and rh etoriC, commerCial correspondence, and some
courses in education and psychology.
As a result of this continued expansion, students today may obtain
two-year or four-year degrees. They
may choose from courses which are
cultural. professional and vocational
tin character. A third alternative is
:the cqllege secretarial course. Some
of the most popular fields are those
leading to commercial teach ing,
public accounting and business administration work.
Soon after the establishment of

.

I
'

To thousands of Bowling Green residen ts, th is is a familiar scene. Down through th e· years, they h ave grown
accustomed to the sight of hundreds of students str eaming in and out of the Bowling Green Business
University building on College street, However, Glasgow, amI not Bowling Green, is t he origina l site of
the S'usin ess University. But Bowling Green has been th e home of the Business university for 65 of ·the
75 years It ha·s been in operation. University official s estimate th a t some 65,000 students h ave ttended
the privately-owned institution since it was founded at Glasgow in 1874.
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the College of Commerce, the Uni- sion into what is now Western and secretary of state; J ustice Wiley B.
versity of Ken tucky, upon applica- I B.U. was accomplished in 1907. Ru~ledge of the U. S . Supreme a
tion by the local institution, accred- I When the division was effecte d, Dr . Court; Charles I. Dawson, former t:
ited it as an "A" class junior college. Cherry sold his interest in the Busi- attorney general and U. S. judge and II
In 1926, four-year cour es were in- ness university to the late J . S. now on the coal mine'rs' pension $
stalled. Later that year, th~ Com- Dickey. who served as president un- board; Ralph QUinn, general man- 0
mittee on Accredited Relations of til his death in 1921.
.
agel' of the Cincinnati Enqu irer; I· ,
the University of Kentucky gave the
Living citizens instl1lmental in Walker D. Hines. director general
local college a senior college rating. shaping the destin y of the institu- of all the railroads of the United .$5
• .. •
tion include J . Murray Hill, presi- States, and many others.
S.
I N 1930, THE same accrediting dent; W. L. Matthews, vice presiThe 75-year history of the Busi- tw
age~cy ga~~ ,;he College . of Com- dent; and Dr. J. L. Harman, past I ness university represents 75 years po
n:el?e an A grade ratmg. ThiS preSident. Dr. Harman served as l of progress. Unlike individuals, In- I th,
slgmfles t hat the College of Com- head of the school for 24 years, be- I stitutions grow stronger with age,
I
mer~e has met all the standards es- mg succeeded by Mr. Hill, who as- and this has been the case at the pot
tablished for se.mor. colleges 111 thiS swned tIle presidency in 1945.
Business university. "Solid" is an . F .
state by the Umverslty of KentUCkY. , Because B.U. and Western are 10- adjective which may be applied to R01
The local institution is also. a mem- cated here, Bowling Green has gain- the stature it has attained.
l eT'
bel' of the Kentucky ASSOCiatIOn of ed state -wide prominence as a "culColleges and Secondary Schools, an ; tural center." However, such instiaccrediting agency. Because it is tutiol1s of higher learning bring
accredited, studen~s of the school I more than just culture to their home ·
"
may transfer credits to practICally towns. It has been estimated· that
all leading colleges and universities B.U. alone brings $2,000,000. a year ·
m the natIOn.
I to t~lis city.
Too, the Busin ess uniA. W. Mell, whose courage and i verslty prOVides employment for
enthusiasm exceeded his finances. about 70 persons.
founded t he Business university in . The steps of the castellated bUild- I· MT S.,....
1874. The original school was 10- I mg on College street h ave. been -Th~.
cated a t Glasgow. Ten years later wO.rn .by the tramp of such dlstm - corr .
the school was moved here after out- gmshed men as Cordell Hull,' fOlmer _
growing its Barren county quarters.
After occupying the building
which formerl¥ housed the old Bowling· Green Female college at Twelfth '
and College streets for 15 years,
headquarters for the school was
LOUISVILLE, K'
moved in 1899 when the old buildKentucky's famr
ing was razed by fire. ,
h ave to sh arp
AFTER A N EW building had been ture l.a nds
The Y
erec ted on College street, the divi-

INewspa per

Taken Bv r
l ·

State Green Pasture
Program Is Launr'

. .. ..

•
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IBoys Club 'Campaign Workers Need
$5,450 To Complete $15,000 Drive
Campaign workers for the' War
Memorial Boys club yesterday seL
their sigh ts on r aising $5,450 ' this
week to complete the $15,000 drive.
Spurred on by a seri·es of rapidfi re developmen ts, campaign workers under the leadership of Ervin
Houchens, drive chairman, hope to
wind up the drive successfully in
short order.
11,1ayor Elvis R. Campbell placed
I the city's official seal of a pproval on
I the membership campaign yesterday
I by proclaiming this week as War
Memorial Boys Club Week in Bowling Green.
* • *
THE CAMPAIGN was given an
unexpected shot in the arm yesterday when Dr . C. E. Palmore, who
1 was elected last November to a twoI year t erm as state representative
from this district , announced that
he is donating his fiist year's pay
as a legislator to t he Boys club.
Dr. Palmore, when contacted a t
his Louisville road home, said the
subscrip tion amounts to $1,100,
which r epresents the largest single
contribu tion th us far to the Boys
subscription amounts to $1,110,
each h ave been made by "vioose
lodge, th e Elks lodge and Warren
Post 23 of the American Legion.
Dr. Patmore said yesterday his
contribu tion represen ts the fulfillment of a ca:mpaign promise made
prior t o the August primary last
year. At that time he announced
that, if elected, he would turn over
his pay check t o a "charitable insUtution ."
The st,ate represen tative said he
asked five civic leaders to decide

I

Cross f unds-ra ising campaign, 1s
$15,000.
Dr. Palmore's con tr ibution was
previously announced Friday afternoon by G. D. Milliken Sr., form er
county judge, at a mee ting of the
board of directors of the 'W ar Memorial Boys club. Dr. P almore, who
was tmable to 'attend th e meeting,
authorized the announcement.
.
It also was announced a t the
board meeting that arrangements
have been completed for a Boys
club benefi t basketball game at t he
Western gym on April 19 matching
form er stars of w estern and Eastern.

I

I

• • •

Dr. C. E. Palmore
which charitable organization was
most worthy and in lleed of the
year's salary. After due study the
committee recommended that . he
don ate the amount to the newlyestablished Boys club.
• • •
DR. PALMORE SAID he will turn
over a check for $1,110 to Circuit
Judge J ohn B. Rodes, president of
the Boys club, in the next few days.
The $1 ,110 pledge upped the drive
total to $9,550. Goal for t he drive,
which was suspended recently so as
not to conflict with the annual Red

ANNOUNCING the benefi t game
plans was Thomas L. Diemer, ·director of th e Boys club, who will be in
ch arge of the sale of advance
tickets to t he tilt. J ack Clayton,
Western football coach and a Boys
c!ub director, arranged :(01' the game.
Use of th e gymnasium was dona.ted by t he college. Western's former hardwood greats a re donating
their end of the purse to the Boys
I Club drive.
A . thIrd . announ ce:nent at the
boal d mee ~mg was. I elated to another ben·efIt attr actIOn bemg staged
for the Boys club. O. V. Clarlr Jr., I
Boys club dIrector, announced that j
t icket booths h ave been set up on
Fountain Square for the appearance
here April 20 of King Brothers Circus.
.
Proce·eds from th e circus will be
split amon g th e circus m anagemen t,
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
and the Boys club. Sponsoring 01'ganization is the Junior Chamber
of Commerce, which will split its
share of the gate with the Boys
club.
Judge Rodes also pointed obt the
possibility of arranging additional
.benefit attractions for the Boys
club. He said it is possible th at a
musical show will be staged next
month. The Boys club head has '
conferred with Dr. Paul L. Garrett,
Western president, and Russell
Miller, director of Western Players'
productions, relative to the show.

I
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Kansas 'City, Kan., Feb. 11 (AP)-Maj. John J. Luther,
Jr., onetime aide to Lt. Gen. Mark Clark, was f~und shot
to death today behind the steering wheel of hJs parked
automobile.

Police said they believed the Major Luther left, bu.t did not
say 'where he was gomg.
30-year-old officer from Clay
Dr. Fred C. Young, deputy
City, Ind., was the victim of coroner set the time of death between 6 and 7 a.m.
r obbers.
Major Luther, a student at the
Went to West Point
Command and General Staff ColAt Fort Leavenworth, .- 30 miles
lege at Fort Leavenworth, had away, the public-information <?fbeen shot twice in the head and fice said Col. Elwyn B. Post, chIef
of staff of. the .college, would
once in the hip, apparently with appoint
a three-man investigating
a .32-caliber revolver. His face board.
Major Luther, a World War II
had 'been beaten.
combat veteran, was graduated
Hip Pocket Disturbed
from the U. S. Military Academy
The car was parked two blocks in 1943. Overseas he served as
west of Fairfax Airport in the aide to General Clark and was
Fairfax industrial district. It was awarded the Silver Star, Bronze
and Purple Heqrt.
noticed this morning by a bus \§tar,
Last August he entered as a
driver who reported it to polic.e. student
in the 10-month course
Sheriff Roy A. Ferguson saId
the Army college.
r obbery apparently was th~ mo- at Major
Luther was the son of
tive. No billfold was found m t~e Mr. and MrS.
John J. Luther, Sr.,
officer's pocket, an~ the left hlP
Clay City.
pocket had been dlsturb~d.
His mother said there that her
Identification of the offIcer was
had been a gl.lest of General
made by Maj. S. E. Baker, a son
and his family at Fort
fellow officer at Fort Leaven- Clark
worth. He said he and Luther Monroe, Va., over the New Year
She said her sor and
had attended a dinner at the holiday.
home of a friend on the post l~st the general's daughter, An!), had
night. About 11 p.m., he saId, been "good friends."

I'

ZONE LEADERS Coo P &1' ~ .
Smith, M. E. Holton and Thomas L.
Diemer told Mr. Houchens their
crews 'of volunteer workers will be
ready to resume contacting prospective subscribers tomorrow. Final
plans for the resumption of the
Boys club drive were made at the
board of directors' m eeting.
Mr. Houchens asked that· all pers'ons wishing to become members of
the Boys club leave their subscriptions with Fred Spires, treasurer of
the fund, at the American National
Bank. A central office, formerly
headquarters for the Boys club
drive, in city hall bas been closed.
Some $8,500 of the fund will be
used. in purchasing the Adams street
property which has been selected as
the site of t he club house. The remainder of the $15,000 will be used
in remodeling t he two-story residence, purchasing equipment and
paying the first year's salary for a
Boys club director.
Memberships are issued in the
club. Certificates of membership
are issued individuals who contribute $10 or more and firms and organizations which subscribe at least
$25.
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Reminiscing. 1975
A Rev iew Of 1949-50 Activities At Western
Leads This Dreamy Colu mnist To Conclude;
1975 College Students Are Missing A Lot
By Vernon Stone
SOMEWHERE, ,U.S.A., M ay 26
1975,-This morning my mail included the special Golden Anniversary edition of the College H eight.s
HERALD. It was a mighty good
looking paper and it set me r ecalling that Silver Anniversary job we
turned out when I was editor of the
Western Kentucky p aper back in
1950.
M y editor s have threatened to replace me with Boyle or Pegler II if
I keep turning out this memory lane
stuff, bu t bere I go just one more
time.
• * ..
"WESTERN TO GET Student
Union B uilding" said tbe headline
on that firs t paper for the 1949-50
year. Since these old bones took
their leave in June, 1951, the Bowling Green Hilltop has not only
added the Student Union building,
but also a n ew Fieldhouse (largest
in the state) , an ultra-modern
science building, another ciormi tory,
and m ore structurl>.s.
W estern's gone a long way with
her buildings, but there'll n ever be
anotl1er spot quite like the Cedar
house of 1949. Dancing after a football game, Homecoming reception,
or dropping in to listen to a ball
game on the radio (they still had
radios in 1949-50)-there wasn't a
brigh ter spot on the Hill.
Another headline that year read
"Weslern to Meet Niagara in National Invitational Tomorrow." I still rerecall tbe dismal tone of Bob Proctor's voice as he announced from
Madison Square Garden that Western's basketball team had fallen to
St. John's 69-60.

.. . ..

THOSE WERE HIGHLIGHTS,
but it's the littl~ things that I like
to remember. There was Dr. E arl A.
Moore's "Invitation to Reading."
which never once failed to start off:
" Greetings to all of those who like
to read and to those who would like
to lemn to like to read."
That was the year the HERALD
printed coupons giving free milk
shakes with each twenty-cent hamburger bought at t h e Sweet Shop
before Valentine D ay.
It all comes back to me now-: Dr.
Wilson wa tching a rare bird • • •
Dr. Willey telling a r are joke . . .
Dean Grise clearing his throat and
adjustin g the mike before making
his chapel announcements .
"Uncle Billy" Craig's Homecoming
Ad dress . . . Coach Diddle throw ing up the red towel when Rhodes
sank a long one . . • Norma Cullen
Bill&ing "Make Believe"- in cha pel
•• , D ennis Lilly opening a basketbaA lame with the National Antheql.
The c han g e a b 1 e - as-a-woman
vane. on top of Cherry ball
serene and above
about wind or sbowers . . .
uirrelB chattering abou~ the lab
dows In Snell hall • • . radios
blaring in the dorms • • • a crowd
at tbe bulletin board • . • trying to
outrun an April shower to tbe dorm
• . • tbe sun setting on a Warren
county knob . .• . • •
"THE SONG I S DONE" sung by
the Columbus Boychoir . . . S ana
roma at the piano • . . Na n M erriman doing "Seven Popular Songs"
(classical a nd not the Hit' Parade)
• . . Fiagaro in the "Barber of Seville."
A series of four American Plays
of the Half Century was given by
the Western Players- "Nothing But
The Truth," "M a r y the Third," "The
Petrified Forest," and "All My
Sons." The ' plays a lways -came on
the Thursday nights when we put
th .. HF.RALD to bed. wh icl. meant

~

s<
tl
A

n
coming, the Sophomore juke box a
jump, and the big -one I missed, 'the
Military Ball.
B
I was in New York that night at b
t he 54th annual banquet of the k
Congress of American Industry as
guest of the N ational Association of tJ
Manufacturers. That was quit.e a p
jaunt the NAM gave me-and ex- So
pense-free too. My luckiest break h
of the year!
tJ
The Red and Gray orchestra was
led by D ave Livingston back t hen.
D ave, by the way, is the m a n who h
finally replaced GUY Lomba rdo at b
the Grill room of t he Roosevelt tl
Hotel. His aggregation is called the a
Royal Kentuckians, with t he slogan, il
" th e hottes t -music this side of . . . " f.

t:

* * *
THE 10 TOP TUNES of t he school _
year 1949-50, as I picked them, were
as fo llows: "Don't Cry Jot'," "Someday," "Mule Tra in" (at least, differ ent), "Some Enchanted Evening,"
"Slipping Around." "It I sn't F air,"
"There's No Tomorrow," " Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy," "My Foolish
H eart," "A Dreamer's Holiday," and
"I Can Drealn, Can't 1."
I h ear they're reviving "I Can
Dream , Can't I," and I sure wish
they would. This 1975 music (to use a
1950 term) is not very solid. E verybody's running that "Honeymoon to
the Moon" tune in the ground, even
if space ships are just around the
corner.
Yes, the old 1950 juke box at the
Goal Post kept playing While students bad Cokes between classes. I
recall I always enjoyed juke boxes
most when somebody else put the
nickel in.
You Kampusology studen ts of
1975 should have been there-taking
the long way home , . . lemonade:;
a t Pearson's . . . twosomes loafing
aimlessly on the first days of spring
· . . far away looks in hundreds of
drea my eyes.
Al Capp gave u s the Kigmies and
Fearless Fosdick that year. D ick
Tracy and Superman were led to
the altar, and Ingrid Bergman
raised a rumpus with a movie called
"Stromboli."

..

. ..

I'VE BEEN LOOKING thr ough
the 1949-50 HERALDS and find:
Roy and Johana Harris added to
music staff . . . Agriculture students have meats ' lab . . . girls
occupy New Dorm and boys move
into Potter hall .
. Air and
Ground ROTC units ,are divorced
· . . poems by seven accepted for
publication in College Anthology
· . . Dogpatch comes to Hill for
Sadie H awkins party. ' . . Ed Diddle coaches basketball clinic in Germany . , . Ray Anthony music -for
Valentine night . . .
Arch Bennett appointed ~ :8uslness Manager post at Wdte~: . • •
Doug Hens gen wins Ogden eon.t
and James Chamberlain takes Robinson award , . . D r. J udson Griffin, ' Geography department head
dies • • • Miss Richards is unable
(illness) to attend English club
banquet in her honor . . . Air and
Ground ROTC units rate high in
Federal Inspection . . .open sh op
held by indus trial arts department
· . . graduatin g class plans big last
weekend . . . TALISMANS Arrive.
Yearbook signing-a lot of nice words and bes t wishes . . • Final
tests- then the grand finale . • • A
junior comments, "I'm glad I've got
another year at Western and a
chance to take another spin at tIle
whole affair."

..

..

AND N OW IT'S 1975. The war

•
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Western P layers Has Trained Students
In Stage And Speech Arts Since 1934
By Kennetb Shore

The student interested in dramatics at Western has ample opportunity for the expr ession of his
talents in t he play production classes and the Western Players.
These organizations provide the
opportunity for students to take
part in the production as actors,
stage \vorkers, scenic artists, or in
any of the various technical assignments as those who h ave necessary,
but lIDseen, places in the finished
product. The student thus trained
is not necessarily provided with a
stepping stone to Hollywood or
Broadway, but he will have developed a knowledge and taste for the
theater.

Ieach
in 1944, there were two major shows
year, with a number of out-

standing successes, such as Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer prize-winning
play "Our Town," presented in 1939.
"I cebound" and "Two Gentlemen of
Verona" may be added to the list
of hits of the Pla,yers during Dr.
Sterrett's 10 year period of direction.
The Western Players were inac-,
tive from 1944 to the fall of 1947,
when Russell H . Miller, the present
director and sponsor, left the Bowling Green Business University secretarial department, of which he
was head, to join the Western fac ulty as speech and play production
teacher.

aried Offerings

Throughout Western's history of
dramatics, which goes as far back
as the history of , the school itself,
the Bowling Green theater-going
public has been presented with a
variety of types of drama, with t he
result that Western audiences receive and a ppreciate melodrama,
tragedy, or comedy with equal enthusiasm.
Although Western Players, as an
organization, did not start until 1934,
Mrs. T. C. Cherr y had produced and
directed a number of plays before
then.
, The Players' first offering "Miss
Lulu Belle" was directed by Dr. J.
Reid Sterrett. Until Dr. Sterrett
left for the University o'f Kentucky

ing during four d ecades. From the
'teens, twenties, thirties and forties,
respectively, the plays presented
were ' "Nothing But The Truth,"
"Mary the Third", "The Petrified
Forest", and "All My Sons." Some
of Mr. Miller's other hits were ,"Joan
of Lorraine", "Dear Ruth", "Idiot's
Delight", and "Life With Father."
Mr. M iller's play production classes, Western Players or both, may
not get you to Hollywood, but they
will foster a real appreciation of the
theater and may be invaluable iI
you ever teach high school and
called upon to produce and

Method Of Instruction

Mr. Miller is something out of
t he ordinary in a college innstructor
in that he does not believe all
learning moves by way of the textbook. In line with his theory that it
is easier to learn by seeing and doing than throllgh studying textbooks , each semester the dramatics
class is taken to Louisville or Nashville for one of the outstanding productions that ann ually tour the na,
tion.
Under Mr, Miller's direction the
dramatics progr am has been expahded and speeded up considerably
from the production of two plays
each year to this year's offering of
four plays representing a cycle of
the trends in American Playwright-

1,440 Choose Majors
In English In 25 Years
Since June, 1924, 1440 majors or
dO\lble majors in English have been
received from Western .
Accor din g to Dr. Gordon Wilson,
head of t he department, t h irteen
English majors were graduated in
1924, and only ten in 1925. These
figures show that t he department
has grown considerably since that
t ime.
As every student must take courses
in English , the offerings in the curriculunl of the department are varied.
Freshmen enroll for lOla and 101b;
then comes 102. Afterward there
is a wide range of requirements, depending on whether a student is a n
English major, minor, or merely taking th e minimum of t welve semester
h ours.
Some of \Vestern's English majors
have become distinguished in various
fields other t han teaching. Among
the lists are found lawyers, journalists, writers of fiction, as well as
men and women in other professions.
Many activities besides regular
classes are sponsored by the English
department. The Leiper English club
meets regularly on the first Thursday night of each month . .
Journalism classes of Miss Frances
Richards have ch arge of th e College
H eights HE~ALD, Western's school
newspaper.
The Western Players' club and the
Congress Debating club meet every
two weeks under t he directorship of
Mr. R ussell Miller.
Yeai' contests for the Robinfor Deellllnation and the

Ogden Medal for oratory are held
the English department.
The TALISMAN, Western's y
book, is under the sponsOrship;
Mr. Willson Wood, instructor of
!ish.

Today nine teachers ai'e in
department, as compared with' f
in 1925. Other' t h an those alrelQlJl
mentioned are Dr. Earl A. M
spotJ.sor of t his year's senior c
Miss Emma ' Stith, Mrs. Jennie Upton, Mrs. Earl A. Moore, and
Justine Lynn, now on leave of
sence stud ying at Columbia Univetl
sity.
Dr. Wilson became head of the de-p a r tm ent in 1928, sucreedulg
late Dr. M. A. Leiper.
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Debaters Meet
New officers of the Congress Debating club were, inStalled at a dUlner-dance at Manhattan Towers
Tuesday night.
Officers elected were : presiden t,
Leonard Curry; vice - president,
James Chamberlain ; secretary-treaBUrel', Kepneth Williams; sergeantat-arms, Kenne th Dix. All except
the presiden t are holding offices in '
the club for the first time.
~
R etirin g officers a re G eOrge Simp.son, Raymond L. Cravens, 'and Louis
Faulkner.
Guests a t the dinner - dance were
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Wilson Mr
and Mrs. Paul Huddleston, Mr: and
Mrs. Wilson WOO<;i and the club I
.sponsor, Russell H. Miller.
. ~veral , m~mbers and guests par- ' f
ticlpated ill mformal impromptu atter-d~er speaking at this las..
function of the clUb until next faG.
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Livermore Fresh man Is
Winner Of Robi)nson
Oratorical Con~test

~f

- Wayne Eve; ; - Livermore, I
freshman at Western state College,
this morning was named winner of
the school's Robimon Oratorical
Contest staged in CC}llnection with
the annual observaI'Jce of Ogden
Day.
Everly, speaking on the subject,
"Three Questions and A challenge,"
defeated two other contestants in
the final round presented at the
Western chapel program.
Also heard were K enneth Litchfield, Ho" kinsville sophomore. "A
Door That Needs Opening," and
John R. Glover, Springfield; Tenn.,
freshman, " Powder Keg, USA. "
The contest is open only to fre sh·
men and sophomore boys and each
contestant prepares an original
talk of from 10 to 15 minutes in
length.
Dr, Ward Sumpter, member of
Western's chemistry department
and an alumnus of Ogden College,
presided. Judges were H. J. Gutt·
man, Miss Sara Tyler and Thomas
W. White.

1
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Students Will
Try For Speech Award
in Robinson Contest

l
Racial integration' in ' sports is nothing new ; and as
a result, it has been accepted without any furor at

the Carlisle (Ky.) High School. With five Negro boys
enrolled, four play on the varsity football eleven.

The Robinson Oratorical contest,
a tradition inherited by Western
from th e Ogden School for Boys,
will be presen ted this year on
April I , a date set aside by the
school as Ogden Day.
The contest is limited to freshman and sophomore boys who can
present an original composition
from ten to fifteen minutes in
length.
Entrants in this year 's contest
announoed by Russell H. Miller,
who has charge of the activity, are
James Bryant, a sophomore from
Bowling Green; K enneth Litchfield
a sophomore from H opkinsville;
Wayne Everly, a fre shman from
Livermore; Wilford E. Fridy, a
sophomore from Louisville ; LaCY'1
Wilkins, Jr., a ,freshman from
H opkinsville, and J 0 h n Robert I
G over, a fre shm a n from Bowling i
Green.
' I

I

HIS PATRIOTISM DIDN'T DIE-Lawrence Buol displays the American
flag he knitted from the yam 01 hili old lIocks during two years of
solitary confinement In a Communist China prison. Buol, recently
released, Is shown here with his wife as they relax at Walklki en route
to their Stockton, Calit., home.

.lOAN CRAWFORD -and Jeff Chandler are an .. exciting new team I~
Universal-International's romantic melodrama, Female on t}le Beach,
, in which they star with Jan Sterling. The film Is showing at the
Capitol through Friday.

COLUMBIA U NIVERSITY

July 24) 1950

Dear Initiate :
It is a pleasure to inform you that you have been elected to candidacy
for membership i n Beta Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa.
Phi Delta Kappa is a nationa l honorary fraternity for men in Education.
Its ideals are educati onal re s earch) s ervice and lea dership. The chapter)
in electing you) has indicate d its belief in you as one worth of the educa tiona l honor and trust which membership in t he fraternity signifies.
You are cordially invited to attend a reception on Monday) July 31) 1950
from 3: 30 to 5: 30 p.m. in the Grace Dodge Room. At this reception you will
have an opportunity to learn about the purposes of the fraternity and to become acquainted with some of the chapter members.
Enclosed is a personal history blank that you are requested to fill out
and bring with you. An initiation fee of nineteen dollars) covering local
and national dues) a subscription to the PHI DELTA KAPPAN) and a ticket to the
initiation steak roast is payable at the reception._
If you are unable to be present July 31st will you please notify Miss
Gearhart in Room 112) Teachers College) of your intention to a
-------------------~----~---------cline our invitation. All fOrmE must be turned in and initiat
Friday) August 4. Miss Gearhart's office hours are Monday thr
9:00 to 11:30 a.m.) 12:30. to 4:00 p.m. Fraternity keys may be
after initiation.
Name r

Ini tiation will take place a.t a fraternity steak roast tc
the Horace Mann Picnic Grounds) Van Cortlandt Park (231 West c
on Monday) August 7. (In case of rain) Tuesday) August 8) Sw
formal sports activities will take place. from 3-6) steak fry a
tion and speaker from 7-8:30. Rides will be available from Te
Main Building beginning at 2: 30__0' clock. Please make . your reS
enclo.sed card. ATTENDANCE AT THE INITIATION CEREMONY IS A RE
SHIP.

State __.t.--+'-

,_.:.-...;--'-.:.:...._

-/

r

Chapter __...!.'_ .__.___.~___._____ ._

We are looking forward to welcoming you to membership.
Sincerely yours)

~c~~t J~be~~

PHI DELTA KAPPA
Steak Roast and Outing

Membership Chairman

~---------------------------------------

at
Horace Mann School for Boys

KAPPA CHAPTER

Monday, August 7, 1950 \
In case of rain, Tuesday, Augus
3-9 p.m.

of

'"

KAPPA DELTA PI

-""~~~'erson

BETA CHAPTER

invites

to b ecm

TEACHERS COLLEGE. ClJLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

a mcmller of tIle Society

..

KAPPA DELTA PI
KAPPA CHAPTER

TEACHERS COLLEGE
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

July 25, 1950

Dear Cand i da t e :
The members of Kappa Chapter are happy to inform you of your e l e ction
to b ecome an initia t e of Kappa Delta Pi, Nati onal Educa t i ona l Honor
Soc ie t y . The enclosed "Circular of Information for Ini t i ate s " t ells
the story of our fra ternity, and any of our members wi ll be happy to
answer any questions about our local chapter.
We cordially i nvite you to attend a tea for initiates and acti ve members
on Tuesday, August 1st from 3 :30 to 5 :30 p.m. in the Grace Dodge Room.
You may t urn i n t he enclose d pe rmanent record and candidate inf ormation
cards, and pay the initiation fee of $15 .00 at the tea. If you are unable to attend the tea , w~ l~ you please notify Miss Elizabeth Gearhart,
Room 112 Teachers College Main Hall, of your intention to accept or
decline our invi t a t i::m . Fees and car<h~ may be re turned to her office .
Fraternity jewelry may be _ordered there after initiation. Miss Gear hart's office hours are: Monday through Friday, 9;00- 11 : 30, 12 : 30-4:00.
The initiation fees include the banquet ticket, national and local dues
for one year, and a year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL FORUM, the
official magazine of the society.
The initiation banquet will be on Thursday evening, August lOth. Initiates
are requested to be in the Grace Dodge Room by 5: 00 p.m. ATTENDANCE AI]
THE INITIATION CEREMONY IS REQUIRED OF ALL WHO WISH TO BECOME MEMBERS OF
THE FRATERNITY. The banquet will be held_in the . M~n~s Faculty Cl~b im-.
mediately after the initiation ceremony. All cards and_fees must be
turned in by Friday, August 4th, in order ~at banquet arrangements may
be completed.
We will be happy to welcome you as one of our members.
Sincerely yours,

~~

Ada D. Stephens
President
Enclosures.

